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Abstract
Epigenetic regulation is achieved through cytosine DNA methylation and histone
modification. Epigenetic regulation is not only responsible for regulating genecoding regions, it is also involved in silencing harmful transposable elements and
repetitive elements. Naturally, DNA methylation patterns may vary between
individual plants of the same species, influenced by difference exposures to
environmental stresses. These changes are heritable, as the plants adapt to
challenges in their growth environment. The dynamics and heritability of DNA
methylation changes makes producing an epi-mutant variety of crop plants
interesting. New epi-varieties may potentially carry interesting phenotypes, with
high commercial values. Establishment and maintenance of DNA methylation is
controlled by DNA methyltransferases, which creates an opportunity for inducing
DNA methylation changes by interfering with the expression of DNA
methyltransferases in plants. In this study, we used different strategies in various
plant species to induce DNA methylation changes. The first strategy used inverted
repeats to silence the MET1 gene, and indicates the importance of having the
appropriate level of MET1 expression in maize for plant growth and development.
The second strategy employed the TALEN and CRISPR genome editing tools for
inducing point mutagenesis in the tomato MET1 gene. However, high dependency
of tomato to MET1 gene have inhibited callus regeneration. The third strategy used
over-expression of the CMT2 gene to induce phenotype and methylation pattern
changes. In addition to using the available strategies, we developed a novel tool for
the proof-of-concept targeted demethylation of stable methylated regions in
Arabidopsis, which could be extended as epigenome editing tools.
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-1Chapter 1
General Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Epigenetics

The term „epigenetic‟ was coined by Conrad Waddington in the 1940s, and is an
amalgamation of „Epi‟, meaning upon or over, and „genetic‟, meaning involving
genes, thus, the term reflected the study of events beyond genes. Waddington
defined epigenetics as „the branch of biology, which studies the causal interactions
between genes and their product, which bring the phenotypes into being‟
(Waddington, 1968). Over time, with better understanding of the genome structure
and gene regulation, epigenetic was defined as „the study of changes in gene
function that are mitotically and/or meiotically heritable, and that do not entail a
change in DNA sequence‟ (Wu and Morris 2001). However, since this definition
does not include non-mitotic factors, in 2007, the following definition was proposed:
„the structural adaptation of chromosomal regions so as to register, signal or
perpetuate altered activity‟ (Bird, 2007). A year later, during the 2008 Cold Spring
Harbour meeting, a consensus definition for epigenetic was made as: „reversible and
heritable changes in gene expression that occur without any DNA sequence
alteration‟ (Berger et al, 2009).

Epigenetic gene regulation occurs by a series of chemical modifications that occur
on DNA or histone proteins (Figure 1.1). Chemical modification of DNA occurs
through DNA methylation, a process of adding a methyl group to a cytosine residue.
Whereas, histone modification occurs though post-transcriptional modification
(PTM), which can involve methylation, acetylation, ubiquitylation, and sumoylation,

-2and results in chromatin remodelling (Sultan and Day, 2011). In plants, DNA
methylation occurs at three different sequence contexts, CG, CHG, and CHH that
work redundantly to silence a gene, whereas, histone modification can cause either
transcription activation or repression. In general, histone methylation, and
ubiquitylation can cause transcription activation or repression, while histone
acetylation and phosphorylation are often associated with transcription activation
(reviewed in Karim et al., (2016); Pfluger and Wagner, (2007). These epigenetic
changes can cause several phenomena, such as non-Mendelian inheritance (Hollick
and Chandler, 1998), transgene silencing (Meyer et al., 1992), gene imprinting
(Kinoshita, 2004), paramutation (Brink et al., 1968), and position-effect variegation
(PEV) (Singh et al., 2008b).

Figure 1.1: Epigenetic gene regulation. Methylation can occur at cytosine residues of
DNA, and lysine and arginine residues of histone proteins. Acetylation and ubiquitylation
can occur at lysine residues, while phosphorylation occurs at serine residues of histone
proteins. Me: methylation; Ac: acetylation; P: phosphorylation; Ub: ubiquitylation; C:
cytosine; K: lysine; R: arginine, S: serine. (Taken from Promega, 2017).

-31.2 DNA Methylation

DNA methylation is an epigenetic mark that is found in all bacteria, fungi,
mammals, and plants studied so far. In bacterial genomes, it is found at a 5-methyl
cytosine (m5C), N6-methyl-adenine (m6A), and N4-methy-cytosine (m4C), which
is exclusive to bacteria (Jeltsch, 2002). As with eukaryotes, bacterial methylation
causes gene regulation, such as control of expression for phase variation, and acts as
a signal through a restriction-modification (R-M) system, which protects bacterial
genome from its own immune response against infection with foreign DNA
(Casadesús and Low, 2006). DNA adenine methyltransferase (Dam) is responsible
for the methylation of adenine at GATC sequences, while DNA cytosine
methyltransferase (Dcm) is responsible for methylation at the internal C of CCWGG
(where W is either A or T) sequences (Casadesús and Low, 2006).

In mammals, DNA methylation is found almost exclusively at CG sequence
contexts, which are established during embryotic development (Bestor, 2000). Most
mammalian genes possess CG islands, a CG-rich region, at their gene promoter
(Bird, 2007), and methylation at these CG islands is known to be responsible for
gene repression, such as with inactive X-chromosomes and imprinted genes
(Alcaiay and Toniolo, 1988). Even though, CG islands are often found
unmethylated, significant numbers of CG islands have been found to be
differentially methylated in normal tissues and cell types, indicating gene specific
cellular functions (Strathdee et al., 2004).

In plants, DNA methylation occurs at three sequence contexts, CG, CHG, and CHH
(where H is either A, T, or G). In general, the distribution of plant DNA methylation

-4for each sequence context is: > 80%, 20-60%, and < 22%, at CG, CHG, and CHH,
respectively, with DNA methylation landscape being shaped by disproportionate
distributions of DNA methylation at transposable elements (TE) and repetitive
sequence regions (Niederhuth et al., 2016). Unlike in mammals, DNA methylation
reprograming in plants occurs partially through sexual reproduction (Jullien et al.,
2012), which might explain the transgenerational epigenetic instability seen in plants
(Schmitz et al., 2011).

1.3 Plant DNA Methyltransferases

In general, there are two functions of DNA methyltransferases (MTases): The Nterminal domain is responsible for recognising a specific DNA sequence, while the
C-terminal domain catalyses the transfer of a methyl group from S-adenosyl-Lmethionine (S-AdoMET) to 5-carbon of pyrimidine ring of cytosine (5mC) (Kumar
et al., 1994). DNA MTases can be categorised into two distinct but complementary
mechanisms based on their targets, the maintenance DNA MTases and the de novo
DNA methylation (Figure 1.2)

-5-

Figure 1.2: Plant DNA methyltransferases and their methylation pathways. A. MET1
mediates CG methylation at a new strand with the help of VIM1 to recognise hemimethylated patterns. B. CHG methylation occurs through a self-reinforced loop, where
CMT3 mediates CHG methylation by binding to H3K9me2, and methylated CHG recruits
SUVH4 binding for methylating H3K9. C. Several pathways are involved in de novo
methylation, initiated by SHH1 involvement in siRNA biogenesis through POLIV with
RDR2, or POLII with RDR6 pathways, followed by recruitment of DRMs complex for
methylating all sequence contexts. CMT2 methylates CHH and CHG via de novo
methylation by binding to H3K9me2. Adapted from Kawashima and Berger (2014).

1.3.1

Maintenance DNA Methyltransferases in Plants

Maintenance DNA MTases are responsible for methylating newly synthesised DNA
strands, which are produced from replication events. The MTase uses the sister
DNA strands for target identification to ensure the correct methylation pattern is
passed to the next generation.

-6Unlike

mammals,

which

only

have

one

maintenance

MTase,

DNA

methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1), plants possess several distinct MTase families for
methylating CG, CHG, and CHH context sequences. In Arabidopsis, the plant
DNMT1 homologue, DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1) is responsible for
maintaining methylation at the CG context, with the help of VARIABLE IN
METHLYLATION 1 (VIM1) for recognising the hemi-methylated CG sequence.
MET1 also requires a chromatin remodelling factor, DECREASE IN DNA
METHYLATION (DDM1) for methylating heterochromatic regions (Zemach et al.,
2013). In some plant species, there is more than one copy of the METs genes, and
each have become specialised, to function in different tissues (Bernacchia et al.,
1998; Qian et al., 2014; Yamauchi et al., 2014).

CHROMOMETHYLASES (CMTs) are another plant maintenance MTase family,
which are uniquely found in plants, and are defined by the presence of a
chromodomain at the catalytic domain, which interacts with chromatin protein,
directing CMTs to methylate the heterochromatin region (Henikoff and Comai,
1998). The CMT family may have evolved from a specialisation event that
methylated the transposon and retrotransposon elements that developed a non-CG
promoter (Pavlopoulou and Kossida, 2007). In Arabidopsis, the CMT family
consists of three genes, CMT1, CMT2, and CMT3. CMT1 is found truncated in
most Arabidopsis ecotypes (Henikoff and Comai, 1998), while CMT2 mediates
methylation via de novo DNA methylation mechanisms. CMT2 and CMT3 have
redundant function, whereby both can methylate CHG contexts, but CMT2 is also
capable of methylating CHH contexts (Stroud et al., 2014). Methylation by CMT3
occurs through a self-reinforcing loop between histone and DNA methylation (Du et
al., 2012). The chromodomain of CMT3 binds to H3K9me1 or H3K9me2 and

-7methylates the nearby CHG context (Du et al., 2012; Stroud et al., 2014). The
methylated CHG provides a binding site for the SET- AND RING- ASSOCIATED
(SRA) domain of H3K9 methyltransferase, SU(VAR) HOMOLOGUE 4 (SUVH4),
which mediates H3K9 methylation (Du et al., 2014).

1.3.2

De novo DNA Methyltransferases in Plants

De novo DNA methylation involves the addition of a methyl group to previously
unmethylated cytosine residues, and was first observed in tobacco plants infected
with viroids (Wassenegger et al., 1994). De novo DNA methylation, also known as
RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway in plants, methylates all
sequence contexts (Matzke and Mosher, 2014; Stroud et al., 2014; Zhong et al.,
2014), however CHH methylation is frequently-linked to RdDM because of its
asymmetrical sequence. In Arabidopsis, the RdDM pathway (reviewed in
Kawashima and Berger, (2014)) is initiated by small interfering RNA (siRNA)
biogenesis, which involves the coordinated activity of the chromatin binding protein,
SAWADEE HOMEODOMAIN HOMOLOG 1 (SHH1) (Law et al., 2013). This
enables the binding of plant RNA POLYMERASE IV (POLIV) to DNA, initiating
transcription and producing a single stranded RNA (ssRNA). The ssRNA provides a
templates for RNA-DIRECTED RNA POLYMERASE 2 (RDR2) to produce a
double stranded RNA (dsRNA), before cleavage by DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3) into
siRNA duplexes of 24-nuclotides long, and is followed by methylation at the 3‟ end
by HUA ENHANCER 1 (HEN1) (Li et al, 2005).

One strand of siRNA forms a complex with ARGONATE 4 (AGO4) (Zhong et al.,
2014), which acts as a target for the RdDM pathway. KOW DOMAIN-
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the siRNA-AGO4 complex (Rowley et al., 2011) to homologous siRNA sequences
of RNA transcripts produced by POLV, and these in turn recruit DOMAIN
REARRANGED METHYTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2) to the DNA, which results in
cytosine methylation. The non-canonical RdDM pathway is another methylation
pathway, and involves POLII and RDR6 during siRNA biogenesis. This pathway
produces 21-nucloetide siRNA, rather than 24-nucleotide siRNA, followed by the
formation of a complex with AGO6, before methylating through DRM2 (Nuthikattu
et al., 2013).

CMT2 also mediates CHH methylation, but via RdDM-independent mechanisms
(Zemach et al., 2013), and causes methylation of regions other than DRM2 and
CMT3 targets (Stroud et al., 2014). CMT2 binds to H3K9me2, followed by de novo
methylation of nearby CHH contexts (Zemach et al., 2013). Recently, the
methylation of different CHH regions were explained by the preferential
methylation of CAA and CTA sub-contexts by CMT2 (Gouil and Baulcombe,
2016).

1.4 DNA Demethylation in Plants

The reversibility of DNA methylation is important for regulating the gene
expression of certain events, such as tissue specialisation or environmental
adaptation, and in plants, DNA demethylation can occur either passively or actively.
Passive demethylation is caused by inefficient maintenance of DNA methylation, or
a shortage of S-AdoMET leading to the inability to supply methyl groups for
cytosine methylation, whereas, active demethylation involves the enzymatic removal

-9of a methyl group from cytosine DNA. In Arabidopsis species, DNA glycosylases
initiate the removal of 5mC by hydrolysing glycosidic bonds, and subsequently
apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) lyase introduces nicks in the DNA backbone. This
triggers DNA repair mechanisms that result in the incorporation of unmethylated
cytosine at the gap (Penterman et al., 2007).

Arabidopsis species have four DNA glycosylases, the DEMETER (DME),
REPRESSOR OF SILENCING 1 (ROS1), and two DEMETER-LIKE enzymes
(DML2 and DML3). Although exact details of the glycosylases are poorly
understood, it is known that each one is able to demethylate all sequence contexts
(Penterman et al., 2007), and this could involve a targeting mechanism because the
triple mutants, ros1 dml2 dml3 have been shown to cause changes in DNA
methylation status at certain loci (Penterman et al., 2007). Furthermore, ROS1 has
been reported to form a complex with ROS3, which has RNA-binding capacity
(Zheng et al., 2008). ROS1 is also reported to maintain demethylation at several
promoters of endogenous genes, while DML2 and DML3 are responsible for
preventing hypermethylation in Arabidopsis vegetative tissue (Zhu et al., 2007).

1.5 Sequence Context-Independent DNA Methyltransferases

DNA methyltransferases have always linked to the rigid sequence contexts that they
methylated. However, there are studies showing that cross-context sequence
methylation is undertaken by DNA methyltransferases. For example, MET1 was
found to not restrict its target to only CG methylation, and this is because only
partial CG methylation was restored when endogenous MET1 was re-introduced
into the met1 mutant background (Watson et al., 2014; Zubko et al., 2012).

- 10 Furthermore, a reduction in non-CG methylation at the REPETITIVE PETUNIA
SEQUENCE (RPS) transgene was observed when the transgene was introduced into
met1 via crossing (Singh et al., 2008a). This was further supported by findings that
MET1 is required for the methylation of CCG contexts (Gouil and Baulcombe,
2016; Yaari et al., 2015). Interestingly, partially restored CG methylation does not
require a passage through germlines, which suggests the possibility of de novo
methylation mechanisms by MET1 (Zubko et al., 2012). De novo activity of MET1
could be region specific, in which an 11 bp stem loop acts as a signal for the targeted
recognition of MET1 at the RPS transgene (Gentry and Meyer, 2013). However,
there are also several unmethylated endogenous regions found in MET1-restored
Arabidopsis species (Watson et al., 2014). Even though there is growing evidence of
MET1 activity at non-CG sites, so far, there is no evidence of other DNA MTases
that can methylate CG sites (Stroud et al., 2014), except for a joint activity involving
MET1 (Singh et al., 2008a; Gouil and Baulcombe, 2016). However, details
surrounding the mechanisms of non-CG MET1-dependent methylation are currently
unknown, although it is speculated that MET1 may act as a mediator for quick
responses to environmental change (Meyer, 2015).

One study showed that CHG methylation was only partially lost in cmt3 mutants,
indicating that CMT2 and CMT3 both mediate non-CG methylation, and CMT2
mediates CHH and CHG context sequences (Stroud et al., 2014). This was further
supported by only a 25% reduction of CHG methylation in cmt2 mutants (Gouil and
Baulcombe, 2016). Furthermore, in vitro studies have shown that CMT2 exhibits
strong methylation activity at CHG and CHH contexts (Stroud et al., 2014).
However, differences in global methylation patterns between cmt2 and cmt3 mutants
suggest that they might have different sequence preferences (Stroud et al., 2014).
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preferences of CMT proteins, but speculate the differences might be caused by the
preferences of histone methylases, with SUVH5 and SUVH6 redundantly binding at
CCG/CGG sites, while SUVH4 prefers binding to CAG/CTG (Gouil and
Baulcombe, 2016).

In addition, context-independent DNA methyltransferases have been reported to
work together to methylate certain targets. For example, RPS transgenes lose both
CG and non-CG methylation when transferred into drm2/cmt3 mutants, suggesting
that MET1, DRM2, and CMT3 may be jointly involved in methylating the RPS gene
(Singh et al., 2008a). Cooperation between two MTases might be explained from the
perspective of sub-context sequences, where MET1 is recruited to methylate mCGG
and CmCG (methylation at the first and second cytosine, respectively), triggering
the binding of SUVH5/6. This results in the methylation of H3K9, followed by
recruitment of CMT3 to methylate the first cytosine of the CCG site (Gouil and
Baulcombe, 2016). Furthermore, structural analysis of MET1 has found that the Nterminal domain can directly interact with the C-terminal domain of HISTONE
DEACETYLASE 6 (HDA6), which suggests a joint collaboration for maintaining
the heterochromatin region (Liu et al., 2012).

1.6 Biological Importance of Plant DNA Methylation

Correct DNA methylation is required for maintaining plant genome stability,
especially in maize, where 82% of its genome consists of transposable elements
(TE) and repetitive sequences (Haberer et al., 2005; Vicient, 2010). In Arabidopsis
species, depletion of the DDM1 protein has given rise to several growth
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the repression of shoot and petiole development, which are produced by insertion of
the CACTA transposon family at the DWARF 4 (DWF4) gene, resulting in a
truncated DWF 4 gene (Miura et al., 2001). Whereas, the bns phenotype is identified
by short compact inflorescence, and a shorter plant, and is caused by the spread of
hypermethylation from long interspersed nuclear element (LINE) retrotransposons at
the 3‟ non-coding region, into the BONSAI gene (Saze and Kakutani, 2007). There
are also ddm1-induced gain-of function phenotypes, such as the late-flowering
phenotype produced by the ectopic expression of the FWA gene, caused by
hypomethylation of repeats at the 5‟ region of the gene (Soppe et al., 2000). In
addition, bal phenotypes, characterised by twisted leaves and dwarfed plants, result
from the silencing effects of a gene at the BAL locus being over-expressed (Stokes et
al., 2002).

Genomic imprinting is another phenomenon that is related to DNA methylation, in
which one of the alleles originating from the parent is silenced. This parent-oforigin-specific gene expression is primarily found in the endosperm during seed
development (Gehring, 2013). Expression of imprinted genes is either controlled by
differential DNA methylation, polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) activity, or
both (Hsieh et al., 2011). In Arabidopsis species, there are several imprinted genes
expressed from the maternal genome, such as FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT
ENDOSPERM

(FIE),

MULTICOPY

SUPRESSOR

OF

IRA

1

(MSI1),

FERTILIZATION INDEPENDENT SEED 2 (FIS2), and MEDEA (MEA), while
paternal imprinted genes include FWA, MYB THREE REPEAT 2 (MYB3R2), and
PHERES 1 (PHE1) (reviewed in Gehring, 2013). DME protein is one of the DNA
glycosylases, that specifically demethylates maternal imprinted genes, and leads to

- 13 gene expression (Gehring et al., 2006). In maize, deep sequencing of endosperm has
successfully identified 100 putatively imprinted genes (54 maternal and 46 paternal)
(Waters et al., 2011).

DNA methylation is also involved in determining RNA splicing sites. The
DEFICIENS (DEF) gene, an oil palm orthologue of the Arabidopsis APETALA3
gene, is essential for the formation of flower organs. The discovery of a TE, named
Karma, which possess a signal sequence for RNA splicing has been identified as the
culprit for abnormal flower development and low oil yields. This is because the
methylated Karma produces a complete DEF protein, while unmethylated Karma
produced a truncated DEF protein with an early stop codon that is present in the
Karma sequence (Ong-Abdullah et al., 2015). In maize, high levels of CHG DNA
methylation at acceptor splice sites have been found to be less efficiently spliced,
compared with low levels CHG methylation, and this inhibits alternative splicing,
and production of variant proteins (Regulski et al., 2013).

Transgenerational memory of plant adaptation to biotic and abiotic stresses, are also
related to DNA methylation changes. A well-known example in Arabidopsis is the
FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) gene, in which FLC expression is reduced during
cold conditions (winter). The signal for vernalisation, and FLC levels, remain low
even after the temperature increases and warmer conditions return. Differences in
FLC expression levels might be reflected by changes in H3K27me3 levels at the
FLC locus (Searle et al., 2006). Arabidopsis species have been reported to exhibit
„memory‟ to previous drought conditions because plant adaptations are rapid for the
second drought exposure, a phenomenon that H3K4me3 is believed to be
responsible for (Ding et al., 2012). Epigenetic stress memory for low humidity
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methylation changes at various sites of basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) transcription
factor genes, such as SPEECHLESS (SPCH) and FAMA (Tricker et al., 2013). Gene
activation has been reported in Arabidopsis species, in response to elevated
temperatures, in which demethylation of ONSEN, a long terminal repeat (LTR) of
the retrotransposon family, favours a response to heat stress, but not sufficiently
enough to cause activation. This is because it is driven by heat shock elements
(HSE), which bind to plant heat shock factor to initiate transcription (Cavrak et al.,
2014).

1.7 Strategies to Induced DNA Methylation Pattern Changes in Plants

Reverse genetics have been widely used to study the function of epigenetic genes in
plants. The majority of reverse genetic studies induce methylation changes by
knocking out genes of interest by introducing a mutation, or foreign DNA insertion,
to cause a frame shift mutation or gene disruption. Introduction of a mutation into
the genome is relatively straightforward, however randomisation of point mutations
or DNA integrations makes studying specific genes difficult. Even though, a large
population of mutants are available, there are only limited ones for Arabidopsis
species, and, for other important crop species, this remains a challenging task.
Furthermore, eliminating a gene would certainly give rise to mutant phenotypes
because of loss of function effects. In this section, we look into different strategies
that could be used to target key methyltransferases, in order to understand gene
functions and the use of genome editing technologies for methylation studies.
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RNA Interference (RNAi)

RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural gene expression regulatory mechanism, which
occurs either by the suppression of transcription (transcriptional gene silencing,
TGS), or generation of sequence-specific fragments for activating the mRNA
degradation process, post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) (Figure 1.3). In
PTGS, POLII synthesises RNA, triggering silencing mechanisms. Single stranded
RNA is converted into a hairpin structure and processed by the DCL protein into 2224 nucleotide RNAs, known as small interference RNA (siRNA). The siRNAs are
used to guide the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to homologous mRNA,
followed by cleavage of the target mRNA, and RNA degradation (Borges and
Martienssen, 2015). During TGS, RDR converts the RNA transcript into dsRNA,
before the DCL protein processes it into 21-22 nucleotide siRNAs. The siRNAs are
then used to initiate RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) at specific loci, or
chromatin remodelling, which causing transcription repression (Borges and
Martienssen, 2015).

Understanding RNAi mechanisms has made it one of most important tools for
studying functional genomics. Gene silencing using the RNAi approach was first
applied to plants in the 1990‟s, using inverted repeats (IR), which have produced the
highest silencing percentage of the GUS gene (Waterhouse et al., 1998). Since then,
siRNAs have been introduced into plants using various delivery mechanisms such as
direct siRNA delivery (Tang et al., 2006), virus infection (Anandalakshmi et al.,
1998), carrier peptide (Numata et al., 2014), and the most widely used; transferring
a transgene, harbouring hairpin DNA, by Agrobacterium mediated transformation
(reviewed in McGinnis, (2010).
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Figure 1.3: Mechanisms of RNAi gene silencing. POLII transcription produces RNA,
which folds into dsRNA. dsRNA is processed by Dicer protein, producing siRNAs.
siRNAs are used by the RISC complex as a guide for homologous binding with the
mRNA target, and the slicer of RISC cleaves the mRNA for degradation.

RNAi technologies themselves are unique, instead of complete protein elimination;
a reduction in gene expression level is obtained. Interestingly, variations in gene
expression level were also observed in transgenic plants produced. This could be
exploited to produce transgenic plants with optimum expression of genes of interest.
Furthermore, this characteristic is important, especially for genes that are known to
cause negative growth effects when the gene is knocked out or highly expressed.

- 17 Since deciphering the mechanisms involved in RNAi, they have been used
extensively for crop improvement (reviewed in Angaji et al., (2010) and Senthilkumar and Mysore, (2010). RNAi has improved seed quality and germination rates
in tobacco and maize (Segal et al., 2004). It has helped to produce disease and virus
resistant plants, such as in barley (Wang et al., 2000) and banana (Rodoni et al.,
1999), and has improved the compound synthesis or protein content in rice (Kusaba
et al., 2003) and tomato (Davuluri et al., 2004).

Despites enormous advantages, RNAi gene silencing suffers from a few drawbacks.
One of the drawbacks is the variation in the silencing efficiency between mutant
plants. Even this might be beneficial, however, selecting a mutant with the required
gene expression levels could be difficult, particularly in later generations, where
there are transformants that have failed to silence the target gene, even though the
transgene was transcribed (Kerschen et al., 2004). Furthermore, variations in gene
expression level could result in variations at the phenotypic level, which could be an
issue, especially for crops like soy bean (Hayashi et al., 2008) and wheat (Fu et al.,
2007)

because

companies

rely

on

the

phenotypic

characteristics

for

commercialisation. Another drawback is that the RNAi-inducing transgene itself
could be silenced because it was introduced by Agrobacterium infection, in which
the plant‟s defence mechanisms respond by silencing the transgene (reviewed in
Matzke and Matzke, (1998).
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Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nucleases (TALEN)

Transcriptional activator-like effectors (TALEs) are programmable DNA binding
proteins, originating from phytopathogenic Xanthomonas spp, which cause disease
in rice and cotton (Boch and Bonas, 2010). The N- and C-terminal of TALE proteins
are highly conserved, consisting of a translocation signal, nuclear localisation
sequence, and transcription activation domain, while the central region consists of
tandem repeats that recognise specific DNA sequences (Scholze and Boch, 2011).
Naturally, TALE tandem repeats are variable in number, ranging from 1.5 to 33.5,
with up to 42 amino acids for each repeat, followed by a single half repeat of 20
amino acids (Boch and Bonas, 2010).

The tandem repeats have identical amino acids, except for position 12 and 13, which
are known as repeat variable di-residues (RVD), that recognise different nucleotides
(Figure 1.4). The most common four RVDs are HD, NG, NI, and NH, which
recognise C, T, A, and G nucleotides, respectively (Yang et al., 2014). As such, a
single tandem repeat can recognise a single nucleotide, in which rearrangement of
tandem repeat arrays makes targeting regions of interest in the genome possible.
However, there are two pre-requisites of TALE proteins prior to DNA binding; the
DNA binding site must begin with a thymine and the tandem repeat binding domain
must always end with a half-length repeat (0.5 repeat) (Boch and Bonas, 2010).
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Figure 1.4: Organisation of the TALE protein structure. Tandem repeats of 34
amino acids are shown in red, green, blue, and yellow, which indicate the nucleotide
binding specificity of each tandem. Amino acids at position 12 and 13 are known as
RVD. The only difference between tandem repeats is highlighted in red. Adapted from
Sanjana et al., (2012).

The DNA binding ability of TALEs has been exploited as a tool for genome editing;
the TALEs DNA binding domain (TALE DBD) can be customised by combining it
with various effector domains to give the TALE DBD various abilities, such as
transcription activation and repression, genome modification, and epigenetic
modulation. Customisation and versatility of TALE made it the „Method of the
Year‟ for 2011 (NatureMethods, 2012). TALE transcription activation (TALE-TA)
was produced by fusion with the VP64 domain (Sanjana et al., 2012), TALE
transcription repressor (TALE-TR) was achieved by fusing it with the EAR
repressor domain (Mahfouz et al., 2012), TALE nucleases (TALEN) were achieved
by fusing TALE with the Fok1 domain (reviewed in Chen and Gao, (2013), and
TALE epigenetic modulation was achieved by fusion of the TALE DBD with an
epigenetic modulator domain, such as TET1 for demethylation, (TALE-TET1)
(Maeder et al., 2013) and H3K9 tri-methyltransferase Suv39H1 domain for TALE
histone modulation enzyme (TALE-HME) (Bieberstein et al., 2016). Therefore, this
project focussed on TALENs to induce mutations at methyltransferases.

- 20 TALENs can facilitate genome modification by inducing double stranded breaks
(DSB) at target regions. Since Fok1, the nuclease domain of TALEN, nucleases the
DNA molecule as a dimer, two customised TALEN proteins are required, each
designed to bind on opposite strands with inverted orientation, as shown in figure
1.5 (Sanjana et al., 2012). DNA repair mechanisms are recruited to fix the DSB,
either by non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homologous recombination (HR).
However, NHEJ repairs are error-prone mechanisms, which normally cause frame
shift mutations resulting in truncated protein (Figure 1.6) (Chen and Gao, 2013).

Figure 1.5: Illustration of a pair of TALENs binding to DNA. Left and right TALEN are
designed 14 to 20 bp apart, to allow the Fok1 domain to dimerise and break double stand
DNA between the TALENs. Adapted from Sanjana et al., (2012).

TALENs have been used extensively in plants, mostly for introducing mutations into
the genes of crop plants (reviewed in Chaudhary et al., (2016), and have been used
in rice, maize, and wheat, to produce disease or virus resistant plants (Li et al., 2012;
Liang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). In barley, TALENs were used to improve the
oleic acid content in the seeds (Wendt et al., 2013). Heritable mutations have also
been reported in tomato, using TALENs under the control of an inducible promoter
(Lor et al., 2014).
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Figure 1.6: DNA repair mechanisms. A pair of TALEN-induce DSB are repaired, either
by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or homologous recombination (HR). NHEJ repair
normally causes a frame shift mutation, which then causes gene disruption. HR mechanisms
require donor DNA with homologous flanking sequences for gene replacement or addition.

Although TALEs have enormous potential, there are several limitations with this
technology. One of the drawbacks is binding efficiency; even though it is designed
to specific TALE DBD targets, the efficiency of introducing the mutation ranges
from 100% to 50% (Chen and Gao, 2013). Variations in DNA binding could be due
to TALE DBD binding being sensitive to DNA methylation (Valton et al., 2012).
Another limitation is that multiplex mutations of several targets are difficult to
achieve because a pair of TALE proteins needs to be engineered for each target.
Furthermore, cloning of identical repeat sequences of TALE DBD arrays presents
high technical challenges, even with „Golden Gate‟ cloning strategies.

1.7.3

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) is a new targeted
genome editing tool discovered in 2012, and is based on the adaptive immune
system of bacteria and archaea. It consists of two main components, the CRISPR
associated protein 9 (Cas9) from Streptococcus pyrogenes and the CRISPR RNA
(crRNA), also known as single guided RNA (sgRNA), which contains the
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TALE DBD protein for each new target site, the CRISPR system utilises WatsonCrick base pairing to recognize its target. The system uses sgRNA to bring the Cas9
protein to its target. Furthermore, the Cas9 protein itself contains nuclease domains
(the HNH and RuvC-like), which cleaves both strands of the dsDNA at the same
time, resulting in a DSB (Jinek et al., 2012). The CRISPR system is simple because
sgRNA can be easily modified for a new target, in addition, multiple sgRNAs can
work simultaneously with the same Cas9 protein, meaning that the CRISPR system
can be multiplexed (Sander and Joung, 2014).

The CRISPR immune system relies on small DNA sequences that are acquired
during previous bacteriophage or plasmid infections, and kept as CRISPR arrays.
These small foreign DNA sequences are kept interspersed with repeat sequences,
and incorporated into the CRISPR array (Figure 1.7) (Makarova et al., 2011).
Transcription of the CRISPR array produces pre-crRNA, which is then matured,
prior to forming a complex with the Cas protein. There are two class of CRISPR/Cas
systems, which are defined by the presence of multiple subunits of the crRNA-Cas
complex (Makarova et al., 2015). Class 1 consists of type I, III, and IV, which
requires specialised Cas endonucleases for crRNA maturation, while class 2 consists
of type II and V, which are simpler, with the crRNA being processed by RNAse III
prior to forming a complex with the Cas protein (Makarova et al., 2015). In type II,
Cas9 requires crRNA and trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) to stabilise the
structure for Cas9 activation (Jinek et al., 2012). Most genome editing tools today,
use the type II CRISPR/Cas system.

- 23 The 20 nucleotides of crRNA are responsible for recognising the binding site of
Cas9 complexes. Naturally, a secondary structure formed by a crRNA:tracrRNA
duplex is required for Cas9-crRNA complex stability. In addition, Cas9 requires a
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM), an „NGG‟ sequence, at the target sequence,
which is located next to the 20 nucleotide binding site of sgRNA, that acts as a
signal for DNA duplex unwinding and for efficient DNA Cas9-catalyzed cleavage
(Figure 1.8) (Jinek et al., 2012). Re-engineering of crRNA:tracrRNA duplexed to a
sgRNA has made the system much simpler to use as a genome editing tool (Jinek et
al., 2012).

Figure 1.7: Classes and mechanisms of the CRISPR adaptive immune system. The
CRISPR adaptive immune system acquires DNA fragments from previous
bacteriophage and virus infections, which are kept in a CRISPR array of the cas operon.
Transcription of the CRISPR array produces pre-crRNA, which is matured by further
processing by the Cas protein in class 1, or RNAse III in class 2. In class I, crRNA
requires multiple crRNA-effector subunits prior to acting as a guided endonuclease,
while for class 2, crRNA forms a complex with Cas9, prior to acting as a defence
mechanism. Adapted from (Hille and Charpentier, 2016)
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of crRNA:tracrRNA-Cas9 and sgRNA-Cas9 complex. Left.
The tracrRNA complementary to the repeat sequence of crRNA forms a
tracrRNA:crRNA duplex. Right. A linker loop is introduced to enable transcription of
sgRNA in a single RNA molecule. PAM (in red) is essential, and located before the
crRNA binding site. Adapted from (Jinek et al., 2012).

The applications of CRISPR are very similar to TALE, but the CRISPR system is
much simpler and quicker to modify when for new targets are required. The
nuclease activity of the Cas9 protein is responsible for introducing DSB, whereas
TALEN require fusion with a nuclease domain. Similar to TALEN, the
CRISPR/Cas9 system can be exploited to induce gene knockouts or truncated
proteins, which are introduced into the genome by NHEJ, with the aim of
introducing new, or modifying current genes via HR. Chromosomal rearrangement,
or

large

chromosomal

deletion

achieved

by

introducing

two

sgRNAs

simultaneously. CRISPR can also function beyond the targeted genome editor by
deactivating the nuclease activity of the Cas9 protein (dCas9) (Figure 1.9). The
dCas9 protein can be engineered to fuse with functional domains to function as a
transcription activator or repressor, epigenetic modifier, or DNA labeller
(Heidenreich and Zhang, 2015). There are various functional domains that can be
used with dCas9 for genome modification effects, which are listed by Laufer and
Singh, (2015).
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Figure 1.9: Application of CRISR as a genome editor. A. Precise gene editing. The
CRISPR/Cas9 system introduces DBS, which are repaired by error-prone mechanisms, the
NHEJ, which results in truncated genes, or homology-directed repair (HDR or HR) for
gene insertion or modifier. B. Chromosomal rearrangement. Two different sgRNAs are
introduced for cleavage at two different genes, which results in chromosomal
rearrangement. C. Large chromosomal deletion. Two almost identical sgRNAs are
introduced to induce DNA cleavage at different loci of the same gene, for large DNA
deletion. D. Inactivated nucleases of Cas9 (dCas9) can be engineered to fuse with
functional domains for transcriptional control, epigenetic modulation, or DNA labelling.
Adapted from Heidenreich and Zhang, (2015).

Even though CRISPR technologies are relatively new, vast numbers of crop
genomes have been successfully edited using the technique, such as rice, wheat,
sorghum, maize, and tomato (Shan et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2016;
Pan et al., 2016; reviewed in Sayre et al., 2016). While most research on CRISPRedited crop plants is still at the beginning, several beneficial varieties of plants have

- 26 been reported. CRISPR has produced plant resistance to phytopathogen for example,
wheat has shown an increased resistance to powdery mildew, which was achieved
by simultaneously mutating three genes encoding for the MILDEW-RESISTANCE
LOCUS (MLO) protein (Wang et al., 2014).

Research on tobacco has found that CRISPR can confer DNA virus resistance from
three different germinivirus, beet severe curly top virus, bean yellow dwarf virus,
and tomato yellow leaf curly virus (Ali et al., 2015; Baltes et al., 2015; Ji et al.,
2015). A new corn variety has also been reported; the waxy corn, which the
endogenous waxy gene, WX1, was knocked out, producing corn that only contains a
single type of starch, the polysaccharide amylopectin. This has a high commercial
value due to it being a main component of processed foods, adhesives and, highgloss paper (Waltz, 2016). Mushrooms with anti-browning characteristics and
longer shelf life have also been produced by knocking out one of the six genes that
encode polyphenol oxidase (Waltz, 2016). Within just five years of deciphering the
CRISPR mechanisms, we have successfully improved several crops, and many more
beneficial plant varieties will be produced over the next few years.

As with other technologies, CRISPR technologies suffer from several drawbacks.
CRISPR has a high off-target binding rate because even with several mismatches, it
is still able to cleave the target DNA (Fu et al., 2013). However, several
improvements have been made, using truncated sgRNA (Fu et al., 2014) or Cas9
nickases, which only have one active nuclease domain (Cho et al., 2014). Cas9 also
has its limitations because it requires a PAM motif. Even though the NGG sequence
it not rare, it still causes problems, especially when precision editing is required.
Luckily, this problem has been addressed by re-engineering the Cas9 protein with

- 27 altered PAM specificities (Kleinstiver et al., 2015). The size of the large Cas9sgRNA complex presents a problem for efficient delivery into human cells, however
a smaller version of the Cas9 enzyme has been found in Staphylococcus aureus, but
detailed background information about it is still limited (Ran et al., 2015).

1.7.4

Gene Over-Expression

Gene over-expression, also known as gain-of-function, is an alternative to the lossof-function approach to studying gene function and mechanisms. The idea of overexpression studies arose from Mongolism or Down‟s syndrome, a human genetic
disease caused by the presence of an extra chromosome (trisomy), and indicates that
appropriate gene dosage is required for normal gene function (Prelich, 2012). In
plants, the first gene over-expression studies reported, involved over-expression of
the CYTOKININ INDEPENDENT 1 (CK1) gene in Arabidopsis, which is involved
in cytokinin signal transduction (Kakimoto, 1996). Since then, the gain-of-function
approach has been used widely by the plant research community in various plant
species (reviewed in Zhang, 2003).

There are three methods used for over-expression studies in plants, activation
tagging, cDNA over-expression system, and over-expression of open reading frame
(ORF). Activation tagging involves a random insertion of transfer DNA (T-DNA)
that contains the tetramer of a strong promoter, 35S CaMV, at the T-DNA right
border, which results in expression enhancement of a gene near the T-DNA insertion
(Kondou et al., 2010). The elevated expression genes can be identified using PCR
(Spertini et al., 1999). While for cDNA over-expression, a full-length cDNA (flcDNA) is inserted by T-DNA, under the control of the 35S CaMV promoter

- 28 (Kondou et al., 2010). The fl-cDNAs used are derived from a cDNA library, which
can be focus-specific, by generating a cDNA library from stress plants. This method
also eliminates the need of genome sequencing, prior to developing the construct.
The third method uses a T-DNA insertion that carries an ORF gene under the 35S
CaMV promoter (Kondou et al., 2010). ORFs and fl-cDNAs differ, in that, ORFs do
not include the 5‟ and 3‟ untranslated region.

Over-expression offers an alternative way of studying gene function, as the loss-offunction approach absolutely, but not conclusively produces mutant phenotypes
(Prelich, 2012). Furthermore, many plant genes have redundancy when it comes to
their function, as such a single-gene elimination might not be possible to understand
gene function, whereas with over-expression, the characterisation of functionally
redundant genes is possible (Kondou et al., 2010). Over-expression is also an
alternative, particularly for genes with deleterious effects in knockout approaches
(Stevenson et al., 2001). Some genes have functions that only show when the gene
is over-expressed (Pontier et al., 2001; Van der Graaff et al., 2002). Furthermore,
there are also genes that produce phenotypes that are different from the knockout
mutant phenotype (Wada et al., 1997). Given these examples, it is clear that overexpression is a powerful tool that differs from knockout or silencing methods. There
are several ways that gene over-expression can cause endogenous gene expression
and phenotypic changes. For example, over-expressed protein can cause either
inhibition or activation of other proteins, changes in protein complexes, or activate
different molecular pathways (reviewed by Prelich, (2012).

Gene over-expression has successfully helped to understand gene function and
produce mutants with commercial value phenotypes. Several gene functions have

- 29 been discovered from over-expression strategies, such as FLAVIN MONOOXYGENASE (FMO) protein, which was found to be involved in auxin
biosynthesis

(Woodward

et

al.,

2005),

and

ENHANCER

OF

SHOOT

REGENERATION 1 (ESR1) protein, which is involved in shoot differentiation
(Banno et al., 2001). Some plants have been produced with a mutant phenotype
allowing tolerance to different stresses. For example, Chinese Kale has enhanced
drought tolerance and osmatic stress, and was produced by over-expressing the
Arabidopsis HOMEODOMAIN GLABROUS11 (HDG11) protein (Zhu et al.,
2016). A rice heat stress transcription factor, OsHsfA2e, was also found by overexpression in Arabidopsis, in which the mutant Arabidopsis also showed high
tolerance to salinity stress (Yokotani et al., 2008).

Gene over-expression does have its limitations. ORF approaches, for example
require complete genome sequence information prior to building a construct. This is
difficult because the genomes of some crops have not been sequenced yet. However,
this issue might be improving as more crops enter the whole genome sequencing
project. The identification of genes that are responsible for mutant phenotypes is
also difficult, especially with activation tagging method, as the constitutive enhancer
is reported to be capable of increasing the expression of genes up to 8 kb away from
the insertion site (Ichikawa et al., 2003). Another possible issue is the high level of
gene expression by constitutive promoters in the wrong tissues, which could lead to
inaccurate conclusions about the protein function. This is because mis-expression in
tissues could lead to changes in endogenous gene expression, which could be the
reason for mutant phenotypes (Kondou et al., 2010).
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The aims of this study are to induce DNA methylation pattern changes in plants by
exploiting genetic engineering tools to interfere with DNA methylation pathways.
Four strategies have been developed and tested for the induction of DNA
methylation changes in plants. The strategies are gene silencing, gene knockout,
target demethylation, and gene overexpression.
1. An siRNA will be used as a tool for the post-transcriptional silencing of the
MET1 gene in maize. The inverted repeat of MET1, is introduced into wildtype maize to lower the MET1 expression level. The reduction of MET1
should disturb its efficiency, and lead to global DNA methylation pattern
changes, that could affect maize growth and development. Heritable
methylation patterns and gene expression changes will be analysed in
transformants, and plants with a transgene that has been segregated away. In
parallel, the characteristic of two copies of the maize MET1 gene will be
investigated.
2. The targeted genome editing technologies, CRISPR and TALEN, will be
employed to truncate the MET1 protein of tomato. By knocking-out the
MET1 gene, we hope to produce a MET1 mutant with a hypomethylated
genome, and develop a plant with distinct phenotypes.
3. The target demethylator will be developed by exploit the CRISPR, to
demethylates a dense methylated region of Arabidopsis, which was found
using the epigenome database. Arabidopsis was selected as the proof-ofconcept for this tool, due to the availability of the epigenome data and the
ease with which it can be transformed.

- 31 4. And the final strategy is to interfere with the DNA methylation pathway via
over-expression of CMT2, another important DNA MTase. At the same time,
Arabidopsis were also transformed with the over-expression of a
catalytically inactive CMT2, for titrating the effector effects of overexpression. Phenotypes arising from the mutant were observed to narrow
down possible targets that had altered DNA methylation status or expression.
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Production and Characterisation of Maize ZmMET1 RNAi Transformants

2.1

Introduction

Maize is one of the most commercially important crops in the world, with around
177 million hectares of maize planted worldwide (James, 2013). Thus, generating a
new variety of maize with high tolerance to an ever-changing environment is crucial
for maintaining and enhancing maize production. Traditional plant breeding
strategies involve the cross pollination of the desired plant‟s traits. However,
breeding has several limitations, for example, it can only be carried out between
compatible plants that are a closely related species or genus, and the hybridised plant
expressing the desired traits may also introduce unwanted traits (Rommens et al.,
2007). Furthermore, breeding can take up to decades to produce a new variety when
woody horticulture crops are involved. This requires an enormous amount of labour
and resources, despite the development of marker-assisted selection to accelerate
breeding programs (Van Nocker and Gardiner, 2014).

Advances in genetic engineering have helped to overcome the limitations of
conventional breeding. Genetic engineering involves the introduction of an
expression-cassette; consisting of a promoter and the gene encoding the required
phenotype, into plants via bacterial transfer DNAs, known as T-DNA. This process
makes stable phenotypic changes that bring about the desirable traits possible. This
option has overcome many species barriers and enabled the elimination of breeding
unwanted traits (Rommens et al., 2007). Although genetic engineering has a bright
future in crop breeding programs, it also raises several issues, such as the
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harmful, potential safety risks to the environment, and complex regulatory processes
that must be passed in order to classify them as genetically modified foods (GMFs)
(Maghari and Ardekani, 2011).

There are also variations produced by the stable changes in gene expression that
occur without altering the DNA sequence. These types of changes are called epimutations, and involve a modification of the epi-genome. One common plant epigenome modification is DNA methylation, which regulates genes by transcription
silencing (He et al., 2011a). The FWA gene in Arabidopsis is an example of a
natural epi-mutation that causes delays in flowering time (Soppe et al., 2000). The
FWA gene is normally silenced in mature wild type plants due to the methylation of
a repeat sequence in the 5‟ region of the gene. When the methylation is removed,
such as in a met1 mutated Arabidopsis plant, the FWA gene is expressed. However,
expression of FWA remains even after restoring the wild type gene to the plant
(Kankel et al., 2003).

Induction of epi-genome changes using a genetic-engineered approach could be
beneficial, especially to commercial crops. Maize for example, is an interesting
species to study the epi-genome of, since up to 85% of it‟s genome is comprised of
transposable elements (TEs) (Haberer et al., 2005; Vicient, 2010), and DNA
methylation of its genome ranges from 65-85% (Gent et al., 2013). Maize TEs are
frequently distributed near genes, so they could potentially impact the nearby genes.
Therefore, controlling the expression of TEs is necessary for maize. One of the
methods used to silence TEs is by DNA methylation. Maize has been shown to have
a high dependency on DNA methylation, these is especially true for tissue
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duplicates of all its functional methyltransferase (MTase) genes (MET, CMT, and
DRM), and they all share high levels of homology (Candaele et al., 2014). Duplicate
MTase genes in the maize genome are believed to compensate for expansion of the
maize genome and its large proportion of repetitive elements (Baucom et al., 2009).

Much research has been carried out on maize DNA methylation, but has mainly
focused on natural or stress related changes. Inducing stable methylation and
expression changes by interfering with epigenetic mechanisms in maize, could be an
interesting strategy for creating new variations to help maize breeders. Therefore,
the

objective

of

this

chapter

is

to

assess

the

importance

of

DNA

METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (ZmMET1) genes in plant development and the
methylation states of ZmMET1 deficient plants.

2.2

Results

2.2.1 Genomic Organisation of ZmMET1

Most plants only have a single copy of the MET1 gene, but maize possesses two
copies. So in order, to obtain a better understanding of cytosine methylations in
maize, we investigated the differences between these two genes by analysing their
DNA sequences. The maize MET1 genes, known as ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b
(Candaele et al., 2014) and with the gene identifiers: GRMZM2G333916 and
GRMZM2G334041, respectively, are located inversely oriented on chromosome 7
and 12,312bp apart from each other.

- 35 The length of the nucleotide sequences of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b are 5,981bp
and 5,595bp, respectively (from start to stop codon), and both have 11 exons.
ZmMET1a is longer because there is an insertion of a class II TE between exon1 and
exon2 (Figure 2.1). Alignment of the promoter region for both genes has shown
81% similarity. Further analysis of both promoters using PlantPAN2.0 has shown
the presence of common promoter motifs (-10 motif and -35 motif), indicating that
both genes should have no problem being expressed.

ZmMET1
aa

ZmMET1
b

Figure 2.1: Screenshots from Maize database of MET1 genes. The figure shows both of
ZmMET1 genes consist of 11 exons, but ZmMET1a has an insertion of a class II TE (blue)
between exon1 and exon2. Both genes can produce two MET1 variants (indicate by two
green lines).

2.2.2 Amino Acid Organisation of the ZmMET1 Protein

The ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b genes contain an open reading frame (ORF), coding
for a protein of 1,536 amino acids with similarity of 99.4%. Both genes can produce
two splice variants, with one of them being shorter and a truncated protein (Figure
2.1). The ZmMET1 protein can be divided into two regions: the N-terminus that
contains domains required for target identification, and the C-terminus that contains
a conserved motif sequence, which is the location of the catalytic domain. The Nand C-terminus of the ZmMET1 protein is linked by a glycine–lysine repeat region,
which is highly conserved in DNA MTases (Finnegan and Kovac, 2000). Pfam
analysis revealed that both ZmMET1 variants consist of two replication focus
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and BAH-2), and a methyltransferase domain (Figure 2.2). This suggests that both
ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b act as maintenance methyltransferases in maize, as this
kind of protein domain architecture has been observed in most of the DNA MTases
found in plants (Finnegan and Kovac, 2000).

In brief, the replicating foci domain is involved in binding to replication foci through
interaction with VARIANT IN METHYLATION 1 (VIM1), and in recognising
hemi-methylated cytosine (Johnson et al., 2007; Woo et al., 2007). The bromo
adjacent domain is important for the protein–protein interaction module (Callebaut
et al., 1999). The methyltransferase domain contains conserved motifs that are
usually found in MET1 genes. The conserved motifs of ZmMET1 protein was
identify by alignment to Arabidopsis MET1 protein sequences. There are eight
conserved motifs marked by underlining in Figure 2.2. Kumar et al., (1994) have
briefly described, the conserved catalytic motifs I and X that are involved in the SAdoMET binding. Motif IV is the active site of all known cytosine
methyltransferases, while motif VI plays an important role in binding to target
cytosine. Motif VIII is involved in neutralisation of the DNA strand, and motif IX is
required for the organisation of the target recognition domain (TRD). The variable
sequences between motifs VIII and IX were proposed to be involved in defining the
sequence and base specificity for methylations.

Protein alignment shows there are nine amino acid differences (eight located at the
N-terminus, S33P, S59A, R152K, I434V, T671I, I760M, G790D, R921S, and one
located at the C-terminus, I1341V) (Figure 2.2). We further investigated the amino
acid differences, to determine whether changes in the amino acids could cause
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also affect their catalytic activities. In general, amino acid mutations can be divided
into two categories 1) conservative mutations and 2) non–conservative mutations.
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

MLTNDFSGTR RCRAKPQKKE EESTENNKLE NGSLDATEEV HHGVEKGDGH VTRKRPRRSA ACSDFKEKSI
MLTNDFSGTR RCRAKPQKKE EESTENNKLE NGPLDATEEV HHGVEKGDGH VTRKRPRRAA ACSDFKEKSI

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

RLSEKKSVVM VKKNRMEEEE VDAVNLTKLG PEDPPPCRKL IDFILHDAEG NPQPFEMSEI DDFFITALIM
RLSEKKSVVM VKKNRMEEEE VDAVNLTKLG PEDPPPCRKL IDFILHDAEG NPQPFEMSEI DDFFITALIM

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

PMDDDLEKER ERGVRCEGFG RIEDWNISGY DEGTPVIWVS
PMDDDLEKER EKGVRCEGFG RIEDWNISGY DEGTPVIWVS
RFD-1
EVFKKLAKSV GGNPNQGLDE LLASVVRSTN AMKGYSGTMS
EVFKKLAKSV GGNPNQGLDE LLASVVRSTN AMKGYSGTMS

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

TLPVLLSLRD QCRSRVELTK LPSNFSNTSL KIKDSECDET AEDDDDAKLA RLLQQEEEWK MMKKQRGRRG
TLPVLLSLRD QCRSRVELTK LPSNFSNTSL KIKDSECDET AEDDDDAKLA RLLQQEEEWK MMKKQRGRRG

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

TPSQKNVYIK ISEAEIANDY PLPAYYKPFS QEMDEYIFDS DDSIFSDDVP VRILNNWTLY NADSRLISLE
TPSQKNVYIK ISEAEIANDY PLPAYYKPFS QEMDEYIFDS DDSIFSDDVP VRILNNWTLY NADSRLISLE

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

LIPMKSGAEN DVVIFGSGFM RDDDGSCCST AESVKSSSSS
LIPMKSGAEN DVVVFGSGFM RDDDGSCCST AESVKSSSSS
RFD-2
ITIRTDVAWY KLRQPTKQYA PWCEPVLKTA RLAVSIITLL
ITIRTDVAWY KLRQPTKQYA PWCEPVLKTA RLAVSIITLL

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

SNITLVERYI VVHGQIILQQ FADFPDETIR RSAFVSGLLL KMEQRRHTKL VMKKKTQVMR GENLNPSAAM
SNITLVERYI VVHGQIILQQ FADFPDETIR RSAFVSGLLL KMEQRRHTKL VMKKKTQVMR GENLNPSAAM

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

GPASRKKAMR ATTTRLINRI WSDYYAHHFP EDSKEGDGNE TKEIDDEQEE NEDEDAEDEG QIEENISKTP
GPASRKKAMR ATTTRLINRI WSDYYAHHFP EDSKEGDGNE IKEIDDEQEE NEDEDAEDEG QIEENISKTP
Acidic
PSTRSRKLLS QTCKEIRWEG ETSGKTLSGE TLYKCAYVRE LRIPVGGTVA LEDDSGDTVI CFVEYMFQKV
PSTRSRKLLS QTCKEIRWEG ETSGKTLSGE TLYKCAYVRE LRIPVGGTVA LEDDSGDTVM CFVEYMFQKV

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

TDVADYECVK PSTNYKSYFD HFYEKAQVCV
TDVADYECVK PSTNYKSYFD HFYEKAQVCV
KDLVISIGEF VYNQLVGLDE TSNNDDEKFA
KDLVISIGEF VYNQLVGLDE TSNNDDEKFA

SKADQLDAGI PIYLSPIKEW IIEFGGSMIC
SKADQLDAGI PIYLSPIKEW IIEFGGSMIC
KEQSRASKLS FADVIRKVAE FDKGNPAFIS
KEQSRASKLS FADVIRKVAE FDKGNPAFIS

DGSKMVHGRI LQKGSQTILG NAANEREVFL TNDCLEFKLD
DGSKMVHGRI LQKGSQTILD NAANEREVFL TNDCLEFKLD
BAH-1
QVKAEERKKK GQPMVYFCKS LYWPEKGAFF ALSRDKMGLG
QVKAEERKKK GQPMVYFCKS LYWPEKGAFF ALSRDKMGLG

DIKELVMVDI QSRPWGHKYR KENSEADKVE
DIKELVMVDI QSRPWGHKYR KENSEADKVE

TYNVNEFLYI RPDFFAEDED RATFKAGRNV GLKPYAVCQI
TYNVNEFLYI SPDFFAEDED RATFKAGRNV GLKPYAVCQI
BAH-2
SSAKAYASDI REVYYSEDVI DVPVDMIEGK CEVRKKNDLA
SSAKAYASDI REVYYSEDVI DVPVDMIEGK CEVRKKNDLA

LSIPEGAGSK KLNPASANIS ARRFYRPDDI
LSIPEGAGSK KLNPASANIS ARRFYRPDDI

SGLCSSCDNI EPDSDELKIF SKTSFVYRKV
SGLCSSCDNI EPDSDELKIF SKTSFVYRKV

SSDLPVMFEH VFFCELIYDR ASGALKQLPP
SSDLPVMFEH VFFCELIYDR ASGALKQLPP

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

NVRFMSMVQR TSALKKNKGK QICEPDQIDS
NVRFMSMVQR TSALKKNKGK QICEPDQIDS
GK
EYEEPAGEAF NKNHPEAVVF VDNCNVILKA
EYEEPAGEAF NKNHPEAVVF VDNCNVILKA
MOTIF II
INGGPPCQGF SGMNRFNQSP WSKVQCEMIL
INGGPPCQGF SGMNRFNQSP WSKVQCEMIL
MOTIF IV
MGYQVRFGIL EAGAFGVAQS RKRAFIWAAA
MGYQVRFGIL EAGAFGVAQS RKRAFIWAAA
MOTIF VIII
PFRAITVRDT IGDLPKVGNG ASKLTLEYGG
PFRAITVRDT VGDLPKVGNG ASKLTLEYGG

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

GCDWHDLPDE KVKLSNGQMA DLIPWCLPNT AKRHNQWKGL YGRLDWEGNF PTSVTDPQPM GKVGMCFHPD
GCDWHDLPDE KVKLSNGQMA DLIPWCLPNT AKRHNQWKGL YGRLDWEGNF PTSVTDPQPM GKVGMCFHPD

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

QDRIITVREC ARSQGFPDSY EFAGNIQNKH RQIGNAVPPP LAYALGRKLK EAVDKRQEAS AGVPAP
QDRIITVREC ARSQGFPDSY EFAGNIQNKH RQIGNAVPPP LAYALGRKLK EAVDKRQEAS AGVPAP
MOTIF IX
MOTIF X

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b
ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

GKWLDVPKEN RLATLDIFAG CGGLSEGLQQ
GKWLDVPKEN RLATLDIFAG CGGLSEGLQQ
MOTIF I
IMDKCGDTDD CVSTSEAAEQ AAKLPEVNIN
IMDKCGDTDD CVSTSEAAEQ AAKLPEVNIN

AGVSFTKWAI
AGVSFTKWAI

AFLSFAEYFR PRFFLLENVR NFVSFNKGQT
AFLSFAEYFR PRFFLLENVR NFVSFNKGQT
MOTIF VI
PGEMLPDWPE PMHVFASPEL KITLPDGQYY
PGEMLPDWPE PMHVFASPEL KITLPDGQYY

FRLAVASLLE
FRLAVASLLE

NLPVPGEVEF
NLPVPGEVEF

AAARSTAGGA
AAARSTAGGA

EPVSWFQKKI RGNMMVLNDH ISKEMNELNL IRCQHIPKRP
EPVSWFQKKI RGNMMVLNDH ISKEMNELNL IRCQHIPKRP

- 38 Figure 2.2: The amino acid sequence alignment of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b. Grey
box, red box, blue box and green box indicates replicating focus targeting sequence domain
(RFTS), bromo adjacent domain (BAH), amino acid differences and methyltransferase
domain, respectively. Bold lines indicate the conserved methyltransferase catalytic motifs I,
II, IV, and VI-X. Dotted lines indicate acidic region and glycine-lysine residue region.

A conservative mutation is the change from one amino acid to another amino acid
with similar biochemical properties, whereas a non–conservative mutation is the
change from one amino acid to another with different properties. The amino acid
differences between ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b are listed in Table 2.1. From nine
amino acid differences, three were categorised as being non–conservative and the
rest were conservative mutations.

Location
33
59
152
434
671
760
790
921
1341

ZmMET1a
S
S
R
I
T
I
G
R
I

ZmMET1b
P
A
K
V
I
M
D
S
V

Type of changes
Conservative
Conservative
Conservative
Conservative
Non – conservative
Conservative
Non – conservative
Non – conservative
Conservative

Table 2.1: Type of amino acid changes between ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b. The amino
acids were divided into two types, conservative and non – conservative. Types of amino
acid were based on biochemical properties of the amino acids either similar or different.
Location, the amino acid number in the genes, which differ between ZmMET1a and
ZmMET1b; second column is the amino acid differences.

The amino acid differences between ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b were further
analysed by comparing them to other MET1 plants to look for conserved amino
acids at the loci of the changes (Figure 2.3). The aligned amino acid sequence of
plant MET1 was analysed by using Seq2Logo. Figure 2.3 only shows amino acid
changes that were located at the domains. Most of the amino acid changes were
conserved among MET1 plants, except for R152K, G790D, and I1341V. The amino
acid changes at these three locations are different when compared to other MET1

- 39 plants, indicating that the methylation mechanisms in one of the ZmMET1 genes
might have a special function, compared to other MET1 plants, or perhaps the
changes are random events, specific for maintaining maize genome integrity.

In general, amino acid changes are known to affect protein structure, especially
when they involve non–conservative changes. Since it is possible that the structure
of ZmMET1a is different to that of ZmMET1b, we built the ZmMET1 protein
structure based on the amino acid sequences for both genes. The protein structures
were predicted by using I-TASSER, and were then visualised and analysed using
YASARA (http://www.yasara.org). Based on the predicted protein structure, there
are structural differences between ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b, and these differences
occur in the N-terminal region (Figure 2.4). These were expected, as most of amino
acid differences were located at the N-terminal region of the proteins. However, a
significant structural change was not expected, as the majority of the amino acid
differences are conservative mutations. However, these differences do not show that
either one of the proteins was inactive, as both proteins have a conserved structure at
the C-terminal, where the catalytic domain is located. Perhaps, further protein study
on protein activity and site-directed mutagenesis would be appropriate to understand
the differences between ZmMETa and ZmMET1b, but in this study, we wanted to
focus on the importance of ZmMET1 in plant development.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2.3: Conserved amino acids at domains of ZmMET1 that having amino acids
difference. Only amino acid changes that located at domains of ZmMET1 were analysed
using Seq2Logo v2.0. The conserved amino acids these locations were identified by
comparing ZmMET1 with other plants MET1. A, the amino acid at R152K; B, the amino
acid at I434V; C, the amino acid at I760M; D, the amino acid at G790D; E, the amino acid
at R921S; F, the amino acid at I1341V.
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ZmMET1a

N

ZmMET1b
ZmMET1b

N
Figure 2.4: Predicted 3D structure of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b. The 3D structure
of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b was predicted using amino acid sequence with help of
iTASSER and was viewed using YASARA. The N terminals (label as N) of both
proteins were folded differently showing a different N terminal structure between these
two proteins.
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2.2.3 Relationship of ZmMET1 With Other Plant DNA Methyltransferases

Phylogenetic trees of MET1 genes were constructed using MEGA7 to understand
the relationship of ZmMET1 protein with other plant methyltransferases. Trees were
built using plant MET1 protein sequences downloaded from NCBI (Figure 2.5). The
ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b were grouped together as expected because of high
sequence similarity. The ZmMET1 proteins were closely related to rice MET1
(OsMET1a and OsMET1b), as they belong to the same clade. This result was
expected, as both maize and rice are monocotyledon plants. Interestingly, both
ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b were more related to OsMET1b compared to OsMET1a.

100
100

ZmMET1a
ZmMET1b

100

Monocot

OsMET1b

52

OsMET1a
DcMET1

17
100

DcMET2
SlMET1

100

NtMET1
PsMET1
PpMET1

100
84

BrMET1a
BrMET1b
AtDMT1

100

AtDMT3

85

AtDMT2

100
100

AtDMT8

Dicot
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Figure 2.5: Phylogenetic relationship among MET1 genes of maize, rice, carrot,
tomato, tobacco, pea, peach, Brassica rapa and Arabidopsis. Unrooted neighbour-joining
(NJ) phylogenetic tree of MET1 proteins with bootstrap value were shown for each clade.
The ZmMET1 were in the same grouped with rice OsMET1. Both ZmMET1a and
ZmMET1b were more related to OsMET1b. MET1 protein sequences were downloaded
from NCBI. Accession numbers and abbreviations are as follows: Arabidopsis: AtDMT1
(At5g49160), AtDMT2 (At4g14140), AtDMT3 (At4g13610), AtDMT8 (At4g08990),
Brassica rapa: BrMET1a (BAF34635), BrMET1b (BAF34636), peach: PpMET1
(AAM96952), pea: PsMET1 (AAC49931), tobacco: NtMET1 (BAF36443), tomato:
SlMET1 (CAA05207), carrot: DcMET1 (AAC39355), DcMET2 (AAC39356), rice:
OsMET1a
(Os03g58400),
OsMET1b
(Os07g08500),
maize:
ZmMET1a
(GRMZM2G333916) and ZmMET1b (GRMZM2G334041).

2.2.4 The Expression of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b Genes

The expression levels of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b were evaluated using semiquantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (smqRT-PCR). To permit discrimination
expressions of these two highly similar genes, primers were designed based on the
Prim-SNPing technique (Chang et al., 2009) with minor modifications. In order to
target the mutation, as described by the Prim-SNPing method, both forward and
reserve primers were designed to bind specifically at ZmMET1a or ZmMET1b by
including the base differences at the 3‟ end of both primers, instead of only
including the base differences at the 3‟ end of one of the primers. Two pairs of
primers were used to investigate the ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b gene expression (I
and II, respectively), and another pair of primers was used to amplify both genes
(III) (Figure 2.6B). The primers used are detailed in Section 7.1.6 of Materials and
Methods.

Besides the primer specificity, we also considered looking at the developmental
stages of the tissues in order to analyse the ZmMET1 gene. This is because
methylation patterns are known to be different in tissues at different developmental
stages, and these reflect the different expression patterns of MTases. This has been
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at different developmental stages (Candaele et al., 2014). This is important for
maize leaves because all processes of growth are represented in a single leaf. At the
base of the leaf, cells are dividing, while at the more distally located elongation
zone, and when the cells stop expanding, they become part of the mature zone
(Nelissen et al., 2013).

Thus, to investigate the expression of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b, tissue variations
were also considered for sampling, with different growth tissues being used for the
expression analysis. Three different growth development tissues were used in this
study, consisting of tissues from the dividing, elongating, and mature zones (Figure
2.6A). The fifth leaves (V5 growth stage) was used for the expression analysis were
from wild type A188 since V5 represent transition between tillering and stem
extension development. This leaf was selected since it represent different cell type,
the embryonic and non-embryonic cells. Figure 2.6C shows that ZmMET1a
transcripts were more abundant than ZmMET1b in all growth tissue types. However,
there were no significant differences between ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b transcript
levels in any of the tissue types. This may have been because the differences in
transcript level were too small to be detected by the smqRT-PCR approach.
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A
Leaf 5

B

C

Figure 2.6: The expression of ZmMET1 at different leaf development. A, A schematic
diagram of maize leaf indicating regions used for ZmMET1 expression analysis. Three zones
were subjected to RNA extraction, a; division zone, b; elongation zone, c; matured cells.
Leaf no 5 from plants at V5 growth stages was used in this study. B, Black lines indicate
regions targeted by primers for ZmMET1 expression analysis. I; primers designed to target
this region which only specific to ZmMET1a, II; primers designed to target this region
which only specific to ZmMET1b, III, primers designed to target this region which amplified
both ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b. C, Expression of ZmMET1 from different tissues using
smqRT-PCR method. 1 and 2 are replicates which derived from different plant; a, division
zone; b, elongation zone; c, matured cells; ZmFRGS, housekeeping genes; ZmMET1,
expression of both ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b.

2.2.5 Knockdown of ZmMET1 in Maize Using an Inverted Repeat, Driven by
35S CaMV Promoter

To investigate the importance of ZmMET1 in maize, an inverted repeat construct
approach was chosen because a knockout line was not available, and it is difficult to
target one for ZmMET1 due to the high sequence similarity. The backbone vectors
used in these experiments were pAM, p7U and pABM (Figure 2.7 (A), (B), (C)).
The 35S CaMV promoter and NOS terminator were amplified from another plasmid,
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from maize DNA using a different pair of primers, and inserted in the opposite
direction between the 35S promoter and terminator. This produced sense and
antisense sequences, separated by an intron, and controlled by the 35S promoter.
These sequences were used to induce stem-loop structure formation, to favour the
production of single stranded RNA fragments. The inverted repeat cassette, which
consisted of the 35S promoter, MET1 sense and antisense sequences separated by an
intron, and an NOS terminator, was sub-cloned into p7U, a maize transformation
vector. This produced a construct named, p7UZMET1ir (Figure 2.7(D)).

Besides an inverted repeat of ZmMET1, driven by the 35S promoter, a construct
driven by an alcohol inducible promoter was made because the 35S ZmMET1
inverted repeat might have been lethal to the transformants, as seen in a previous
study by Dr Michael Watson, when transforming a tomMET1 sense and antisense
construct, driven by an 35S promoter into tomato. The inverted repeat cascade was
sub-cloned into pABM, which harbours the UAS promoter, an alcohol inducible
promoter. The inverted repeat cassette, which consisted of the UAS promoter, MET1
sense and antisense sequences, NOS terminator, and GAL4 gene, was sub-cloned
into p7U. This produced an inducible construct named, p7UUASZMET1ir (Figure
2.7 (E)). The p7UZMET1ir and p7UUASZMET1ir were sent to Dr Fridtjof
Weltmeier for the maize transformation. The primers used are detailed in Section
7.1.6 of Materials and Methods. However, only p7UUASZMET1ir was not used in
maize transformation because 35S ZmMET1 inverted repeat successfully producing
RNAi transformants and it is not giving a drastic lethal effects as seen in tomato
studies.
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(B)

(A)

(D)

(C)

(E)
Figure 2.7: Schematic maps of backbones and inverted repeat construct used for
knockdown ZmMET1 in maize. A. The figure shows the pAM construct, B. The figure
shows the pABM construct, C. The figure shows the p7U, D and E. The figure shown
the p7UZMET1ir and p7UASZMET1ir constructs produced as described in Section
7.2.1.11 of Materials and Methods. The sequences of the primers used to produce these
constructs are provided in Section 7.1.6. LB (left boarder) and RB (right border) mark
the T-DNA region. T-DNA region contains the plant selectable marker Glufosinate
ammonium (BASTA) and ZmMET1 cassette. ColE1 and pVS1-ORI mark the
replication of origin in E.coli and Agrobacterium respectively. Red arrows indicate gene
orientation.
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2.2.6 Expression of ZmMET in Maize Transformants

Maize A188 was transformed with p7UZMET1ir with the help of Agrobacterium.
Dr Fridtjof Weltmeier performed the transformation using a method developed by
Ishida et al., (2007), and then carried out the growing and analysis of the primary
transformants. Ten primary transformants were shown to be harbouring the
transgene. The primary transformants were analysed to look for reductions of
ZmMET1 transcripts by Real-Time PCR (RT-PCR) (Figure 2.8). The RT-PCR data
was expressed as fold change, relative to the housekeeping gene, ZmFPGS gene.
The primers used are detailed in Section 7.1.6 of Materials and Methods. All ten of
primary transformants show significant silencing of ZmMET1 genes, indicating that
the inverted repeats were successfully targeting the ZmMET1 genes. Levels of
ZmMET1 in the primary transformants were reduced ranging from 1.5 to 7 fold,
compared to the wild type (Figure 2.8). Variations in ZmMET1 reductions were
expected, as the interference in initiation may have happened at different plant
development stages. Furthermore, reductions were determined by hairpin copies
present in the cells (Hilson et al., 2004; Small, 2007).
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Figure 2.8: Relative expression of ZmMET1 in ten primary transformants. Various
levels of ZmMET1 silenced transformants obtained, ranging from 1.5 to 7 fold, compared to
the wild type WT; wild type A188, 1 – 10; different transformant produce using
p7UZMET1ir construct. Numbers on top of bar indicate relative transcript level compared
to wild type. The expression analysis was performed in duplicates. The primers used are
detailed in Section 7.1.6 of Materials and Methods The RT-PCR was performed by Dr
Fridtjof Weltmeier.

2.2.7 Phenotype of transformants with disturbed levels of ZmMET1 genes

All of the primary transformants were grown under identical conditions in a
greenhouse at KWS. Although the ZmMET1 expressions were repressed in ten
transformants, only one of the primary transformants showed growth abnormalities.
The transformant 1, with ZmMET1 expression 3.2 fold lower than the wild type, was
dwarfed by, and grew much slower than the others (Figure 2.9A). This abnormality
was named “dwarf phenotype”. Interestingly, the growth abnormalities were not
observed in other transformants, such as transformant 5, that had even an lower
expression of ZmMET1 (6 fold less), or transformant 8 that had a higher ZmMET1
expression (4.5 fold greater). This indicates that the abnormalities were not related
to the levels of repression, but were probably caused by the randomisation of
epigenetic modification, which is non–specific to the induction stimuli. This was
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produced smaller ears with few kernels (Figure 2.9B), although it had a normal
growth plant height.
A

B
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1
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2.1
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Progenies from line 2

2.4

3.1

3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8
Progenies from line 3

D

WT

Transformant 3

Figure 2.9: Growth abnormalities of maize ZmMET1 RNAi transformants. A:
Phenotypes of transformant 1 with dwarf growth (in white box) compared to other
transformants (background plants). B: Abnormal ears development with lesser kernel from
transformant 9. C: Pictures of progenies plant from lines 2 and 3, where some plants grow
with difference height even their parents came from lines with wild type growth.. More
plants with the dwarf phenotype were seen and some plants showed more severe effects
such as death. D: Stomata distribution of maize leave between wild type (WT) and primary
transformant 3. Images are courtesy of Dr Fridtjof Weltmeier.
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look for phenotype heritability in the next generation. The kernels that were sown
were randomly selected from transformants with both normal and dwarf phenotypes.
In the next generation (T1), the effects of repressing ZmMET1 become more severe,
which was demonstrated by an increase in T1 plants showing a dwarf phenotype,
even in those that were not progeny of dwarf plants. Out of 38 seeds sown from
different primary transformant, 22 (57%) showed various growth abnormalities,
such as dwarf phenotype, no germination, and even more severe growth defects by
turning yellow, wilting and, even death (Figure 2.9C). Only four of the seeds sown
came from line 1 (the dwarfed plant) due to a low grain production. Two of the
seeds did not germinate, while the other two died within the first eight weeks after
germination. Of the other seeds, which were randomly selected from primary
transformants with a normal phenotype, two did not germinate, four died within the
first eight weeks after germination, 17 of the seeds grew into plants with a dwarf
phenotype, and 11 of the seeds grew into plants with a normal phenotype (Table
2.2). All of these plants harboured the inverted repeat transgenes.
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Normal
Dwarf
Died
Not germinate

No of plants
10
17
6
4

Table 2.2: Number of T1 generations with phenotypes. 38 seeds generated from different
transformant lines were selected for studying the phenotype in the next generation. The
plants growth abnormalities can be divided into four different phenotypes (normal, dwarf,
died and not germinates). Even the plant are originally come from parent that having normal
growth, in T1 generation, some of the plant grows with pleotropic phenotypes (dwarf, died
and no germination).

The growth abnormalities became more severe as more seeds grew into plants with
the dwarf phenotype. These were even worse as some of the seeds did not
germinate, and some died during the developmental phase. This could indicate the
importance of the ZmMET1 gene in maintaining the methylation pattern in the maize
genomes. The severity of abnormal plant growth in the second generation might
have been due to the cumulative effects of ZmMET1 protein deficiency, which led
to increased regions where the methylation was not properly maintained.

Besides the plant growth abnormalities, we also investigated stomata distribution of
the transformed plants. The stomata developments are related to auxin distribution in
the leaves (Le et al., 2014), with a deficiency in plant MET1 protein expression
affecting auxin distribution (Xiao et al., 2006). Thus, the stomata distribution
changes could be linked to the MET1 gene. In our study, we observed the stomata
distribution in different plant generations (Figure 2.9D). The progenies from primary
transformant 3 was used in this studies. The frequencies of stomata found on the
leaves of primary transformant plant was higher compared to the wild type (Table
2.3). This was even higher in the next generation that still harboured the transgenes.
Surprisingly, the stomata distributions were also high in the T1 generation, even
after the transgene had been segregated away.
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Plant
Control
T0: dwarf phenotype
T1: without transgene
T1: with transgene

Stomata Distribution (mm3)
62.72±6.32
81.32±14.25
116.67±11.7
135.40± 22.5

Table 2.3: The stomata distribution from different generation of line 3 of ZmMET1
RNAi transformant. The stomata distribution was higher in the next generation even
without presence of transgene. Stomata distribution was calculated from triplicates image
taken from the same leaf development stage.

The ZmMET1 transformants were also grown in a hydroponic system to look for
root phenotype in different transformant lines. Ten seeds, sown from three different
lines (Line 2, Line 3, and Line 7) were used in this study, and were selected because
in the T1 generation, many of the seeds grew into plants with a dwarf phenotype.
Out of three lines, only three progenies of line 7 showed growth abnormalities,
plant no 6, 7, and 8, which were not only dwarfed, they also showed abnormalities
in their root development (Figure 2.10). The plant no 6 only developed primary and
lateral roots, but no crown root, while plant no 7 and plant no 8 developed primary
and crown roots, but there was no, or less lateral root development.
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Figure 2.10: Root phenotypes of T1 derived from line 7. Three of line 7 progenies
grown with root growth abnormalities, less formation of lateral roots and producing
shorter primary root compared to wild type. The images are courtesy of Dr Fridtjof
Weltmeier.

Beside looked at the phenotype differences, the root length of plants were measured
for quantitative analysis.

The root length of ten plants from each lines were

measured from images as Figure 2.10 by using ImageJ software. In general, plants
from all of the three lines were having shorter roots compared to wild types (Figure
2.11). However, the error bar indicates there might be no significant differences.
These could be due to only few T1 plants from each lines showing drastic effect
while other plants of the same line grew with normal root length.
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Figure 2.11: Root length average for T1 generation of ZmMET1 RNAi lines. In
general, all lines having shorter root compared to wild type. However the differences is not
significant. WT: wild type, Line: refer to lines number of ZmMET1 RNAi transformants,
Error bar indicates standard error with n=10.

This indicates that there were variations in the phenotypes of the next generation and
for each line, as the plants did not show the drastic dwarf and root phenotype as
observed previously in the T1 generation that grew in soils. The lack of phenotypes
of plants with similar MET1 reduction levels is not unusual, as epigenetic changes
are chance events, as seen in primary transformants. Perhaps, this also explains the
reason for the plants having different types of root development between plant no 6
and 7 in figure 2.10.

Besides looking at the phenotype differences of plants with reduced ZmMET1
protein levels, we were also interested in looking for potential genes that may
influence these phenotypes. The potential genes were studied by looking at the
expression and methylation status of the promoters and the genes. We focused on
genes that were involved in producing the abnormal root phenotypes.
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2.2.8 Potential ZmMET1 Target Genes Related to Phenotype Changes

In order to find the genes that may be responsible for causing the root phenotypes
due to low levels of ZmMET1 protein, we looked in the Arabidopsis database for
maize orthologous genes and in the maize database itself for genes that are known to
influence root development. Furthermore, we also looked for genes that are known
to be affected by changes in maize MTase mutants. Potential targets are listed in
Table 2.4. Expression of these genes was tested in eight progenies from line 7,
which showed the root phenotypes in Figure 2.10. The smqRT-PCR method was
employed for expression analysis. The primers used are listed in Section 7.1.6 of
Materials and Methods.

Out of 13 genes tested, four showed changes in gene expression (Figure 2.11) Genes
IAA14, UE1, and KIN2 showed a reduction in transcript level, while GNOM showed
an increase in expression (marked with an asterix). Interestingly, these changes only
occurred in several progenies of line 7, plant 1 and 7 for KIN2; plant 6, 7, and 8 for
IAA14; and plant 7 for UE1 and GNOM. Surprisingly, most of these changes
consistently occurred in plant 7.
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(NCBI/ maizedb)
CO532943
GRMZM2G031615
GRMZM2G077147
CA827096
GRMZM2G171650
GRMZM5G877259
GRMZM2G002765
GRMZM2G001219
GRMZM2G032198
GRMZM2G006474
GRMZM2G092542
GRMZM2G136838
GRMZM2G140107

Target genes

References

Transposon element copia (NM_001138049)
IAA14
MYB-transcription factor 77 (MYB77)
uncharacterized LOC103642090
MADS-transcription factor 69 (MADS69)
Unknown protein
Ubiquitin E1 (UE1)
Unknown protein
Unknown protein
ARF guanine-nucleotide exchange factor
(GNOM)
Rootless concerning crown and seminal lateral
roots (RTCS)
Kinesin-like protein 2 (KIN2)
Sucrose phosphate synthase 2 (SPS2)

Makarevitch et al., 2007
Woll et al., 2005
Shin et al., 2007
Makarevitch et al., 2007
Makarevitch et al., 2007
Makarevitch et al., 2007
Andorf et al., 2015
Andorf et al., 2015
Makarevitch et al., 2007
Okumura et al., 2013
Taramino et al., 2007
Kreps et al., 2002
Hirooka et al., 2005

Table 2.4: Potential target genes found through literature reading. Expressions of these
genes were check in progenies of line 7 with short root phenotype.

Figure 2.12: Expression analysis of potential ZmMET1 target genes of root samples
from progenies of lines 7 using smqRT-PCR. Different in genes expression observed
for IAA14, UE1, GNOM and KIN2. The changes only happened at several plants: plant 1
and plant 7 for KIN2, plant 6, 7 and 8 for IAA14, and plant 7 for GRMZM2G002765 and
GNOM (marked in the boxes).
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transcripts were observed in all plants for KIN2 and IAA14. While for UE1,
reductions were only observed in four samples, and the other four samples showed
wild type expression levels. In contrast, GNOM transcripts were increased in the
same plant except for plant 7 that showed wild type expression. Interestingly,
transcripts for four genes were consistently reduced in plant 7.

Figure 2.13: Expression analysis by Q-PCR of KIN2, IAA14, UE1 and GNOM to line 7
progenies. Reductions in transcripts were observed for KIN2, IAA14 and
GRMZM2G002765 (some plants). However, GNOM transcripts were increased compared
to wild type. Interestingly, all transcripts were reduced in plant 7 (marks by boxes). The
expression analysis was performed in triplicates. Error bar in the graph indicates standard
error.
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event. These randomisations were observed in the root development of the
transformants, with only line 7 showing root growth abnormalities. These
randomised events were also observed in gene expressions, since the changes only
happened to certain plants, even if it came from the same line. There were also
consistent changes that happened to plant 7 of line 7, which suggests there might be
changes in the epigenetic regulator that are affected by lowering the expression of
the ZmMET1 gene.

Since the reduced expression of ZmMET1 has an affect on KIN2, IAA14, UE1, and
GNOM expression, we investigated this further by analysing the methylation status
of these genes, as this could have been the reason for the differential expression
pattern. The genes‟ promoter was targeted for studying the methylation pattern. Due
to limited information on the A188 genome sequence, the B73 genome sequence
was used. However, none of the primers were able to amplify the promoter region.
Thus, we had to change our strategies in order to study the methylation patterns.

2.2.9 Transposable Element Methylation Pattern Changes

In our study, it was planned that the TE regions would be used as methylation
controls for investigating the methylation status of the promoters in section 2.2.8
because these regions were known to be methylated, based on the work of
Rabinowicz et al., (2003) and the maize database. Surprisingly, we found there were
methylation differences in the TE regions during protocol optimisation. Thus, we
decided to use this region to study methylation changes in the transformed plants.
The maize genome consists predominantly of TEs and repetitive sequences, so it is
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genome integrity. A methylation-sensitive PCR (MSP) method was employed for
analysing the methylation pattern at the TE regions. MSP uses the methylationsensitive restriction enzyme, McrBC, which was used to digest the genomic DNA
prior to amplification with specific primers. McrBC is an endonuclease that cleaves
DNA containing methyl-cytosine on one or both strands, but it does not act upon unmethylated DNA. The amplicons were later analysed using agarose gel
electrophoresis. Any positive bands observed, indicates that there was no, or less
methylation, while a negative band indicates there was methylation at the target
region (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.14: Schematic diagram of Methyl-sensitive PCR method. Both Methylated
DNA (closed black circle) and un-methylated DNA (open circle) were treated with McrBC
prior PCR using specific primer and followed by agarose gel electrophoresis to observe the
amplicons.

Plants used for this study were transformants with progenies that had transgenes that
were segregated away. These were selected to look for heritability of methylation
patterns. The lines used were line 3, 10, and 2. The genomic DNA was extracted
from leaves and then the MSP method was applied to the extracted DNA. The
primers used are listed on section 7.1.6 of Materials and Methods. Figure 2.14
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plant showing heritable methylation.

One of the TEs, Grande, showed random patterns of methylation changes in all three
lines. There were random TE methylation of plants that came from the same lines, as
some of the plants lost their methylation at the site of Grande (Line 3: 1, 3, 7; Line
10: 1; Line 2: 1, 3, 4, 5), while for others, the methylation remained (Grande, Line 3:
4 and 8; Line 10: 3; Line 2: 2), even for plants that still harboured the transgenes.
These randomised methylation patterns were also observed to other TEs, such as
SPM, Prem2, Opie1, and Xilon1. Interestingly, in the same plant, all TEs had the
same methylation status. All TEs of the same plant were either methylated or
unmethylated. When compared with previous data (gene expressions and
phenotypes), randomisation of the same lines was expected. When the transgenes
were segregated away, the methylation in these regions was restored. The
methylation was restored in all TEs of all lines except for plant Line 10: 2. These
consistent changes could be due to changes in key epigenetic regulators as
speculated previously.
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Figure 2.15: Methylation status of studied TEs (Grande, SPM, Prem2, Opie1, Xilon1)
from line 3, 10 and 2 of T0 and T1 generation using methyl-sensitive PCR method.
The sample from line 3, 10 and 2 was selected because these lines have plants that have lost
their transgene in order to look for heritability of the methylation pattern. Out of 16
samples tested, only sample 2 of Line 3 shows demethylation were heritable in all studied
TEs (marks by boxes). Sample: numbers is progenies of the lines used in these studies. Tn:
transformant generation, METi: presence of transgene, McrBC: presence of methylationsensitive enzymes.

2.2.10 Expression of TEs in Transgenic Lines

In the classical epigenetic mechanisms, the loss of methylation causes genes to be
expressed. Since there are changes in methylation at the TE regions, we employed
smqRT-PCR to assess the expression of TEs in plants. The expression of TEs seems
to be random, as there are no indications that demethylation caused expression
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expression of Grande and Opie1 were not affected by methylation status. Grande
TEs were expressed when they were methylated (Line 3: 5, 6, 8 and Line 10: 2), also
when they were not methylated (Line 3: 7 and Line 2: 3, 4, 5). For Opie1, the
expression was observed in plants with methylated Opie1 (Line 3: 5, 6, 7, 8; Line
10: 3, 4; and Line 2: 2, 3, 5), and without methylation in plant Line 10: 2 and Line 2:
4.

Figure 2.16: Expression of maize TEs in transgenic lines by smqRT-PCR. The similar
plant analysed for methylation status of TEs region was used for expression analysis. The
RNA and DNA was extracted at the same time in order to minimized the variation. Out of
five TEs, only Grande and Opie1 were expressed in several progenies at different
transformants lines but there are no correlation between expression and methylation status.
Lines indicate independent transformants, Line 3, Line 10, Line 2. Numbers is progenies of
the lines used in these studies.
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Discussion

2.3.1 Features and Comparison of the DNA and Amino Acid Sequences of
ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b

The DNA sequence and translated proteins of both ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b were
identified as DNA MTases based on their homology to other eukaryotic MTases
(Figure 2.5). The DNA lengths varied as ZmMET1a possesses a class II TE between
exon1 and exon2 (Figure 2.1). The TE that has been incorporated is a class II
transposon that carries a terminal inverted repeat (TIR), known as hAT. Analysis of
the chromosomal distribution shows that ZmMET1 undergoes tandem duplication
gene events (Qian et al., 2014), which is an event that normally happens in plant
genomes. For example, in Arabidopsis, nearly 16% of the genes occur as tandem
duplications (Rizzon et al., 2006). Tandem duplication can happen either by unequal
crossing, or intra-chromosomal recombination. A large fraction of Arabidopsis and
rice genes are reported to arise from unequal crossing, with 80% and 88% being
incorporated in direct orientation, respectively (Rizzon et al., 2006). While for intrachromosomal recombinations, these mechanisms usually produce tandem duplicates
with opposite orientation (Schuermann et al., 2005). Thus, as ZmMET1a is in
inversed orientation of ZmMET1b, ZmMET1 might have undergone intrachromosomal recombination.

Furthermore, we can speculate that repetitive elements might play a role in the
ZmMET1 duplication process because of the presence of hAT at intron 1. The Rider
long terminal repeat retrotransposon, for example, have caused the duplication of the
SUN gene in Solanum lycopersicum, which led to increased SUN expression, and
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example is the ULP-like gene in Arabidopsis, which duplicates with the help of
mutator-like elements (MULEs) (Hoen et al., 2006). Considering the high frequency
of repetitive elements in the maize genome, their contributions to both gene and
gene expression evolution is significant. This is further supported by Woodhouse et
al., (2010) who found evidence of flanking repeats, associated with many of the
transposed genes that arose by tandem array mechanisms in Arabidopsis. As such,
we can speculate that ZmMET1a was duplicated with the help of hAT, and
ZmMET1a is the newly synthesised copy of the ZmMET1 gene.

ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b have high similarity at the amino acid level, particularly
at the C-terminus domain, where the catalytic domain is located. This indicates that
both ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b were potentially active as the catalytic domains
were preserved. A total of nine amino acid substitutions were scattered along the
ORFs., and the conserved acidic region of plant MET1 sequence (Finnegan and
Kovac, 2000) was present in both forms of ZmMET1.

Two long RFD domains were identified upstream of the acidic regions, which are
commonly found in plant MTases. In comparison, only one RFD domain is found in
mammalian MTases. The RFD domain of DNMT1, a mammalian homolog of
MET1, has been implicated in subcellular localisation, protein association, and
catalytic function (Syeda et al., 2011). This domain contains the binding site for:
Ubiquitin-like containing PHD and RING fingers domains 1 (UHRF1), which is a
plant homolog of VIM1 (Hashimoto et al., 2008). Furthermore, the RFD domain of
MET1 and DNMT1 also acts as a safety mechanism for protecting the genome from
replication-independent DNA methylation, by interacting with its own catalytic
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amino acid substitutions were located at RFD domains, with one substitution for
each domain (Figure 2.2).

ZmMET1 contains two BAH domains, which are located downstream of an acidic
region, and are involved in protein–protein interactions in gene silencing
mechanisms (Callebaut et al., 1999). This indicates that involvement of ZmMET1
facilitates DNA methylation, since BAH domains have also been observed in rice
MTases (Teerawanichpan et al., 2004). Each BAH domain has a different function,
for example, the BAH-1 domain recognises methylated–lysine marks based on the
formation of an aromatic cage as its protein structure, and this cage formation has
also been found in the mammalian DNMT1 (Wang et al., 2016). However, the
BAH-2 domain, found in peanut and legumes, has a significant sequence similarity
with the polybromo BAH domain, suggesting an involvement in specific
interactions with histones and other chromatin proteins (Wang et al., 2016; Garg et
al., 2014). In rice, the BAH-2 domain of OsMET1 has also been reported to bear a
putative nuclear localisation sequence (Teerawanichpan et al., 2004), indicating that
its MET1 activities occur within the nucleus. However, all of these suggestions have
come from sequence analysis or protein structure predictions, therefore, appropriate
and substantial protein experiments need to be carried out.

As speculated, ZmMET1a might be the new copy of the ZmMET1 gene. The newly
duplicated gene would normally be facing several possible fates, and mostly the
newly formed gene pair will be loss-of-function genes (Walsh, 1995), arising due to
the introduction of deleterious mutations, especially in the duplicated genes with
redundant roles. The mutations may be accumulated over time and undergo
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is the new gene. Amino acid substitutions would be more likely to occur in
ZmMET1a compared to ZmMET1b, based on the alignment with other plant
MTases (Figure 2.3). The ZmMET1a gene might fit with neo-functionalisation,
where the duplicated genes are expected to have redundant functions, so one copy is
free to accumulate mutations without affecting the gene‟s ancestral role.

However, if we consider the requirement of maize in maintaining its large genome
size, integrity from TEs, the differences in predicted protein structure (Figure 2.4),
and the variation in expression level of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b proteins (Figure
2.6), perhaps, the duplication of ZmMET1a fits better into the subfunctional
duplication, degeneration and complementation (DDC) model. The subfunctional
DCC model is where both gene copies will accumulate the natural mutations,
leading to impairment of function, but complementing each other to cover the full
spectrum of their ancestral expression pattern. The DCC model, where reported to
have happened to a pair of MADS-box transcription factor genes (ZAG1 and ZMM2)
in maize, showed varied expression patterns in different organ types. For example,
ZAG1 is highly expressed in the carpel, but weakly expressed in the stamen, and
ZMM2 is highly expressed in the stamen (Mena et al., 1996; Force et al., 1999). This
is in contrast to their single orthologous gene, AGAMOUS, found in Arabidopsis,
which is highly expressed in both tissues (Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991). This model
was further supported by spatial expression patterns of MTases that are closely
related to ZmMET1, the OsMET1a and OsMET1b genes (Figure 2.5). The
expression of OsMET1b is higher in the callus, root, node, sheath, immature panicle,
and inflorescence compared to OsMET1a. However, expression of OsMET1b was
not detected in differentiated tissue, matured leaves, and matured panicle
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between MET1 copies were also observed in maize leaves (Figure 2.6). Perhaps we
can speculate that ZmMET1 might also be expressed differently in different organs
or tissue types because of the differences in protein structure prediction between
ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b (Figure 2.4), which might lead to tissue specific
functions. However, these speculations need to be substantiated experimentally as
suggested in section 2.2.2.

2.3.2 Different Expressions of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b Protein

The specificity of primers designed using the Prim-SNPing technique (Chang et al.,
2009) has enabled us to differentiate the expression of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b
(Figure 2.6B). An assessment of ZmMET1 expression in leaf tissues has found an
abundance of ZmMET1 transcripts in all types of growth stage (Figure 2.6C). These
suggest that ZmMET1 is involved in methylation activities in all tissues. However,
as mentioned in section 2.2.4, a further study is required, especially by RT-PCR to
verify this data. As the maintenance methylation protein, MET1 is known to be
highly expressed in proliferating or growth tissues of various plants (Bernacchia et
al., 1998; Teerawanichpan et al., 2004; Ahmad et al., 2014), it could suggest that
ZmMET1 might behave spatially in plant tissues.

In plants that possess two copies of the MET1 gene, one of the genes is reported to
encode the key protein for methyltransferases activities of the plant. In rice,
OsMET1b is more abundant and plays an important role as DNA MTases in rice,
compared to OsMET1a (Yamauchi et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2014). OsMET1a is also
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al., 2014). While for carrot, DcMET1a and DcMET1b differ in their relative
abundance (Bernacchia et al., 1998). Perhaps we can speculate that there is a high
possibility of the disproportion of responsibility being held by one of the ZmMET1
genes, with high levels of ZmMET1a transcripts compared to ZmMET1b (Figure
2.6C), especially with close relationships of ZmMET1 with OsMET1a (Figure 2.5).

2.3.3 Consequences of Disturbing ZmMET1 Expression Levels

Given the high sequence similarity of ZmMET1a and ZmMET1b, the inverted repeat
approach used in these experiments was expected to cause the degradation of mRNA
in both MET1 genes, thereby disrupting the methylation mechanisms or pathways,
leading to changes in methylation patterns in the maize transformants. The
phenotypic changes in the T0 generation that caused transformants with debilitating
maintenance of methylation was insignificant, with only one transformant showing
the dwarf phenotype (Figure 2.9A). However, the lack of phenotype in plants with
reduced ZmMET1 expression levels in the T0 generation is not unusual, as
epigenetic changes are chance events. The lack of phenotypes have been reported in
the reduced MET1 Arabidopsis transformants also, by using an antisense approach,
and only the normal phenotype is observed in the primary transformants (Finnegan
et al., 1996).

The similar chance event was also seen in rice heterozygote OsMET1b mutants,
where no overt phenotype was observed, even though their methylation was
decreased (Yamauchi et al., 2014). Furthermore, the dwarf or retarded phenotype is
a typical growth phenotype that occurred in met1 mutants plants, such as
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2014). Thus, we can speculate that a reduction of ZmMET1 may have increased the
probability for an epigenetic switch, but this is not guaranteed. In this respect, a
reduction in ZmMET1 protein expression is necessary, but not always sufficient to
cause phenotypic changes. In contrast to Arabidopsis, where only one copy of the
MET1 gene is available in the genome, the met1 homozygous mutants have
produced plants with consistent delays in flowering time (Saze et al., 2003), which
indicates that the effect of deficient MET1 is severe compared to in rice and maize.
Perhaps, the presence of a second copy of the MET1 gene in rice and maize should
not be overlooked, especially when it is known that OsMET1a can act as a back-up
mechanism in maintaining methylation in rice (Yamauchi et al., 2014).

The abnormal growth of maize was passed on and propagated in the next generation,
where more plants grew into a dwarf plant, despite their ancestors having a normal
phenotype (Figure 2.9C). This indicates the importance of having the correct level of
ZmMET1 expression during plant development for a proper methylation pattern,
especially when it is known that expressions of ZmMET1 vary at different
developmental stages (Candaele et al., 2014). Similar severity in plant growth
abnormalities in the next generation was also observed in Arabidopsis, in plants with
reduced MET1. Half of the primary transformants give rise to progenies with a
range of pleotropic phenotypes (i.e affecting the floral structure and flowering time),
and at the same time have a reduction in the methylation levels (Finnegan et al.,
1996), while for met1 homozygous plants, the progenies also have severe
phenotypes, manifested by getting smaller with each generation (Mathieu et al.,
2007). There are several genes that are known to meiotically inherit epigenetic
changes, and cause plant development abnormalities, such as SUPERMAN (SUP),
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(Jacobsen and Meyerowitz, 1997).

The cumulative effects of ZmMET1 protein deficiency have led to more regions
where methylation is not properly maintained. Perhaps, there are small windows of
opportunity for inducing methylation pattern changes during the developmental
stage where epigenetic switching occurs. After the existing epigenetic patterns have
established, the patterns are simply propagated. Male gametogenesis is a potential
stage for epigenetic switching to occur as CHH methylation is lost from
retrotransposon in microspore and sperm cells during DNA reprogramming (Calarco
et al., 2012). These might have led to genome instability due to failure to retain
silencing of retrotransposon in the embryo, which resulted in the severe phenotypes
in the second generation (Table 2.2).

However, these drastic dwarf phenotypes were not observed in the hydroponic
cultivation, as only three plants, from line 7 showed the root growth abnormalities
(Figure 2.10). The lack of drastic phenotypes may be linked to a different growing
season, growth conditions (hydroponic compared to soil), different plant age, or
simply because of the chance event that was explained previously.

Interestingly, the phenotype that developed from deficient ZmMET1 was retained,
even after the transgene had been segregated away (Figure 2.9D). These were seen
in the stomata distribution of the transformants, where the stomata in primary and
secondary transformant‟s leaves were 1.3 and 1.8 times more abundant than in
controls, respectively. The stomata density was increased to 2.2 times, even after the
transgene had been removed. A similar phenomenon was observed in Arabidopsis
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wild type (Vassileva et al., 2016). Further tests have been done, by growing the
Arabidopsis met1 homozygous plant under low humidity conditions, which have
shown that there are no significant effects, confirming that the increase in stomata
density is caused by a MET1 deficiency (Tricker et al., 2012).

Perhaps, deficiencies in MET1, have led to changes in the methylation pattern of
genes involved in stomata development, which could be an epialleles or a MET1
direct target under an RNA-independent pathway, especially when the phenotype is
retained in MET1 restored wild type expression level plants. Discoveries of new
epialleles or heritable phenotypes in plants that have been previously exposed to
defective MTases are common, especially in Arabidopsis. Examples of epialleles
found by methyltransferase depletion studies are non-coding RNA (ncRNA)
(AT4G15242) (Watson et al., 2014), and FWA (FLOWERING WAGENINGEN)
(Reinders et al., 2009).

The phenotype caused by a ZmMET1 deficiency that has influenced certain genes to
be differentially expressed, possibly occurred by changing the methylation pattern of
the gene promoter region, or the secondary effects thereof. As expected, differential
expression changes occurred in plants with dwarf phenotypes (Figure 2.10), but one
dwarf plant showed consistent changes in all four genes. However, we were unable
to link the gene expression with methylation status of the gene promoter because no
genomic sequence information was available for the A188 variety. Hence,
methylated TE regions were used to look for changes in methylation patterns of the
plants. Interestingly, the methylation status for most of the TEs is similar in the same
plant and these patterns are consistent in most of the studied plants (Figure 2.14).
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regulator responsible for methylating TEs in the plants. A common regulator that is
known to silence TEs by methylation is 24nt siRNA through RNA-directed DNA
methylation (RdDM). The 24nt siRNA is known to function as a guide in targeting
CHH islands of TEs that are located near genes (Gent et al., 2013). However,
production of 24nt siRNA is also subject to MET1 expression, in which MET1 is
responsible for repressing the formation of double stranded RNA precursors
(Blevins et al., 2009). Besides RdDM, DNA methylation can also occur by a MET1
RNA-independent pathway, since 63% of the methylated regions found in
Arabidopsis do not have matching siRNAs (Zhang et al., 2006). Even though, RNAindependent DNA methylation pathways were found in Arabidopsis, there is a high
possibility this pathway may also be present in maize, since differences in ZmMET1
protein structure observed previously could lead to specific function or target
recognition. However, we were unable to link the demethylation of TE with causing
TE expression (Figure 2.15). Perhaps, the regions selected for MSP were not
suitable targets to relate with TE expression profiles, especially if the targeted
regions were not densely methylated.

In this chapter, there was evidence of the importance of ZmMET1 protein in
regulating maize plant growth and development. The disruptions in the steady-state
of ZmMET1 protein led to severe plant growth abnormalities in the next generation
and caused changes in TE methylation patterns.
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Mutation of MET1 using Targeted Genome Editing Technologies

3.1

Introduction

Gene knockout and induced mutations are common strategies used to investigate
and understand the functions of genes in plants. A conventional approach to
introducing mutations in plants is to expose them to X-ray radiation. X-rays have
been used as a mutagen since 1927 because they are easily accessible to researchers,
and have successfully introduced phenotypic variations in barley seedlings and
sterility in maize tassels (Stadler, 1928a; Stadler, 1928b). Over time more
sophisticated mutagens, such as gamma-rays and neutron radiation were used
(Auerbach and Robson, 1946; Auerbach, 1949), before the discovery of chemical
mutagens, such as ethyl methane-sulphonates (EMS) (Westergaard, 1957), which
are still in use today even though both methods have their own limitations.
Radiation-based methods tend to cause cell and genetic damage on a larger scale,
and may severely reduce cell viability (Wu et al., 2005). Furthermore, chemicalbased methods lead to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) during DNA
replication, which are random point mutations that occur throughout the genome.
This makes the study of specific genes difficult because the phenotypic effects seen
might be caused by a mutation in other regions of the genome.

With the advance of genetic engineering, different ways of disrupting gene function
have been explored, such as insertional mutagenesis, which is when foreign DNA is
used to disrupt the gene of interest, and involves the use of TE or transfer DNA (TDNA). This type of approach has been widely applied to Arabidopsis species
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enough to cause gene disruption. Although this technique is still based on random
integration, there is a good chance that the T-DNA would be successfully inserted
within the gene of interest, because of its small genome and the large population of
T-DNA-transformed lines available. However, the population of T-DNAtransformed lines is limited to Arabidopsis, so studying the genes of important
species, such as crop plants, remains a challenging task. The problems with random
insertion have been addressed by using post-transcriptional silencing techniques to
target genes of interest with short RNA interference (siRNA). However, the
silencing levels are variable and incomplete, which could allow certain genes to
function correctly, thereby showing little or no phenotypic effects.

Recently, a technique that induces double-strand breaks (DSB) at specific DNA
regions using customised engineered endonucleases, such as zinc-finger nucleases
(ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) RNA-guided nucleases,
has given researchers the opportunity to study gene functions in crop plants. ZFN
DNA binding domains (DBDs) recognise three bases (Wolfe et al., 2000), while
TALEN DBDs, recognise a single nucleotide DNA (Cermak et al., 2011). The latest
and simplest targeted genome-editing technology, is CRISPR, which utilises the
Watson-Crick RNA-DNA binding principle to find a particular target, with the help
of the Cas9 protein (Makarova et al., 2011). All of these endonuclease systems rely
on host DNA-repair mechanisms for re-ligating the DSBs. The DSBs are either
repaired by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathways, an error-prone
mechanism that often results in frame-shift mutations, or homologous recombination
(HR) pathways, which require the presence of complementary DNA fragments.
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ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPRs have been widely used for editing various plant
genomes. For example, ZFNs have been used to introduce mutations in the
ABSISCIC ACID INSENSITIVE 4 (ABI4) gene and the GUS reporter in Arabidopsis
(Osakabe et al., 2010; Tovkach et al., 2009). In maize, ZFNs have helped to
integrate additional copies of a herbicide-resistant marker gene (Ainley et al., 2013).
However, because of the high toxicity and limitations with triple nucleotide targets,
the ZFN approach was less favoured by the research community (Pruett-Miller et
al., 2009). Despite this, it has been reported to have been applied in the agricultural
industry.

TALENs have also been used to target several genes in various plant species. For
example, the ALCOHOL DEHYROGENEASE 1 (ADH1) gene in Arabidopsis
(Cermak et al., 2011); the OsSWEET14 gene, a disease-susceptibility gene, in rice
(Li et al., 2012); the GUS reporter, and the ACETOLACTATE SYNTHASE (ALS)
gene in tobacco (Mahfouz et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013). In addition, barley
(Wendt et al., 2013) and maize (Liang et al., 2014) have been reported to have used
TALENs.

The first application of CRISPR in plants was reported in August 2013 from three
independent groups (Nekrasov et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013), and
these were followed by more reports shortly after. The simplicity of the CRISPR
tool makes it convenient, and is preferred over other genome-editing tools. CRISPR
has since been used to target various genes in many plant species, such as rice,
wheat, sorghum, maize, and tomato (Shan et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2013; Feng et al.,
2016; Pan et al., 2016).
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MET1 is one of the key DNA methyltransferases (MTases) involved in maintaining
DNA methylation in plants. Knocking out the MET1 gene has resulted in
hypomethylation throughout the genome in A. thaliana Col (Cokus et al., 2008). The
MET1 gene is an interesting target to study due to the effects of global DNA
methylation pattern changes upon disruption. With the successful induction of DNA
methylation changes in Arabidopsis by targeting MET1, we would like to further
study the MET1 gene in crop plants. Tomato was selected as one of the model crop
plants, along with tomato lack of available met1 (tomMET1) mutants. We have
previously experienced difficulties in producing tommet1 mutants using the IR
approach, with no plants being successfully regenerated from callus transformation
(Watson, 2013). Thus, in this study we decided to employ the targeted genome
editor for producing tommet1 mutants in a high precision manner. Furthermore, this
also offers the chance of producing a heterozygous mutant, if the homozygous
mutants are detrimental. As such, the objective of this chapter is to employ the
TALEN and CRISPR systems to induce mutations in MET1, knocking out the gene
in tomato. The plant transformations with these constructs were executed with the
help of Enza Zaden.

3.2

3.2.1

Results

MET1 Targeted Mutagenesis using TALEN and CRISPR

Targeted genome-editing was chosen as an alternative way to study the tomato
MET1 gene. This is a continuation of studies by Dr. Michael Watson, who was
unable to produce tomato with the silenced MET1 gene using the inverted repeat
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employed to increase the chances of producing viable mutants, especially as the
main reason for the failure to produce tommet1 mutants with inverted repeat
techniques is not known.

One of the possible factors might be that in tomato, MET1 is so crucial for the
maintenance of DNA methylation during explant regeneration, even a small
reduction in MET1 levels leads to lethality. Or perhaps a very high rate of transgene
transcription is counterproductive to explant regeneration. Thus, a cleaner and more
specific tool for producing mutants is required. Furthermore, we aimed to produce a
tommet1 mutant with only one of the alleles mutated in order to reduce the
detrimental effects of MET1 depletion. This can be achieved using a weak promoter
to drive the expression of the TALEN and CRISPR systems. The genome editor was
employed to target the exon2 region of the tomMET1 gene, and a region with SfaNI
and Bsr1 restriction enzyme digestion sites was selected to help with mutant
identification in later analyses (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Regions of MET1 targeted by TALENs and CRISPRs for tomato. The
TALEN and CRISPR binding region for TomMET1. The TALEN binding site is marked in
red. CRISPR binding site is underlined and bold. The protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) is
marked in red.
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Development of TALEN Construct for Targeting the MET1 Gene

The TALEN construct was constructed based on a protocol described by Sanjana et
al., (2012). Monomers that encoded a DBD for recognising specific nucleotides
were amplified from template plasmids. Each of the monomers were amplified using
specific primers as described by Sanjana et al., (2012). Naturally, the TALEN
protein recognised thymine (T) as the first base of the DNA binding site, thus, this
parameter was taken into consideration when finding a target region (Boch et al.,
2009). The TAL Effector-Nucleotide Targeter 2.0 (TALE-NT) software (https://talent.cac.cornell.edu/node/add/talen) was used to assist in finding the binding site. The
primers included a BsmBI restriction site, which produces a 5‟-end overhang, with a
sequence that is complementary the next monomer digested, allowing ligation of the
monomers. The monomers were kept in an organised manner to ease with monomer
mixing and production of the tandem hexamers.

As the basic mechanisms for producing TALEN constructs are the same, the
construction of TALEN1 for targeting the TomMET1 gene is discussed here (Figure
3.). The targeted sequence was divided into sub-sequences of six base pairs in
length, (T) CTGTGT CAAAAA (G), where the initial nucleotide must be a thymine
(T) because it is TALE‟s natural target, and the final nucleotide is a guanine (G),
which is indicated by a bracket, and not included in the design of the hexamers. G is
recognised by half of the monomers that are already included in the destination
plasmid, as described by Sanjana et al., (2012). Thus, for TomMET1 TALEN1, the
hexamers were, 1 = HD-NG-NN-NG-NN-NG, and 2 = HD-NI-NI-NI-NI-NI, and
were built simultaneously. Because G is the final base, the NN backbone,
pTALEN_v2 (NN) was used. Six monomers were subjected to the golden-gate
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The 5‟- and 3‟- end of the hexamers were designed to be complementary to each
other, thus the ligation favoured the formation of circular DNA. The completed
golden-gate reaction was treated with PlasmidSafe endonuclease, an enzyme that
only digests the non-circularised DNA, preventing the carryover of false binding
monomers.

Each of the circular DNA hexamers were amplified using HEX primers, and the
amplicons subjected to a second golden-gate reaction using BsaI, in the presence of
pTALEN_v2 (NN). This formed two ligated hexamers in the backbone of the
pTALEN_v2 (NN) plasmid, and the TALEN construct was sent for sequence
verification. Since the nuclease domain, Fok1, only works in dimers to introduce
DSB, two TALENs were needed for a single target. Thus, two TALENs were
constructed for each MET1 gene target. For targeting the TomMET1 genes, the DBD
was assembled in an arrangement as shown in Figure 3.2. The complete TALEN
cassette consisted of two sets of „promoter-TALEN-terminator‟ sub-cloned into the
plant transformation vectors. The TALEN expression was controlled by a
bidirectional mannopine promoter for the expression of TomMET1TALEN (Figure
3.4). The TomMET1TALEN construct was then sent to Enza Zaden for tomato
transformation.
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Figure 3.2: Steps for making the TomMET1TALEN1 protein-binding DNA fused
with nuclease domain (Fok1). Monomers were amplified using specific primers from
template plasmids, followed by golden-gate reaction, and a digestion-ligation reaction with
BsmB1-DNA ligase enzymes. Monomers formed circular hexamers. The two hexamers
were amplified and underwent another golden-gate reaction. The backbone plasmid
harboured half of the RVD domain (NN) (indicated by smaller NN before the Fok1
domain) and the nuclease domain (pTALEN_v2 (NN), to form a complete TALEN
construct. The NI domain recognised Adenine (A) (Red), NG domain recognised thymine
(T) (Blue), HD domain recognised cytosine (C) (Green), and the NN domain recognised
guanine (G) (Purple).

Figure 3.3: Arrangement of TALEN monomers for targeting TomMET1. One target
region required two TALEN s because the nuclease domain, Fok1, works in dimer
structures. Each TALEN construct was designed to be specific to the target region only.
The NI domain recognised adenine (A) (Red), NG domain recognised thymine (T) (Blue),
HD domain recognised cytosine (C) (Green), and NN domain recognised guanine (G)
(Purple).
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Figure 3.4: A schematic representation of pTomMET1TALEN in the plant
transformation vector. The TomMET1TALEN construct was driven by the
bidirectional mannopine promoter, with the plant selectable marker for Kanamycin
(NPTI). The constructs were produced as described in Section 7.2.1.11 of Materials and
Methods. The sequences of the primers used to produce these constructs are provided in
Section 7.1.6. LB (left boarder) and RB (right border) mark the T-DNA region. The TDNA region contains the plant selectable marker and TALEN cassette. ColE1 and
pVS1-ORI/pSa-ORI mark the replication of origin in E.coli and Agrobacterium,
respectively. Red arrows indicate gene orientation.

3.2.3

Development of CRISPR Constructs for Targeting the MET1 Gene

The CRISPR targeting system requires two main components to work: the Cas9
protein, which possesses nuclease activity for introducing the DSB, and the sgRNA
for target recognition. The Cas9 gene was amplified from the Streptococcus
pyogenes genome, and cloned in a modified pGreenII0029, containing the 35 CaMV
promoter and a nuclear targeting sequence (NTS). For the sgRNA, the cassette
architecture was designed based on the work of Xing et al., (2014). The promoter of
tomato U6 small nuclear RNA (Accession number: X51447.1) was selected for
transcription of the sgRNA. The primers used to amplify the tomato U6 promoter
were designed to include: (1) a stretch of T sequence, which is the RNA Polymerase
III terminating signal (Nielsen, et al., 2013); (2) the tracrRNA sequence (Jinek et al.,
2012), which is recognised by the CAS9 protein to form a CRISPR complex; and (3)
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produce the sgRNA cassette architecture as shown in Figure 3.5A. Two
oligonucleotides were designed, consisting of a complementary tomato MET1 target
sequence. The oligonucleotides favoured the formation of overhangs at each end,
which were annealed followed by ligation at the Bsa1 site between the TomU6
promoter and tracrRNA sequence (Figure 3.5B). The complete sgRNA cassette,
consisting of the TomU6 promoter, target sequence, tracrRNA, and terminator
signal, was sub-cloned into a plasmid containing the CAS9 gene. This produced
pCas9_tomMET1 (Figure 3.5C), which consisted of the expression cassette for both
CRISPR components. The cassette was then sent to Enza Zaden for transformation
into tomato.

A
B
C

Figure 3.5: A schematic representation of the CRISPR construct for targeting tomato
MET1. A. sgRNA construct for transcribing sgRNA under the control of the TomU6
promoter. The construct contains a stretch of thymine (T) as a signal for the Pol III
terminator, and guanine (G) for a transcription signal where the transcription process
starts. B. Complementary oligos of tomMET1 sequence, with overhangs at both ends that
are complementry for ligation between the TomU6 promoter and tracrRNA. C. A
schematic representation of the complete CRISPR construct, targeting tomMET1.
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Production of the MET1 Tomato Mutant

3.2.4.1 Production of the Tomato Mutant using TALEN Construct

The tomato transformations were carried out by Dr Iris Heidmann, at Enza Zaden. A
total of 1402 tomato leaf explants from EZCBT1 variety were used for transforming
the TomMET1TALEN construct. Seven transformed explants were grown into
callus, however they failed to regenerate into the next growing stage. From this
work, it was shown that the transformation was successful, but the mutation of the
MET1 gene was detrimental for regeneration of the callus. Perhaps, we can speculate
that the TALEN successfully mutated both MET1 alleles, and produced a complete
MET1 knockout. Furthermore, there is also the possibility that the TALEN itself was
toxic, due to being off-target, and led to unwanted DSBs at a different location that
might have been detrimental for tomato plants (Christian et al., 2013).

3.2.4.2 Production of Tomato Mutants using a CRISPR Construct

Failure to produce a tomato TALEN-transformant, the CRISPR construct was used
as an alternative method. Dr Iris Heidmann used a total of 1550 tomato leaf explants
to transform tomato with the pCas9_tomMET1 cassette. The transformation
successfully produced six stable transformants (Figure 3.6A). However, analysis
using restriction enzyme digestion of the target region amplicons indicated the
absence of any point mutations (Figure 3.6B), indicates by absence of DNA
fragment resistance to RE digestion. The fragment was further verified by
sequencing (Figure 3.6C).
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Figure 3.6: Analysis of tomato CRISPR transformants. A. Genotyping of transformants
using primers that amplified the CAS9 gene. The CRISPR construct was successfully
transformed into all six lines. B. Digestion of MET1 amplicons, targeted by CRISPR using
SfaNi and Bsr1 for identifying mutations in the target region. Amplicons from all six
samples showed no resistance to digestion, indicated by the presence of two DNA bands
smaller that the undigested sample. C. Sequencing of amplicons from different CRISPR
transformants. The sequence showing no mutagenesis was introduced by CAS9 gene. D.
Expression analysis of tomato transformants using smqRT-PCR. Tomato EF1α was used as
internal expression control. The CAS9 gene was not expressed in all six lines. WT: wildtype, UD: undigested, 1,2,3,4,5,6 independent lines of transformants. Blue sequence:
CRISPR target, Red Sequence: PAM motif.

In order to investigate the cause of failure, total RNA was extracted from the
transformant plants for analysis of the CAS9 gene expression. Expression analysis
via smqRT-PCR indicates that the CAS9 transgene was silenced (Figure 3.6D). This
was quite surprising, as all six of the transformants showed silencing of the
transgene. Transgene silencing has been reported before (Meyer et al., 1992),
however, it is usually cause by DNA methylation and only occurs after several
generations (Meyer et al., 1992). Furthermore, DNA methylation is a randomisation
event, as such silencing of six transformants in T1 generation has never been seen
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chances that we would not produce a tomato MET1 mutant using the TALEN
strategy, we did not proceed further with this study.

3.3

Discussion

Difficulties in producing tomMET1 mutants are not new. Our group has experienced
these difficulties previously by using the IR approach (Watson 2013). Even though
the possibility of off-target effects of siRNA have been reported before (Lu et al.,
2015), the inverted repeat sequences introduced into the tomato explants have shown
high homology to the tomMET1 gene (Watson, 2013). However, this does not
eliminate the possibility of off-target mutations that might develop from siRNA
biosynthesis (Senthil-Kumar and Mysore, 2011). The reasons for the lethality were
not known, therefore, precision genome editing was employed for the continuation
of the studies by Watson, (2013).

TALEN is known to have high specificity for its targets; it requires two sets of
protein to induce mutagenesis at the selected region because in order to introduce
DSBs, Fok1 must be dimerised. As an extra precautionary step, TALEN was placed
under the control of the bidirectional mannopine promoter to promote low
expression of the TALEN protein, and avoid, or reduce, the possibility of inducing
off-target DSBs in the plant, and increase the chance of producing a heterozygous
mutant. This favours mutagenesis at one allele if lethality is caused by homozygous
met1 mutant. However, even with all of these precautions, similar results were
obtained as in the Watson, (2013) study; no explant was successfully regenerated.
As such the CRISPR method was employed as an alternative, however, this also
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CRISPR is a robust method, it has been reported to be capable of introducing DSBs
at non-target regions. This suggested that the lethality might be due to the depletion
of MET1, rather than the effects that derived from the genome editor itself.

Even though both of the editing strategies have been reported to have high
specificity and robust, there are still a lot of unknown information on the capabilities
of these mechanisms especially for the CRISPR method. CRISPR relies on two
main components to function both of which are synthesized in the target organism
where the genome is to be edited. This has opened up a lot of questions on (i) the
folding mechanisms of Cas9 protein, (ii) the efficiency of sgRNA transcription (iii)
mechanisms in forming sgRNA-Cas9 complexes and (iv) the relatively low numbers
of mutants produced by the techniques which requires high throughput approaches
especially for identifying mutants with desired mutations.

The lack of transformants from two different gene-targeting methods, suggest that
inactivating or silencing the TomMET1 gene might have an extreme effect on
viability, at least during explant regeneration. The extreme effects of MET1 gene
knockouts have not been seen in other plant species before. The MET1 gene has
been successfully silenced or knocked out in Arabidopsis (Kankel et al., 2003;
Finnegan et al., 1996), tobacco (Oh et al., 2009), rice (Yamauchi et al., 2009), and
maize (as described in Chapter 2). This suggests that disrupting the MET1 gene
expression in tomato has detrimental effects that are not seen in other plant species
studied so far. Interestingly, the other plants mentioned, aside from A. thaliana, have
undergone similar gene transfer methods, as in tomato, i.e., transformation via
explant inoculation and regeneration, which suggests other plants can tolerate the
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depletion of MET1 in plants will certainly cause plant growth abnormalities. The
met1 mutants of A. thaliana, tobacco, maize, and rice display abnormal growth
development, produce dwarf plants, and changes in global DNA methylation
patterns (Finnegan et al., 1996; Oh et al., 2009; Yamauchi et al., 2009; Yamauchi et
al., 2014), which indicates that changes in plant DNA methylation can result in
growth developmental consequences.

The lethal effect of disrupting DNMT1, a mammalian homolog of plant MET1, has
been reported. The dnmt1, dnmt3a, and dnmt3b mutants indicate the importance of
MTases in embryonic stem cell viability (Okano et al., 1999; Li et al., 1992).
Furthermore, global disruption of DNA methylation patterns are lethal to mammals
(Li et al., 1992), even changes in focal demethylation, or hypermethylation, at
imprinted loci can cause developmental abnormalities (Tycko, 2000). Therefore, we
can speculate that changes in global DNA methylation patterns in tomato are
detrimental for tomato growth, at least during cell differentiation.

Based on previous studies (Watson, 2014), as well as this study, the way forward in
producing a tomato MET1 mutant is to use an inducible system with high
mutagenesis precision to mutate the TomMET1 gene in a healthy transformants. This
would address the uncertainty regarding the lethality of tomato transformants during
explant regeneration. However, we should not ignore the recent reports about
mutating RdDM components in tomato, producing a mutant with severe growth
abnormalities that led to plant death (Gouil and Baulcombe, 2016).
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gene in tomato and transformed into tomato explant. However, due to high
dependency on MET1 protein for the correct methylation pattern, callus
regeneration was repressed.
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Plant Targeted DNA Demethylation Using the CRISPR System

4.1

Introduction

The Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) system
has been a mainstream method of targeted genome editing used by many biological
researchers since it was first introduced in 2012. The ease, low cost, and speed of
designing a complete system to edit a DNA region are the key factors that make it
the favourite genome editing tool (Baker, 2014). CRISPR requires only two main
components to function: the RNA-guided-nuclease protein, CRISPR associated
protein 9 (CAS9), for induction of DNA double stranded breaks (DSB) at the DNA
region of interest, and the single-guided RNA (sgRNA) to bring the CAS9 protein to
the target sequence. This tool relies on the endogenous DNA repair mechanisms to
repair the DSB, one of which is non-homologues end joining (NHEJ), an error-prone
repair pathway that leads to a frame-shift mutation, resulting in a loss of function
protein. CRISPR was said to have removed the barrier of reverse genetics and gene
function studies, because there is, literally, no gene that cannot be targeted, and no
organism whose genome cannot be edited. This has been demonstrated with
endogenous genes in various cell types and organisms that been efficiently tweaked
by using CRISPR (reviewed in Bortesi and Fischer, 2015).

The

versatility

of

Zinc-Finger

(ZF)

and

Transcription

Activator-Like

Effector (TALE), two genome editing tools before CRISPR, function as more than
just sequence editors, they have influenced ideas for potential applications of
CRISPR, other than as a mutation inducer. ZF and TALE were engineered to be
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domains to successfully cleave DNA at targeted sites (reviewed in Petolino, 2015).
In mammals, ZF have also been reported to function as transcription activators,
transcription repressors, ligand dependent activators, and methyltransferases
(reviewed in Davis and Stokoe, 2010). Likewise, TALE is reported to have different
functions when linked to different domains. In plants, TALE can function as
nucleases (Wendt et al., 2013), transcription activators (Morbitzer et al., 2010),
transcription repressors (Mahfouz et al., 2012), and target demethylation domains
(Maeder et al., 2013). TALE also has the potential to act as targeted DNA
methyltransferases, targeted chromatin modifiers, and drug screening proteins, etc.
(Sun and Zhao, 2013).

The same versatility is seen with CRISPR, as suggested in a review by Barrangou
and Doudna, (2016). The CAS9 protein, can have different functions when fused
with different functional domains, as long as its nuclease activity is neutralised.
With ZF and TALE, the nuclease domain is linked to a DNA-binding domain,
whereas with CRISPR, the CAS9 protein itself contains the nuclease domain. When
fused with different proteins or domains, CRISPR can function beyond a genomeediting tool. For example, it can be used as: (1) a gene activator (fused with a
transcription activator), (2) a gene repressor (fused with a transcription repressor),
(3) cargo delivery (fused with a DNA-binding protein to deliver diverse cargos to
specific genomic locations), and (4) as an epigenome editor (fused with a
demethylation domain or chromatin modifier domain) (Bortesi and Fischer, 2015).
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2013) has given us inspiration for exploiting the potential of CRISPR for use as a
plant-targeted epigenome editor. In previous chapters, DNA methylation was
induced by silencing and targeting the key plant MTase, the MET1 gene. The effects
of mutating and silencing the MET1 gene resulted in demethylation of plant
genomes. In this chapter, we developed new, targeted demethylation CRISPR tools
to demethylate specific regions in the plant genome, without interfering with
endogenous methyltransferases genes. The nuclease domains of CAS9 were mutated
to produce the deactivated CAS9 (dCAS9) protein and the mammalian 5-methylcytosine (5mC) oxidation protein, Ten-Eleven Translocation methyl-cytosine
dioxygenase (TET), was fused with dCAS9, to enable the transport of the TET
protein to targeted regions for oxidisation of the epigenetic marks. Regions with
stable and densely methylated in plants are selected as targets for proof-of-concept
for demethylation activity.

4.2

4.2.1

Results

ncRNA 15242 (AT4G15242) and PI4Kɣ3 (AT5G24240) are ideal targets
for CRISPR demethylation.

The construction of plant targeted CRISPR demethylation systems is possible
because of the availability of an epigenome database for Arabidopsis. Regions with
a dense and stable methylation pattern are an ideal target to test the demethylation
efficacy of the CRISPR system. Suitable targets were screened from the 1001
Arabidopsis genomes, methylomes, transcriptomes, and the physical maps database
(http://neomorph.salk.edu/1001.aj.php) for dense methylation patterns and the
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Transgenerational

Inheritance

of

Methylation

Variants

database

(http://neomorph.salk.edu/30_generations/browser.html), was used to confirm the
stability of the methylation patterns at the regions, across 30 generations. Two target
region were identified, (1) the ncRNA 15242, which were also identified based on
previous findings by our group, which found a stable epiallele (Watson et al., 2014),
(2) the PI4Kɣ3 gene, which was found during genetic screening of RNA-seq data of
MET1 over-expression in Arabidopsis lines, by the Meyer group (unpublished).

The ncRNA 15242 is an epiallele with unknown function that is methylated and
silenced in A. thaliana Columbia (Col), but un-methylated and expressed in A.
thaliana Wassilewskija (Ws) (Watson et al., 2014). This indicates that the expression
of the ncRNA 15242 gene is repressed by the presence of methylation, and this is in
agreement with data from the Arabidopsis epigenome database, which reports dense
methylation at the ncRNA 15242 gene, with no evidence of the presence of mRNA
(Figure 4.1A). Dense methylation patterns were stabled and inherited in up to 30
generations, as described in the database (Figure 4.1B).
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Figure 4.1: Methylation and expression patterns of the ncRNA 15242 gene as reported
in the Arabidopsis epigenome database. A: Dense methylation pattern and expression
profiles of the ncRNA 15242 gene (red box). The ncRNA 15242 gene is shown as a black
arrow, which indicates the gene location and transcription direction. Dense methylation of
the ncRNA 15242 gene is shown by the coloured bar pointing upwards and downwards from
the black line. There is no mRNA detected from ncRNA 15242, indicated by the absence of
a coloured bar at the lower black line. B: Methylation of ncRNA 15242 gene for 30
generations. The coloured bar pointing upwards and downwards from the black lines
indicates the presence of methylation at the region (red box). The methylation patterns of
the ncRNA 15242 gene are consistently seen in Col at 30 generations. Image modified from
Arabidopsis Epigenome database (http://signal.salk.edu).

The second target identified was AT5G24240, which encodes the PI4Kɣ3 protein, is
localised in the nucleus, and is involved in autophosphorylation activity. An overexpression study of PI4Kɣ3 gene produced plants with late-flowering phenotypes
that had a high tolerance for growth in salty conditions (Akhter et al., 2016). These
genes were found later than the ncRNA 15242 gene, which explain why there are
more target sites was selected for this gene. PI4Kɣ3 was found during screening of
the RNA-seq data from MET1 over-expression lines, where methylation of this gene
was speculated to be controlled by an RNA-independent methylation pathway, and
the methylation was introduced by MET1 (unpublished). From the Arabidopsis
epigenome database, AT5G24240 is densely methylated and no mRNA has been
detected, indicating that the gene is in a repressed state (Figure 4.2A). The
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59 of the 30th generation (Figure 4.2B).

Figure 4.2: Methylation and expression patterns of the PI4Kɣ3 (AT5G24240) gene as
reported in the Arabidopsis epigenome database. A: Dense methylation and expression
patterns of PI4Kɣ3 (red box). The PI4Kɣ3 gene is shown as a green arrow, indicating the
gene location and transcription direction. Dense methylation is indicated by the coloured bar
pointing upwards or downwards from the black line. There is no mRNA detected from the
PI4Kɣ3 gene, shown by the absence of a coloured bar at the lower black line. B:
Methylation at the PI4Kɣ3 gene for 30 generations. The coloured bar pointing upwards or
downwards from the black lines indicates the presence of methylation at the region (red
box). The methylation patterns of the PI4Kɣ3 gene are consistently seen in Col for 30
generations, except for 30th generation of line 59 replicates 1 and 2. Image modified from
Arabidopsis Epigenome database (http://signal.salk.edu).

Thus, these two genes were selected because their expression has been proven to be
controlled by DNA methylation, and are consistently densely methylated in many
generations. Stable methylation of these regions are important factors to consider for
studying these genes, especially when DNA methylation patterns can to be
influenced by stress (reviewed in Peng and Zhang, 2009).
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Development of plant targeted genome demethylation tools; CRISPRbased systems

The TALE-based targeted demethylation tool was developed by producing a fusion
protein, consisting of the TALE array as a DNA-binding domain (DBD) with a
TET1 catalytic domain (TET1CD) (Maeder et al., 2013). Inspired by success of the
TALE strategy for targeted demethylation in mammalian cells, the targeted
demethylation CRISPR-based system was developed, with the motivation that
fusion of dCAS9 with TET1CD would also deliver the same results as the TALETET1 protein. Furthermore, research by the Meyer group has proven that the TET3
catalytic domain (TET3CD), a member of the TET protein family, is fully functional
in plants to induce DNA demethylation (Hollwey et al., 2016). Based on this
foundation, we decided to use TET1CD and TET3CD as the demethylator domains.
The demethylator was fused with the CAS9 protein as a tool for bringing the
demethylator protein to a specific target to induce DNA demethylation. Both the
TET1CD and TET3CD domains were selected to increase the chances of successful
demethylation of the targets.

The CRISPR demethylation tool was developed by terminating the nuclease activity
of the CAS9 protein to produce dCAS9. The CAS9 protein consists of six domains,
two of which, RuvC-1 and HNH, have nuclease catalytic activity (Figure 4.3). Thus,
to produce the dCAS9 protein, point mutations were introduced D10A and H840A
at the domains, RuvC-1 and HNH, respectively, as described by Bikard et al.,
(2013). The TET1CD (as described by Tan and Shi, 2012) and the TET3CD (as
described by Hollwey et al., 2016) gene sequences were fused with the dCAS9 gene,
after removal of the dCAS9 gene stop codon to allow continuous transcription for
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nuclease domain and removing the stop codon was performed using appropriate
primers to produce fragments containing mutations, followed by sub-cloning into
the same constructs to replace the original sequence. The point mutations and stop
codon removal are shown in a simplified diagram in Figure 4.4. The construct
developed in Chapter 3, the modified pgreenII0029 with CAS9 gene, was used for
making the dCAS9 gene. The dCAS9 gene was sequenced for verification. The
fusion genes were place under the control of the 35S CaMV promoter with a nuclear
targeting sequence (NLS) located before the dCAS9 gene to ensure the fusion
proteins, dCAS9-TET1 and dCAS9-TET3, could enter the nucleus. Several control
constructs were also made as demethylation controls (Table 4.1).

Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of the CAS9 domains architecture. CAS9
consists of six domains with two of the domains, RuC-1 and HNH, having nuclease
catalytic activity to induced DNA DSB. Image extracted from Jinek et al.,, (2014).
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of primer locations for mutating the nuclease
domains and removing the CAS9 gene stop codon. Three pairs of primers were used for
introducing mutations at H10A, D840A, for and removing the stop codon. For the H10A
mutation, the forward primer was designed with a mutated sequence and the amplicons
produced were used to replace the 531bp region of the CAS9 gene, using Xba1 and Swa1
restriction enzymes. For the D840A mutation, the reverse primer was designed for the
mutated sequence, and the amplicons produced were used to replace the 1059bp region of
the CAS9 gene using Sca1 and Mlu1 restriction enzymes. For removal of the stop codon,
the reverse primer was designed without the stop codon sequence, and the amplicons
produced were used to replace the 1534bp region of the CAS9 gene using Mlu1 and Xho1
restriction enzymes. The stop codon was removed to enable the production of the fusion
proteins, dCAS9-TET1 and dCAS9-TET3. All of the primers were designed to include
restriction enzyme digestion sites. The blue arrow indicates the forward primers; the green
arrow indicates the reverse primers.

For the expression of sgRNA, the same expression cassette developed using the
tomato U6 promoter as in chapter 3 was used, but because A. thaliana was the target
genome, in this chapter the A. thaliana U6 promoter (Accession nu: X52528.1) was
used for expression of the sgRNA. The target sequences are sequence that targeting
the ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes (Figure 4.5D). The location and orientation of
the targets are indicated by arrows in Figure 4.6. The target sequence was assembled
as previously described in section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. One target was selected for the
ncRNA15242 gene, while four targets were selected for the PI4Kɣ3 gene (Figure
4.6). The sgRNA expression cassettes were sub-cloned into the same plasmid
carrying the dCAS9-TET1 and dCAS9-TET3 expression cassettes to produce
plasmids that harbouring a complete CRISPR demethylation component. The
constructs produced for this study are listed in Table 4.1, and the primers used are
detailed in section 7.1.6 of Materials and Methods.
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Figure 4.5: A Schematic representation of demethylation CRISPR constructs. All the
constructs made were under the control of the 35S CaMV promoter. A. The control
construct, only expressing the dCAS9 gene. B. The fusion dCAS9-TET1 construct. C. The
fusion dCAS9-TET3 construct. D. The sgRNA expression cassette. All constructs
harbouring CAS9 gene were mutated at D10A and H840A to produce a deactivated CAS9
(dCAS9) protein. Nuclear localisation sequence (NLS) was placed between the 35S CaMV
promoter and dCAS9 gene. TET1CD and TET3CD were fused with the dCAS9 gene by
removing the stop codon of the dCAS9 gene.

Figure 4.6: Locations of sgRNA at target genes. The red arrow indicates the location and
orientation of sgRNA at ncRNA 15242 (AT4G15242) and PI4Kɣ3 (AT5G24250) genes. The
coloured bar pointing upwards and downwards from the black line indicates the presence of
5mC, at upper and lower strand, respectively. The three DNA methylation sequence types,
CG, CHG and CHH are colour coded. A. The ncRNA 15242 (AT4G15242) gene. B. The
PI4Kɣ3 (AT5G24250) gene. Image modified from Arabidopsis Epigenome database
(http://signal.salk.edu).
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Constructs
35S-dCAS9
35S-dCAS9-TET1
35S-dCAS9-TET3
35S-dCAS9-TET1-AtU6ncRNA
35S-dCAS9-TET3-AtU6ncRNA
35S-dCAS9-TET1-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-1
35S-dCAS9-TET1-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-2
35S-dCAS9-TET1-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-3
35S-dCAS9-TET1-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-4
35S-dCAS9-TET3-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-1
35S-dCAS9-TET3-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-2
35S-dCAS9-TET3-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-3
35S-dCAS9-TET3-AtU6PI4Kɣ3-4

Label
d9
d9T1
d9T3
d9T1nc
d9T3nc
d9T1PIsg1
d9T1PIsg2
d9T1PIsg3
d9T1PIsg4
d9T3PIsg1
d9T3PIsg2
d9T3PIsg3
d9T3PIsg4

Table 4.1: List of constructs made, with their simplified name used in this study. All
the constructs were under the control of the 35S CaMV promoter. The demethylation
CRISPR used two TET genes catalytic domains, TET1CD and TET3CD, which were fused
with the dCAS9 gene (d9T1 and d9T3). All sgRNA were under the control of A. thaliana
U6 promoter (AtU6). Two genes used in this study were ncRNA 15242 (nc) and PI4Kɣ3
(PI). Eight of the constructs bind at PI4Kɣ3, four with d9T1, and another four with d9T3.
Each of the four constructs contained different binding sites.

4.2.3

Production of Demethylation-CRISPR A. thaliana Col transformants

Four-week-old A. thaliana Col were transformed with the constructs produced in
section 4.2.2, via the floral dip Agrobacterium-mediated transformation method. The
seeds produced from floral dip plants were harvested and sown onto MS media
plates, supplemented with kanamycin for positive transformants selection. The twoweek-old positive transformants were transferred to soil for seed collection. Due to
this being a preliminary study, only one positive transformant for each construct was
used for the analysis. Leaves of four-week-old transformants were collected for
expression and methylation analysis. DNA and RNA were extracted simultaneously
from the same leaf samples to ensure expression was linked to the methylation status
of the genes. Each sample was genotyped for the presence of the construct by
amplifying the dCAS9 gene. The total RNA were converted to cDNA prior to
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(EF1α) gene as the expression control (Figure 4.7).

The expression level of dCAS9 varied as expected, and this might not have affected
analysis of the target genes because as long as the CRISPR-demethylation was
expressed, methylation should be removed by oxidation of the TET domain.

Figure 4.7: Analysis of targeted demethylation-CRISPR transformants. The positive
transformants were genotyped for the presence of the dCAS9 gene and expression of
dCAS9 was analysed using smqRT-PCR with EF1α expression used as the control for
comparing gene expression levels. WT: wild-type A. thaliana Col; 1: d9; 2: d9T1; 3: d9T3;
4: d9T1nc; 5: d9T3nc, 6: d9T1PIsg1; 7: d9T1PIsg2, 8: d9T1PIsg3; 9: d9T1P1sg4; 10:
d9T3PIsg1; 11: d9T3PIsg2; 12: d9T3PIsg3; 13: d9T3P1sg4.

4.2.4

Expression and DNA methylation pattern analysis of ncRNA 15242 and
PI4Kɣ3

Epigenetic studies have so far relied on correlations between epigenetic marks and
gene expression. As mentioned previously, expression of the ncRNA 15242 and
PI4Kɣ3 genes, were repressed by the presence of DNA methylation. If DNA
methylation of these genes was oxidised by the TET domain of the dCAS9-TET
fusion protein, the transcripts of these genes should be detected. Thus, based on this
principle, expression of the ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes were examined using
the smqRT-PCR method.
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in the positive transformants, which suggests that both genes were still repressed by
the presence of methylation (Figure 4.8). Absence of transcription does not
demonstrate that the targeted demethylation failed. For some genes, whole gene
sequences need to be freed from DNA methylation, or at least the key methylation
repressor needs to be removed before the transcription machinery can bind. Most of
the key methylation that controls gene expression is located at the promoter region,
and near the start codon. This kind of repressor has been seen in mammals at the
Estrogen Receptor Alpha (ESR1) gene, where a single CpG is responsible for gene
repression, and further studies have revealed that the CpG is a binding site for a
transcriptional repressor that attracts the Histone Deacetylase 1 (HDAC1), which
leads to chromatin condensation and repression (Fürst et al., 2012). For the ncRNA
15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes, the methylation was not located at a promoter region, and
both genes were densely methylated throughout the gene body, making it difficult to
demethylate the whole gene, and trigger transcription. It is even harder to recognise
and target the key methylation or methylated region that is responsible for gene
repression.
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Figure 4.8: Expression analysis of ncRNA 15242 and PI4Kɣ3 in demethylationCRISPR transformants by using smqRT-PCR. No ncRNA 15242 and PI4Kɣ3 transcripts
were detected in any of the transformants. EF1α was used as an internal expression control.
A. Expression of ncRNA 15242 in transformants. B. Expression of PI4Kɣ3 in
transformants. WT: wild-type Col; 1: d9; 2: d9T1; 3: d9T3; 4: d9T1nc; 5: d9T3nc, 6:
d9T1PIsg1; 7: d9T1PIsg2, 8: d9T1PIsg3; 9: d9T1P1sg4; 10: d9T3PIsg1; 11: d9T3PIsg2,
12: d9T3PIsg3; 13: d9T3P1sg4.

Targeted demethylation tools are known to have limitations in the length of region
that they are capable of demethylating. The TALE-based demethylation system,
TALE-TET1CD, has been shown to demethylate regions up to 200bp from the
TALE binding site (Maeder et al., 2013). It could be speculated that the same
demethylation efficacy may be applied to dCAS9-TET for demethylating
ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3. genes. If we assume that a region with a maximum length
of 200bp was demethylated, this could explain the absence of ncRNA 15242 and
PI4Kɣ3 transcripts in the positive transformants, since ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3 can
only be expressed if the methylation was completely removed (Watson et al., 2014).

To assess the methylation status of the ncRNA 15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes, the
methylation-sensitive PCR (MSP) method was employed. MSP was selected as a
method for screening the transformants for changes in methylation before further
analysis were carried out. MSP involved digestion of genomic DNA with the
methyl-sensitive restriction enzyme, McrBC, prior amplification with specific
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described in section 2.2.9 of chapter 2.

The MSP shows that the demethylation-CRISPR successfully demethylated the
PI4Kɣ3 gene in one of the transformants, d9T3P1sg4, while for other transformants,
methylation was still present at the amplified regions (Figure 4.9). Even though only
one of the transformants showed differences in methylation status at the target
region, it does not necessarily mean the methylation status of other transformants
were unchanged. This is because the MSP method requires the target fragment to be
freed from methylation throughout the amplified regions. If the target region is
large, there is a high probability that the DNA is digested by McrBC, as it only
requires one 5-mC between the primer binding site to cause DNA digestion, and
failed amplification. We speculate the presence of methylation at the ncRNA 15242
and PI4Kɣ3 genes because of the limitations of the target demethylation tools, which
can only demethylate up to 200bp regions (Maeder et al., 2013). In this study, the
amplified regions were large (501bp for the ncRNA15242 gene and 378bp for the
PI4Kɣ3 gene), as such, data generated using the MSP method might not reflect the
true methylation status of the ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes.
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Figure 4.9: Methylation status of ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes in demethylationCRISPR transformants. Only sample 13 (d9T3P1sg4) shows loss of methylation in the
PI4Kɣ3 gene (marks by an asterisk). A. Methylation status of ncRN15242 gene. B.
Methylation status of PI4Kɣ3 gene. McrBC: presence of methylation-sensitive enzymes.
WT: wild-type Col; 1: d9; 2: d9T1; 3: d9T3; 4: d9T1nc; 5: d9T3nc, 6: d9T1PIsg1; 7:
d9T1PIsg2, 8: d9T1PIsg3; 9: d9T1P1sg4; 10: d9T3PIsg1; 11: d9T3PIsg2, 12: d9T3PIsg3;
13: d9T3P1sg4.

To confirm the loss of methylation in the PI4Kɣ3 gene, bisulfite sequencing was
used. The genomic DNA of transformants that harboured the d9T3P1sg4 construct
was treated with bisulfite prior to amplifying the PI4Kɣ3 gene. In addition to
d9T3P1sg4, genomic DNA from wild-type (WT) and d9T1nc was also selected for
bisulfite sequencing, as a methylation-control. WT and d9T1nc was used to act as
the wild-type and positive transformant-control, respectively, for comparing the
methylation pattern at the PI4Kɣ3 gene region. The amplicons produced were
cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega, UK) prior to sequencing. Sequences
were aligned using BioEdit (http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/bioedit/bioedit.html), and
followed by methylation analysis using the Cytosine Methylation Analysis Tool for
Everyone (CyMATE) (http://www.cymate.org).

CyMATE analysis illustrates that methylation was lost in almost all context
sequence in d9T3P1sg4 (Figure 4.10). In some fragments, it was almost free of
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analysis. This is interesting as it is proof that demethylation can occur in regions up
to 378bp in length. Methylation patterns in the control transformant (d9T1nc) appear
consistent with the WT, indicating the loss of methylation as the cause of the fusion
protein localization to the PI4Kɣ3 gene.

Figure 4.10: Bisulphite sequencing analysis of the PI4Kɣ3 gene in the Arabidopsis line
expressing the d9T1nc, d9T1P1sg3, d9T3P1sg3, d9T1P1sg4, and d9T3P1sg4. The
figure shows a region of the PI4Kɣ3 gene in T1 Arabidopsis lines expressing d9T1nc,
d9T1P1sg3, d9T3P1sg3, d9T1P1sg4, and d9T3P1sg4 analysed by bisulphite sequencing,
as described in Section 7.2.1.14 of Materials and Methods, using DNA from four-weekold seedlings. The black lines separating sequencing data for the wild-type (WT), d9T1nc,
d9T1P1sg3, d9T3P1sg3, d9T1P1sg4, and d9T3P1sg4, which were analysed using
CyMATE (Hetzl et al., 2007). The three DNA methylation sequence types, CG, CHG and
CHH are colour coded. Methylated and un-methylated bases are represented as filled and
empty shapes, respectively. Cytosine positions are provided at the bottom of the figure.
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necessarily demonstrate that methylation patterns at the ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3
genes were unchanged. Thus, to confirm this, several transformants harbouring the
demethylation-CRISPR constructs were selected for bisulphite sequencing. The
methylation pattern at the PI4Kɣ3 gene in d9T1PIsg3, d9T3PIsg3, and d9T1PIsg4
transformants were analysed. CyMATE analysis shows loss of methylation was
observed in the PI4Kɣ3 gene, in all three transformants (Figure 4.10). However,
regions covered by demethylation-CRISPR might be shorter than regions seen in
d9T3PIsg4, which could explain the negative result obtained during the MSP
analysis. While for the ncRNA15242 gene, because no further study was carried out
on this region, we can speculate that demethylation may occur at this region, as
observed in other transformants. Perhaps the negative result generated by MSP,
indicates the presence of methylation at the ncRNA15242 gene, which could be due
to limited coverage of CRISPR to demethylate the ncRNA15242 gene region, which
is also observed at the PI4Kɣ3 gene in some transformants. Comparison between the
activity of constructs harbouring TET1 and TET3 domains, shows that they are
capable of demethylating the target region (Figure 4.11), however, it is difficult to
determine which domain is more efficient in demethylating its targets because of the
small sample size that was used in this study.
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Figure 4.11: Percentages of cytosine methylation of the PI4Kɣ3 gene region in
Arabidopsis transformant lines. Percentage of cytosine methylation of the PI4Kɣ3 gene
region generated from bisulfite sequencing. Both TET1 and TET3 show they are capable
of demethylating specific locations. When compared to WT and d9T1nc, the methylation
status is obviously reduced at regions near the sgRNA binding site. Transformants and the
control are colour coded, WT, d9T1nc, d9T3, d9T1; Cytosine positions are provided at
the bottom of the figure, arrows indicate the location and orientation of sgRNA.
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4.3.1

Discussion

TET1 and TET3 as plant demethylation domains

Successfully removing methylation at the PI4Kɣ3 gene, as observed in Figure 4.10,
indicates that the mammalian TET gene family is active in plants. Interestingly, both
TET1 and TET3 are active in plants for demethylating the 5-methylcytosine (5-mC).
This supports findings by Hollwey et al., (2016), which have detected catalytic
activity of TET3 in demethylating rDNA loci in A. thaliana TET3 over-expression
lines. However, the catalytic activity of the TET1 gene in plants has not previously
been studied. Thus, this could be an interesting finding, as it gives researchers more
options when selecting demethylase domains for plant epigenetic studies. Even
though it is a new finding, the ability of TET1 to demethylate 5-mC in plants was
expected because all TET gene family members share high homology at their Cterminal catalytic domain (Tan and Shi, 2012).

Naturally, demethylation of 5-methylcytosine (5-mC) in plants was carried out
through a base excision repair process, which involved the DNA glycosylase
domain-containing protein gene family like DEMETER (DME), REPRESSOR OF
SILENCING 1 (ROS1), and DEMETER-LIKE proteins (DML, DML2, and DML3)
(Ponferrada-Marín et al., 2009). In mammalian cells, the demethylation process, by
sequential oxidation, involves all three TET gene family members (TET1, TET2,
and TET3), oxidation of 5-mC into 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5-hmC), then further
oxidation

into

5-formylcytosine

(5-fC),

followed

by

oxidation

into

5-

carboxycytosine (5-caC) (He et al., 2011b). Interestingly, in A. thaliana, there is no
evidence of 5-hmC existing in the plant genome (Erdmann et al., 2014). Thus, we
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ncRNA15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes, as found in the Arabidopsis TET3 over-expression
lines (Hollwey et al., 2016). As such, further analysis should be carried out to
investigate the presence of cytosine intermediates in these genes to ensure the TET
domains are responsible for the loss of methylation.

Besides the TET1 and TET3 domains, several other domains have been reported as
successfully being used as epigenome editors. These domains can be categorised by
their effects, such as domains that cause gene activation (e.g. VP64 and p65),
repression (e.g. KRAB and SID), DNA methylation (e.g. DNMT3A and DNMT3B),
DNA demethylation (e.g. TET2 and TDG), and histone modification (e.g. G9a,
LSD1 and JMJD3) (reviewed in Laufer and Singh, 2015). Interestingly, for targeted
demethylation, so far only three domains have been reported, the TDG, TET1, and
TET2 (Chen et al., 2014; Gregory et al., 2013; Maeder et al., 2013). Thus, with the
success of demethylating the PI4Kɣ3 gene, the TET3 domain is available for
researchers as an alternative domain for the targeted demethylation-CRISPR system.
However, TET3 might not be the most favourable domain for making constructs
because it has the largest catalytic domain of all the TET gene family members (Tan
and Shi, 2012).

4.3.2

Plant Targeted Epigenetic Editor, as a way of mediating genes

The development of dCAS9-TET constructs, and the successful demethylation of
the PI4Kɣ3 gene (Figure 4.11) means that the constructs developed in this study are
the first plant demethylation CRISPR-based systems ever reported. During this
study, at least three independent groups have reported success in developing a
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demethylation of plant genes; all CRISPR-based demethylation systems were
developed for targeting mammalian genes (Choudhury et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016;
Xu et al., 2016).

The concept of epigenome editing is not new; research into the editing of epigenetic
marks has been progressing since the discovery of DBDs. For example, the yeast
Gal4-UAS system, the NFĸB DBD for affecting NFĸB targets, and more recently,
ZF, TALE, and CRISPR, the DBDs that can be engineered to specifically bind to
almost any gene, (reviewed in De Groote et al., (2012) and Thakore et al., (2016).
Each of the systems have their own limitations, especially when it comes to ways for
assembling the DBD to target the gene of interest, which not all laboratories are
capable of undertaking successfully.

The efficiency of target demethylation systems might be difficult to compare
because the inability of some fusion proteins to cover substantial areas for
demethylation, might be caused by locus-dependent effects, such as chromatin
structure, nucleosome, DNA methylation, or other parameters that could impact on
DNA binding (Maeder et al., 2013). However, it has been reported that when ZFTET1 and TALE-TET1 were used to target the same site, the KLF4 and HBB genes,
both managed to induce demethylation with comparable efficiency (Maeder et al.,
2013). While TALE-based systems have been a favourable choice for epigenetic
modification compared to ZF, TALE-based targeting suffered for being sensitive to
CpG methylation, which is difficult to overcome (Valton et al., 2012). This made
CRISPR-based technologies the choice for genome editing because it is insensitive
to CpG methylation, and easier to assemble for targeting multiple sites.
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domain to demethylate the targets (Choudhury et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Xu et
al., 2016). Compared to TALE-based demethylation, CRISPR-based demethylation
has demonstrated high efficacy in methylation editing (Liu et al., 2016). In general,
the CRISPR-based system is able to demethylate CpG methylation in regions up to
300bp in length. This is interesting because almost the same length of demethylation
was observed when targeting the PI4Kɣ3 gene (378bp) (Figure 4.9). However, as
mentioned earlier, variations in the demethylation length can be due to locusdependent factors.

Another important factor that determines the efficiency of demethylation is the
length of the linker used to hold the TET1 domain. In TALE-TET1, lengthening the
linker between the TALE array DBD and TET1 did not significantly increase the
demethylation efficiency (Maeder et al., 2013), whereas for the CRISPR-based
system, dCAS9-TET1 fusion worked better when no linker was used to induce CpG
demethylation at the target site. With the presence of a long linker, the efficiency
was lower, but TET1 was still able to extend demethylation at the region where the
fusion protein without the linker could not reach (Choudhury et al., 2016).

Loss of DNA methylation is not necessarily followed by gene transcription. This
was observed for the PI4Kɣ3 gene, where no transcripts were detected by smqRTPCR. As speculated, the genes were still repressed because this region does not play
a critical role in gene regulation. A similar reason was also speculated for the
BRCA1 promoter (Choudhury et al., 2016). Another potential reason could be that
the long linker between the dCAS9 and TET1 masks the DNA sequence, making it
unrecognisable to the transcription factor (Choudhury et al., 2016). However, as
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still not expressed. Another potential explanation is that binding of the CRISPR
complex to the genes could also result in transcription blocking, as reported in
CRISPR interference (Larson et al., 2013).

The losses of DNA methylation at the PI4Kɣ3 gene illustrates that developing new
plant target demethylation CRISPR systems was successful. We have developed two
CRISPR demethylation systems, dCAS9 fusion with TET1 and dCAS9 fusion with
TET3, both of which are capable of demethylating their targets in plants. However,
to acquire broader knowledge regarding the efficacy of methylation resolution,
further investigation needs to be carried out by using more transformant lines as
replicates. It would also be beneficial if more sgRNA could be used to target the
ncRNA 15242 and PI4Kɣ3 genes, with the aim of completely demethylating these
genes, leading to gene activation.
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Investigating CMT2 Over-expression and Methylation-independent
Function in Arabidopsis

5.1

Introduction

In Arabidopsis, 5-mC occurs at three sequence contexts, CG, CHG, and CHH
(where H represents either A, T, or C). The CG and CHG sites are symmetrical, with
the opposite strand having a mirrored cytosine, whereas the CHH site is
asymmetrical. DNA methylation at symmetrical and asymmetrical sites is performed
by a distinct group of maintenance or de novo DNA methyltransferase, respectively.
CHROMOMETHYLTRANSFERASES (CMTs) are an important group of
methylation maintenance enzymes that are plant-specific. They were a new class of
methyltransferase in land plants that arose from a duplication event in correlation
with high levels of CHG methylation (Lee et al., 2010). A. thaliana has three genes
belonging to the CMT gene family, CMT1, CMT2, and CMT3 (Pavlopoulou and
Kossida, 2007), which are characterized by the presence of a chromatin organisation
modifier (CHROMO) domain between the cytosine methyltransferase catalytic
motifs I and IV (Figure 5.1) (Papa et al., 2001).
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Figure
5.1:
Domain
Architecture
of
Arabidopsis
CHROMOMETHYLTRANSFERASE (CMT) Genes. Each of the CMT genes possess
one bromo adjacent homology (BAH) domain, and one chromodomain (CD), with CD
being located between motifs I and IV of the methyltransferase domain. Taken from (Papa
et al., 2001).

Even though CMTs often methylate CHG sites, they are also reported to be
responsible for methylation of CHH sites (Stroud et al., 2014), for example the
CMT2 gene. Methylation is maintained by CMT3 through a positive feedback loop
involving histone H3 lysine 9 di-methylation (H3K9me2), which is catalysed by the
KRYPTONITE

(KYP)/

Su(var)3-9

homologue

4

(SUVH4)

of

lysine

methyltransferases (Du et al., 2012). CMT2 has been found to be responsible for
methylation of long transposable elements at the pericentromeric region (Stroud et
al., 2014), while CMT1 is thought to be a nonessential gene, as it was found to be
truncated by the insertion of an Evelknievel retroelement at exon 13, and the
presence of base substitutions result in early stop codons in the majority of A.
thaliana ecotypes (Henikoff and Comai, 1998).

The CMT2 gene has been extensively studied in the model plant, A. thaliana, using a
knockout cmt2 mutant (Jackson et al., 2002; Stroud et al., 2013; Zemach et al.,
2013). A genome-wide analysis of natural variation of the CMT2 gene, showed
altered genomic CHH methylation, which was said to be involved in the adaptation
of Arabidopsis ecotypes at higher temperate climates (Dubin et al., 2015; Shen et
al., 2014). The CMT2 gene has been suggested to have arose from a duplication
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specialisation of the CMT2 protein for methylating CHH sites (Noy-Malka et al.,
2014). Recently, expression of the CMT2 gene was found to be moderately
expressed, and approximately in equal levels, in most tissues except developing
seeds and endosperm (Ashapkin et al., 2016).

In this chapter, we investigate the effects of the CMT2 gene (ac) using an overexpression approach, rather than a knockout cmt2 mutant. In parallel, a catalytically
inactive CMT2 gene (in) was made, and over-expressed, to eliminate methylationindependent effects of over-expression. The phenotypes and possible target gene
expressions were analysed in the transformant lines.

5.2

Results

5.2.1 The Development of Catalytically Active and Inactive 35S:CMT2
Constructs

To investigate the roles of the CMT2 gene in A. thaliana, a catalytically active
CMT2 over-expression construct was developed. In parallel, a catalytically inactive
CMT2 over-expression construct was also made for titrating the effects of
methylation caused by over-expression of the CMT2 gene.

The cDNA of A. thaliana Col was used to isolate a full-length CMT2 gene. The
CMT2 gene was isolated using three pairs of primers because of the large gene size.
However, several attempts at amplifying the 5‟ end of the CMT2 gene failed,
possibly due to RNA degradation of the 5‟ end (Yu et al, 2016). To overcome this,
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one and two into the CMT2 gene (Figure 5.2). The fragmented gene was cloned into
pGreenIII 0029 with the aid of appropriate restriction enzymes, and the complete
CMT2 gene was sequenced for verification. The complete CMT2 gene was subcloned between the 35S CaMV promoter and terminator in the plant transformation
vector, pGreen III 0029 to produce the p35AtCMT2 construct.

To develop the CMT2 over-expression methylation-independent construct, the DNA
methylase motif IV of the CMT2 gene was mutated to produce a catalytically
inactive CMT2 protein. The point mutation at C915S was introduced as described
by Hsieh, (1999) using a site-directed mutagenesis kit. The primers were designed,
as suggested by NEBaseChanger (http://nebasechanger.neb.com), with one of the
primers carrying the mutation. The mutated CMT2 gene produced a vector named
p35AtCMT2mut, and the mutated region was sequenced for verification.
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Figure 5.2 : A schematic representation of p35SAtCMT2 and p35SAtCMT2mut
constructs in plant transformation vector pGreen III 0029. The sequences of the
primers used to produce these constructs are provided in Section 7.4.1 of Materials and
Methods. LB (left boarder) and RB (right border) mark the T-DNA region. T-DNA
region contains the plant selectable marker kanamycin (NPTII) and AtCMT2 expression
cassette. ColE1 and pSa-ORI mark the replication of origin in E.coli and Agrobacterium,
respectively. Red arrows indicate gene orientation.

5.2.2

The Production of Active CMT2 and Inactive CMT2 Arabidopsis
Transformant Lines

Four-week-old A. thaliana Col were transformed with p35SAtCMT2 and
p35SAtCMT2mut via floral dip Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. The seeds,
developed from floral dip plants, were harvested and sown onto MS, supplemented
with kanamycin for selection of positive transformants. Two-week-old kanamycin
resistant Arabidopsis plants were transferred to soil for seed collection. The T0
transformants were genotyped for the presence of the construct using primers
flanking the 35S CaMV promoter and CMT2 gene. Three transformants from each
construct were selected for further analysis. Total RNA was extracted from the
leaves of four-week-old positive transformants to assess the over-expression of the
CMT2 gene. Expression analysis of the transformants showed that the CMT2 gene
was more highly expressed in transformant lines compared to wild-type (WT),
indicating that the transgene was expressed in the transformants (Figure 5.3). Low
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expression of the endogenous CMT2 gene (Figure 5.3). Seeds produced from the
transformant lines were collected for analysis of transgenerational effects by CMT2
over-expression.

Figure 5.3: Expression analysis of CMT2 gene in Arabidopsis transformant lines.
Expression of CMT2 gene was analysed using smqRT-PCR. Expression of the endogenous
CMT2 gene is lower in the wild-type (WT) compared to expression of CMT2 transgenes in
transformant lines, indicating that the transgene was expressed in the transformant lines.
Three transformants were used for each construct in this analysis. ac: contains active
CMT2 construct; in: contains inactive CMT2 construct. EF1α was used as an internal
expression control.

5.2.3

Phenotype Analysis of the CMT2 Over-expression Transformants

The growth of the transformants‟ shoots and roots were assessed to look for the
effects of CMT2 gene over-expression. Shoot abnormalities of four-week-old T0
transformants, which have undergone kanamycin selection were observed. To ease
discussion in this chapter, the 35SAtCMT2 lines are referred to as active CMT2 (ac),
while the 35AtCMT2mut lines are referred to as inactive CMT2 (in). All of the
phenotypes were analysed in four-week-old plants.

For in transformants, the shoot growth rates varied between lines (Figure 5.4), with
in2 and in3 showing slower growth compared to in1. Furthermore, in1 produced
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growth abnormality for in2 and in3 was given the name „dwarf phenotype‟, while
in1 was named „leafy phenotype‟. Interestingly, this overt phenotype was observed
for in lines, but not ac lines, as all three of the ac lines grew similar to the WT.

Figure 5.4: Shoot phenotypes of primary transformants for in lines (T0) compared to
WT. Phenotypes for three independent lines of in compared to A. thaliana Col (WT) at
four-week-old. Line in1 showing leafy phenotype while lines in2 and in3 showing dwarf
phenotype. WT: wild type Col; in: three independent lines of inactive AtCMT2
transformants.

In addition to shoot abnormalities, we observed differences in seed coat colour for
seeds produced by the T0 in lines, for example pale brown seeds were produced by
in2 and in3 plants (Figure 5.5I). The seed coat colours were quantified quantitatively
using ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/), based on Red/Green/Blue (RGB) values
for each seed image, which were taken based on triplicate images of seeds. The
RGB value showed that there were changes in the seed coat colour (Figure 5.5I in2
and in3). Interestingly, seed coat colour for line in1 was similar to that of the WT
(Figure 5.5I in1), while for ac lines, the seed coat colour produced are the same as
WT (Figure 5.5I).
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Figure 5.5: Differences in seed coat colour.
I. Seeds produced by T0 and T1 generation. Seed coat colour for in2 and in3 was pale
brown compared to others. The red brown colour was restored in the next generation, even
if it still possessed the transgene.
II. Quantification of seed coat colour using ImageJ based on RGB values. Higher values
produce by in2 and in3 indicates a lack of red brown colour in the images. Triplicate
images were used for RGB quantification. The error bars represent standard error values.
A: Col wild-type; B: cmt2 knockout mutant (WISCDSLOX7E02); ac: active CMT2; in:
inactive CMT2; T0:T0 generation; T1:T1 generation.
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the same lines (in2 and in3), suggesting there were changes in the gene expression
of these transformants that could be involve similar genes. This could indicate
changes in DNA methylation status of the genes. Furthermore, differences in the
phenotypes produced by in lines, with in1 producing a leafy phenotype, but in2 and
in3 producing dwarf phenotypes; the pale brown seed coat colour for in2 and in3,
but WT seed coat colour for in1, are expected to occur in epigenetic studies. In fact,
this type of variation was also seen in section 2.2.7 of chapter 2, and is caused by
epigenetic chance events, normally found in epigenetic mutants. As epigenetics is
about trans-generation changes, seeds from primary transformants were collected
and sown to study the heritability of the growth abnormalities in the next generation.

Since there were no growth abnormalities observed for the ac lines in primary
transformants, the seeds produced for each line were harvested and sown in parallel
with in lines, to look for effects in the next generation. Seeds from A. thaliana Col
and cmt2 knock-out mutants (WISCDSLOX7E02) were sown as controls. However,
the dwarf and pale brown seed coat colour that was found in T0 was lost in the T1 in
lines (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). Of the 24 seeds sown for line 3. 10 and 2, only a
few plants grew with abnormalities that were different than those seen in T0, and
other plants grew normally like the WT, even though they still expressed the
transgene. The growth abnormalities in T1 seemed to be milder compared to T0,
because they were able to produce stems (plant 1 for in1, in2, in3 lines) (Figure
5.6I). Moreover, in1 lost their leafy phenotype and grew faster than their ancestor,
having almost a similar height as the WT. Interestingly, for the ac lines, even though
their ancestor grew normally, each of the ac lines produced a few plants with slow
growth (plant 1 for ac1, ac2, ac3), while other plants grew the same as the WT
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phenotypes compared to the WT. The number of plants with growth abnormalities
are described in Figure 5.6II.

Phenotypes that were either lost, or were milder, for T1 of the in lines indicate that
the gene expression changes, which could be controlled by DNA methylation, are
semi-stable and reversible. This is because, the dwarf phenotype of the ancestor
plants has been partially or fully corrected in their progenies indicate by producing a
milder dwarf phenotype or grown as WT phenotype. From this data, we could
speculate that the changes in DNA methylation pattern that occurred in their
ancestors might have been partially, or fully restored. Perhaps, other MTases have
taken the responsible for methylating CMT2 target region, because the cmt2 knockout mutant grew normally. The cmt2 knock-out mutant included in this study could
be from a later generation, in which the DNA methylation had been restored and
corrected after several generations. The reversible methylation status was further
supported by the T2 in lines, in which the transgene had been segregated away, and
all of the plants grew with the same phenotype as the WT (Figure 5.6I).
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Figure 5.6: Shoot phenotypes of T1 CMT2 over-expression lines.
I. Shoot phenotypes images of CMT2 lines for T1 generation. Out of 24 seeds sown for ac
and in lines, only a few plants grew with milder versions of the dwarf phenotype as their
parent for in lines, while most of the other T1 plants grew like the WT. For ac lines, some
T1 plants grew into dwarf plants that were not seen in the T0 ac generation. Compared to
T2 of in lines that have lost transgene by segregation, the shoot phenotypes grew like the
WT.

II. Numbers of plants with dwarf and normal shoot phenotypes for every line of the T1
generation (n = 24). A few plants grew with dwarf phenotypes for ac and in lines, with the
presence of the transgene, while normal growth was observed for lines that had lost the
transgene. WT: Col; cmt2: knockout cmt2 mutant; ac: active CMT2 lines, in: inactive
CMT2 lines, aclost: active CMT2 lines that have lost transgene; inlost: inactive CMT2 lines
that have lost transgene.
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observed in their ancestors. The growth abnormalities in T1 could have resulted
from the cumulative effects of high concentrations of CMT2 protein, which could
resulted in changes of DNA methylation over time. The severity plant growth of in
next generation of epigenetic mutants are common and have been described before
in section 2.2.7 of chapter 2. However, because the growth abnormalities of the
mutant plants is less than the plants with WT growth, the cumulative effects seen in
the previous section might not be of the same level as in these transformants.
Perhaps, the growth abnormalities occurring in this generation resulted from an
increase in methylation by randomisation events of the CMT2 gene over-expression.

In addition to observing the shoot growth, we also investigated the effects of CMT2
over-expression on root growth. To study the root growth abnormalities, seeds
produced by T0 lines were germinated onto horizontal MS plates, followed by
transfer of the 7-day old seedlings to vertical MS plates. At least 25 plants from each
line were used to score the root phenotype. Plate images were taken every week and
the root lengths were measured with the help of ImageJ.

The CMT2 over-expression lines show variation in the primary root length (Figure
5.7). In general, the primary root growth for ac line plants were suppressed, as
shown by a shorter primary root. However, some of the plants did produce primary
roots with WT length, such as those found in ac3 (Figure 5.7). Interestingly,
antagonistic root growth were observed for in lines, with the primary root being
longer compared to WT plants (Figure 5.7II), however, variation in root length
among individual plants was not seen for in lines. For ease of discussion, the shorter
root is named „short phenotype‟, whereas the longer root is named „long phenotype‟.
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Figure 5.7: Root phenotypes for CMT2 over-expression lines.
I. Root phenotype images of T1 generation of CMT2 lines. Only plants with phenotypes
are shown in the images. Primary root growth was supressed for ac1 and ac2, whereas
mixed growth was observed for ac3. The opposite effect was observed for in lines, and
only normal root growth for lines that have lost the transgenes.
II. Length of primary root of T1 generation of each line was compared to WT and cmt2. In
general, ac lines produced shorter primary roots than in lines. WT: Col; cmt2: knockout
cmt2 mutant; ac: active CMT2 lines, in: inactive CMT2 lines, aclost: active CMT2 lines
that have lost the transgene; inlost: inactive CMT2 lines that have lost the transgene. n=30.
The error bars indicate standard errors. Asterisks denote significant differences between
independence lines by using T-test with p < 0.05.
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the short and long phenotypes were lost and they grew as WT (Figure 5.7I).
Interestingly, similar to the findings in the shoot studies, as the transgene is lost, the
plant loses its phenotype.

The root growth abnormalities found consistently for ac and in lines, indicate that
there may be a similar gene effects, as speculated for the shoot studies. This might
reflect the state of the CMT2 protein, which has both active and inactive states.
Active CMT2 protein might have increased methylation, whereas the inactive form
may cause a reduction in methylation. Furthermore, there might be a natural CMT2
protein target that only affects the root growth genes. Even though the opposite
effect between ac and in lines were unexpected, perhaps it can be explained by the
active and inactive states of CMT2 protein, and the randomisation events of it
binding to H3K9me2. This is supported by the long phenotypes produce by some
individual plants from the ac3 line. Nonetheless, the opposite growth abnormalities
of the roots are an interesting finding, especially when the roots of the cmt2 mutant
grew normally. Furthermore, these changes were restored when the CMT2 protein
was restored back to its wild type expression.

In order to study the heritability of root phenotypes, plants with a short and long
phenotype were transferred to soil for harvesting their seeds. Seeds produced were
sown as T1 root analysis. Interestingly, the root phenotypes observed in T1 were lost
in the T2 generation, with the ac and in lines, growing with the WT phenotype,
thereby losing their ancestral phenotypes, despite still expressing the transgene.
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caused severe effects on plant growth, compared to the over-expression of the active
CMT2 protein. The over-expression of methylation-independent CMT2 might have
induced the DNA methylation pattern by (i): limiting the availability of S-AdoMET
in cells, by forming complexes with the CMT2 protein, and (ii): methylation of
CHH context sequences were blocked by the CMT2 protein binding to H3K9me2.
However, since the first hypothesis were not observed in the over-expression of
active CMT2 lines, we can speculate that S-AdoMET is present in high enough
quantities in the cell, and there is a high probability that the phenotypes arose by the
blocking of CHH methylation.

Milder and reversible phenotypes observed in the CMT2 lines makes identification
of the target genes responsible for producing the shoot and root phenotypes a more
challenging task. The changes were not only semi-stable, they could also be
restored. We speculate that in the later generations, the phenotype becomes milder
than that seen in T1, and could be entirely lost in subsequent progenies.

5.2.4

Expression analysis of potential CMT2 target genes

The shoot and root growth abnormalities observed in the CMT2 over-expression
lines could reflect changes in gene expression. However, finding a potential CMT2
target gene would be a difficult task, as the phenotypic changes to the plants are
reversible. In order to narrow down the potential target gene, the phenotypes were
used as a guideline for the gene search. Furthermore, information on methylation
status of the genes from the Arabidopsis epigenome database of epigenetic mutant
(http://genomes.mcdb.ucla.edu/AthBSseq/) was used to determine the probability
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search and RNA-seq data from MET1 over-expression studies, were used to find any
potential CMT2 target genes, which are listed in Table 5.1

The FWA gene was included in this study as a control because the methylation is
known to be controlled by the MET1 gene. Two genes (AT3G01345 and
AT4G15242) were selected from the RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) because CHH
methylation of these genes seems to be controlled by two methyltransferases, MET1
and CMT2. Despite none of the genes involved in the anthocyanin pathway being
methylated (Stroud et al., 2013), this pathway are known to be responsible for the
pale brown seed coat colour (Abrahams et al., 2002), as such, only one of the genes
was selected based on this phenotype. For the genes selected from Groth et al.,
(2016), there is a high chance that they were methylated by the CMT2 protein
because the dense methylation of CHH context is lost in cmt2.
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(TAIR)
AT4G25530

AT3G30720

AT1G40390

Gene
FLOWERING
WAGENINGEN
(FWA)
QUA-QUINE
STARCH, (QQS)

AT3G01345

DNASE 1-LIKE
SUPERFAMILY
PROTEIN
HYDROLASE

AT4G15242

Unknown protein

AT3G51240

AT5G34795

FLAVANONE 3HYDROXYLASE,T
RANSPARENT
TESTA 6 (F3H)
PSEUDOGENE

AT5G33393

Unknown protein

AT3G28915

Non-LTR
retrotransposon
family (LINE)
Copia-like
retrotransposon
family

AT5G35935

DNA Methylation Status
(Stroud et al, 2013)
WT: Methylation at promoter
met1: Loss methylation
cmt2: Reduce CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG, CHG methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG, CHG methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG, CHG and CHH
methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG, CHG and CHH
methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: No methylation
met1: No methylation
cmt2: No methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation
WT: Densely methylated
met1: Loss CG methylation
cmt2: Loss CHH methylation

Reference
Kankel et al.,
2003
Based on RNAseq data
Based on RNAseq data
Based on RNAseq data

Based on RNAseq data

Selected based
on seed coat
colour
phenotypes
Groth et al.,
2016
Groth et al.,
2016
Groth et al.,
2016
Groth et al.,
2016

Table 5.1: List of potential CMT2 target genes. 10 genes were selected, based on RNAseq data, literature search, and phenotypes observed in over expression of CMT2 lines. The
methylation status of each gene was checked against bisulphite sequencing of 86 silencing
epigenetic mutants (http://genomes.mcdb.ucla.edu/AthBSseq/). WT: Wild-type; met1:
MET1 knockout mutant; cmt2: CMT2 knockout mutant.

The smqRT-PCR method was employed for gene expression analysis, which was
only tested for one each of the ac and in lines because they show similar growth
abnormalities. Plants from lines which had lost the transgene were also selected to
look for heritability effects. In order to obtained reliable data, a pooled sample from
10 shoot plants of each line were used in this study. The plants were grown in a
tissue culture room at 20 oC with a 16 hr photo period. EF1α was used as an
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Methods.

The expression analysis showed that there were no significant differences in the
expression of the genes studied (Figure 5.8). Most of the genes remained silenced, or
had almost or similar expression levels compared to the WT and cmt2. Interestingly,
even though the methylation status of this gene was expected to be different (Stroud
et al., 2013), it was not enough to cause changes in gene expression. Perhaps,
differences in the approach used in this study, compared to Stroud et al., (2013), i.e.
over-expression versus silenced mutant, respectively, could be the main reason for
these discrepancies. Moreover, this result was expected because the phenotypes are
reversible, and it would be quite difficult to find potential CMT2 target genes, unless
transcript profiling analysis was employed.

The genes that remained silenced or had similar gene expression as the WT and
cmt2, as observed in Figure 5.8, might have been caused by the loss of CHH
methylation, preventing changes to gene expression. The level of CG methylation is
almost always higher than CHG and CHH methylation (typically >80%, 20-60% and
<20%, respectively) (Niederhuth et al., 2016). With less than 20% of CHH
methylation, it is quite difficult for the CMT2 protein to be the sole protein
responsible for repressing a certain gene. This is explained by several genes found
by Groth et al., (2016), where the genes have lost their methylation at the CHH site
in cmt2 mutants, but CG and CHG methylation were still present. Perhaps, the gene
expression was controlled by CG and CHG methylation, especially when CG and
CHG sites are the major methylated sequence in the genome (Niederhuth et al.,
2016).
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Figure 5.8: Expression analysis of potential CMT2 target genes in T1 active and
inactive CMT2 over-expression line 1 of and line 1 that have lost their transgene. The
expression analysis of ten genes shows that genes either remain silenced or have similar
expression to WT and cmt2 mutant. All the genes studied have a similar expression to WT
WT: wildtype; cmt2: knockout cmt2 mutant; EF1α was used as an expression control.

5.3

Discussion

Gene over-expression, using a strong promoter, has become an important tool for
reverse genetics, in addition to gene silencing that uses RNAi or mutation by EMS.
Gene elimination would be certain to cause a mutant phenotype for some genes,
whereas gene over-expression offers various phenotypes arising from multiple
effects, other than loss of function (Prelich, 2012). This might explain the phenotype
variations seen in the root growth development of the ac lines (Figure 5.7).
Phenotype variations have been observed in Arabidopsis over-expression
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However, as mentioned in section 5.2.3, there is also the possibility of
randomisation events, since this study involved key epigenetic proteins.

Motif I and IV are known to occur in all DNA methyltransferases, such as the CMT
family (Figure 5.1) (Papa et al, 2001), which is responsible for the methylation
properties of CMTs. CMT2, the most important member of the CMT family after
the CMT3 protein, is responsible for methylating most of the CHH sites in
Arabidopsis, in vivo, and have been proven to be responsible for methylating CHG
and CHH sites, in vitro (Stroud et al., 2014). Mutating motif IV, as suggested by
Hsieh, (1999), has proven successful in producing a deactivated DNA
methyltransferase protein, which is still able to carry other functions. A similar
approach was also used by Watson, (2013), when studying MET1 over-expression
effects. Even though methyltransferase activity of inactive CMT2 has not been
tested, based on two studies mentioned previously, we can speculate that the ability
of CMT2 to methylate cytosine has been deactivated (Hsieh, 1999; Watson, 2013).
Perhaps, an in vivo study would be appropriate to confirm the methylase activity.

The shoot growth abnormalities observed in T0 of the in lines (Figure 5.4), indicate
there are changes in gene expression, which could be caused by high concentrations
of the CMT2 protein. Changes in gene expression could also be related to changes in
methylation, since CMT2 is a methyltransferase. Based on these phenotype changes,
we can speculate that the accumulation of inactive CMT2 protein may have blocked
CHH methylation because the ac lines grew as WT, with the assumption that (1) the
CMT2 concentration was at similar levels, (2) there were enough S-AdoMET
supplies for the CMT2 protein, and (3) similar or same growth abnormality genes
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inactive CMT2 protein binding to H3K9me2, and blocking nearby CHH sites from
being methylated by endogenous CMT2 protein. A protein blocking effect by gene
over-expression might not have been reported previously, since it is a distinctive
property of the CMT2 protein, which requires H3K9me2 binding prior to
methylation. However, an almost similar mechanism has been proposed and is
referred to as a dominant negative mutation where the mutant protein has a higher
capacity for competing for binding partners, with loss of its second function
(Herskowitz, 1987; Prelich, 2012).

Lack of shoot phenotype for the T0 generation of active CMT2 lines (Figure 5.4)
does not demonstrate that there are no molecular level changes in the plants,
especially when there are root growth abnormalities in the T1 generation (Figure
5.7). Perhaps, it is the randomisation effect of chance events that is commonly found
in epigenetic mutants. These randomisation events were also found in root growth of
the ac3 line, the seed coat colour of in lines, and the shoot growth of T1 generation
for both ac and in lines. Lack of phenotypes with methylation pattern changes are
common for epigenetic mutants, especially for met1 mutants, which have been
reported in rice (Yamauchi et al., 2014), Arabidopsis (Finnegan et al., 1996), and
maize, as described in Chapter 2. Similar variation in phenotypes were also observed
in ddm1, one of strong epigenetic mutant, which produced several growth
abnormalities such as clm, bns and delay in flowering phenotypes (Miura et al.,
2001; Saze and Kakutani, 2007; Soppe et al., 2000). We can speculate that the
effects of CHH methylation changes to the Arabidopsis genome are minimal, since
less than 20% of CHH sites are methylated compared to a higher methylation
percentage for CG and CHG sites (Stroud et al., 2014). After all, CG methylation is
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2007). This were further supported by the normal growth of cmt2 mutants (Figure
5.6). From these data, changes in CHH methylation are required, but are not
necessary to cause growth abnormalities in Arabidopsis.

Interestingly, growth abnormalities found in the CMT2 lines of earlier generation
were lost or became milder in the next generation, even though the plants still
expressed the transgenes (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). The ability of DNA
methylation to be reversed in plants is not new. DNA methylation has been found to
be dynamic and reversible in several plants when environmental stresses are
introduced (reviewed in Meyer, 2015), such as Arabidopsis (Lopez et al., 2015),
Grapevine (Baránek et al., 2015) and Brassica (Cao et al., 2016). As for CMT2
over-expression lines, even though plants did not undergo any stress treatment, we
can speculate that the methylation pattern is reversible. Perhaps, the stress could be
come from over-expression of CMT2 itself or the responsibilities for methylating
CHH sites have been taken on by another MTase, such as DRM1, DRM2, or CMT3
which are all known to methylate CHH sites in the Arabidopsis genome (Stroud et
al., 2014). However, reversal of the methylation pattern does not necessarily cause a
complete change, as some methylation sites are semi-stable (Melquist and Bender,
2004; Vaughn et al., 2007),which can explain some of the milder phenotypes
produced by the CMT2 lines. Furthermore, the percentage of CHH methylation in
the genome is low, thus, the methylation changes caused by over-expression of
CMT2 could be easily fixed, by changes to the methylation at CG and CHG sites,
which might also result in gene expression changes.
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previous epigenetic studies, failed to identify genes with significant expression
changes. This might because CMT2 was involved, but the responsibility for
methylating non-CG at near gene regions were upheld by four proteins, DRM1,
DRM2, CM2, and CMT3, however substantial up-regulated genes were found in the
triple mutants drm1, drm2, cmt3 instead of the quadruple mutants drm1, drm2, cmt2,
cmt3 (Stroud et al., 2014). Moreover, repression of TE also requires a collective role
of CMT2 and CMT3 proteins for methylating CHH and CHG, respectively (Stroud
et al., 2014). This suggests, that CMT2 is an important protein for CHH
methylation, but demethylation at the CHH site is enough, but not significantly so,
to cause differential gene expression. However, differences in the study approach
(knockout versus over-expression) should not be overlooked. Perhaps, there are
different roles played by CMT2 when in high concentration, especially when the
CMT2 over-expression lines give rise to overt and mild phenotypes.

In this chapter, there is evidence supporting the importance of the CMT2 protein in
regulating Arabidopsis plant growth and development. Different growth
abnormalities were produced by different types of CMT2 protein. Interestingly, the
growth abnormalities were semi-stable or were restored in the next generation.
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General Discussion

DNA methylation patterns correlate with DNA MTase activity, and disturbing the
concentration of DNA MTases induces DNA methylation changes in the genome.
Several strategies have been developed from this study to disturb MTase expression,
which resulted in DNA methylation changes. These strategies provide an alternative
method of studying MTase function in plants. In addition to interfering with DNA
MTase expression, a novel strategy for inducting specific DNA demethylation
changes was also developed, which could be used as a tool for studying methylated
gene function, or crop improvement. In this chapter, we discuss the importance and
effects of disturbing MET1 and CMT2 gene expression across different species, and
the potential uses of the targeted demethylation tool developed from this study.

6.1

MET1, an Important DNA Methyltransferase

MET1, a key MTase that is found in all plants studied so far, has a conserved
sequence in the C-terminal region, where the methyltransferase domain is located.
Although Arabidopsis species only have one copy of the MET1 gene for maintaining
DNA methylation in its 135 megabases (MB) genome, some plants carry more than
one copy. For example, maize (2500 MB), soy bean (1150 MB), sorghum (730 MB),
rice (430 MB), carrot (473 MB), brassica (485 MB), and Brachypodium (355 MB)
have been reported to possess two copies of the MET1 gene (Bernacchia et al., 1998;
Candaele et al., 2014; Fujimoto et al., 2006; Liew et al., 2013; Teerawanichpan et
al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2014). The presence of two copies of the MET1 gene
correlates with their larger genome, which is highly abundant with TE and repetitive
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stability. However, tomato, with a genome of 781.6 MB has not yet been reported to
possess two copies of the MET1 gene (Cao et al., 2014). Wheat, has a much larger
genome of 2125 MB, and has been reported to have nine MET1-like genes (Thomas
et al., 2014).

Plants with two copies of the MET1 gene were found to have specialised function,
which are non-redundant to the other copies. This study found that in maize,
ZmMET1a is more abundant than ZmMET1b in all tissue types tested. While in rice,
OsMET1b was found to be highly expressed in callus, root, node, sheath, immature
panicle, and inflorescence, compared to OsMET1a, but was not detected in
differentiated tissue, mature leaves or mature panicle (Teerawanichpan et al., 2004;
Ahmad et al., 2014). In carrot, DcMET1a and DcMET1b show differences in their
relative abundance (Bernacchia et al., 1998), while in barley, HvMET1a and
HvMET1b have different expression levels on different days during a short day
treatment (Liew et al., 2013). This potentially specialised function of the MET1
protein is further supported by differences in the ZmMET1 protein structure at the Nterminal region, which acts as a target recognition site for the MET1 protein
(Pavlopoulou and Kossida, 2007).

Disturbing MET1 protein production in plants is detrimental to plant growth and
development. Arabidopsis met1-1 mutants have produced various growth
abnormalities, such as late flowering, thick inflorescence stem, production of aerial
rosette, and delay in senescence (Kankel et al., 2003). Other epigenetic mutants also
show variations in their phenotype, such as the ddm1 mutant (Miura et al., 2001;
Saze and Kakutani, 2007; Soppe et al., 2000), ZmMET1 RNAi lines as described in
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Phenotype variations were caused by changes to global methylation, which affected
different genes, suggesting that plantsis capable of adapting to global DNA
methylation changes. In this study, however, attempts to knockout the MET1 gene in
tomato using TALEN, a precision editing tool, failed to produce a met1 mutant.
Although the transformation was successful, the callus was unable to grow to the
next stages. Tomato, with a genome consisting of approximately 60% repetitive
elements (Mehra et al., 2015), shows a high dependency for the MET1 gene. This is
not the first attempt to disturb the tomato MET1 gene; an attempt using an inverted
repeat approached has also producing callus with suppression of regeneration
(Watson, 2013). These extreme effects of MET1 depletion have not been observed
before in other plants. In Arabidopsis, the MET1 gene has been successfully studied
by various approaches, for example, the knockout mutant (Kankel et al., 2003), has
been silenced using inverted repeats (Chen et al., 2008; Finnegan et al., 1996), and
over-expression (Watson, 2013). In other plants, MET1 expression has been reduced
using RNAi (tobacco) (Oh et al., 2009), and DNA insertion to produce a null mutant
of both OsMET1 (while in rice) (Yamauchi et al., 2014). The lethality effects of
disturbing MET1 expression have been documented in mammals when targeting
DNMT1 (a homologue of plant MET1), DNMT3a, and DMT3b; the mutant was
unable to survive embryogenesis (Li et al., 1992; Okano et al., 1999). Interestingly
mutating tomato NUCLEAR RNA POLYMERASE D 1A (SIRPD1) and DNADIRECTED RNA POLYMERASE V SUBUNIT 1 (SINRPE1) genes encode major
subunits of POLIV and POLV, respectively, a main component for RdDM
mechanisms, both mutants survive the transformation stages, but the slrpd1 mutant
either dies at a later growth stage or has extreme growth abnormalities, such as
epinasty, abnormal flowers, and sterility. The slnrpe1 mutant also grows with
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methylation, at least at CG and CHH sequence contexts, is lethal or can be
detrimental to tomato growth.

Another strategy used in this study was silencing the MET1 gene in maize, using
inverted repeats. This approach was selected for maize because maize has two
copies of the MET1 gene. As reported for Arabidopsis RNAi mutants, lack of
phenotypes was observed in the first generation of ZmMET1 transformant lines, but
the growth abnormalities became severe in later generations (Chen et al., 2008;
Finnegan et al., 1996). A similar level of severity was also seen after selffertilisation of the ddm1 mutant (Stoke et al, 2002), and in heterozygous OsMET1b
mutants (Yamauchi et al., 2014).

6.2

Novel Plant Targeted Epigenome Editor

The idea of epigenome editing is not new. Induced changes in DNA methylation and
chromatin modification have been studied since the advancement of molecular
biology and understanding of epigenetic machinery in regulating gene expression.
One of simplest ways of inducing DNA methylation changes for crop improvement,
is to treat rapeseeds (Brassica napus) with 5-azacytidine, which successfully
improves the protein content of the seeds (Amoah et al., 2012). However, this
involves a random change in global genome methylation, and it would be too
laborious to screen an epi-mutant for commercial value phenotypes.

In mammals, the first targeted epigenome editing tool was developed using TALE
binding protein fused with the TET1 domain to catalyse demethylation of three
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2 (RHOXF2), and Beta globin (HBB) (Maeder et al., 2013). Since then, the
capabilities of CRISPR as a demethylation tool has been explored. However in
plants, TALE and CRISPR have only been used as a gene editor, activator, and
repressor (reviewed in Bortesi and Fischer, 2015). Attempts to make plant targeted
demethylation tools have not been made before, probably because of difficulties in
identifying a stable target region. In this study, we successfully carried out a proofof-concept targeted demethylation in plants, by fusing dCas9 with the mammalian
demethylation proteins TET1 and TET3. This provides a new tool for gene
activation based on removing DNA methylation, instead of using a transcription
factor. Even though the plant-targeted demethylation tools developed, failed to
induced gene activation, it is known that in mammals, multiple sgRNAs are required
for a single target gene activation (Konermann et al., 2014). Furthermore, there are a
significant number of reports detailing the successful initiation of gene activation
when removing methylation, using CRISPR-based methods in mammals (Chen et
al., 2014; Gregory et al., 2013; Maeder et al., 2013). This shows that targeted
demethylation in plants can initiate gene activation and this finding has opened up
the possibility of studying a wide range of EpiEffector domains (listed in
Kungulovski and Jeltsch, (2016)) in plants. Recently, mammalian transcription was
activated by targeting acetylation of H3K27 at the promoter of the endogenous
genes, Interleukin 1 Receptor Antagonist (IL1RN), Myogenic differentiation 1
(MYOD,) and Octamer-binding transcription factor 4(OCT4). Interestingly, the
transcription activity was even higher than when using the CRISPR-based
transcription factor domain (Hilton et al., 2015).
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CMT2 Over-Expression Effects

Gene over-expression is another strategy used in this study for inducing epigenetic
changes. Although, gene-over-expression is not new for studying genes, it is
relatively uncommon for epigenetic genes, especially in plants. Agius et al. (2006),
have over-expressed the ROS1 gene in Arabidopsis, a DNA glycosylase that
catalyses the removal of methyl from cytosine residues. They found a reduction in
DNA methylation at the endogenous RD29A promoter, and activation of luciferase
gene expression, driven by the RD29A promoter. The regional specificity of the
ROS1 protein was also observed in tobacco when the Arabidopsis ROS1 gene was
over-expressed, causing demethylation at several promoters of genes that respond to
conditions with high salt concentrations (Bharti et al., 2015). Interestingly, Bharti et
al., (2015) have shown that demethylation only, is not enough to cause expression of
salt-response genes, but their expression is higher than observed in the wild type, in
response to high salt conditions, which suggest that the demethylation has improved
the plant‟s response to high salt enviroment. Faster responses to stress have also
been seen for TE ONSEN, in ddm1 mutants, in which demethylation has favoured
the ONSEN gene‟s response to heat (Cavrak et al., 2014). Perhaps, demethylation
provides easier access for plant stress-related transcription factors to induce gene
expression. This could explain the lack of phenotypes and similar gene expression
levels in the CMT2 over-expression lines, as the effects could only be seen when
induced by stress conditions.

In addition to over-expression of ROS1, over-expression studies of the MET1 gene
in Arabidopsis have also been reported (Watson, 2013). Two-types of MET1 protein
were over-expressed, the endogenous MET1 gene and the mutated MET1 gene
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expression, however, there was no correlation with DNA methylation patterns.
MET1 over-expression lines also produced variations in the phenotypes, with some
of the plants showing late flowering time. Variations in the phenotypes that are
common for epigenetic mutants were also observed in the CMT2 over-expression
lines.

Recently in Arabidopsis, methylation at TE regions was reported to be under the
control of CMT2-dependent RdDM-independent mechanisms, which frequently
methylate CAA and CTA sequence contexts (Gouil and Baulcombe, 2016), and
could be used to narrow down the genes that are direct targets of CMT2 protein.

6.4

6.4.1

Outlook and Open Question

MET1 Depletion in Maize

MET1 gene expression disturbances in maize become more severe in the following
generation, indicating the importance that maintenance methyltransferases having
steady expression levels in maize, especially when undergoing gametogenesis,
which is when epigenetic reprogramming occurs. However, since the inverted repeat
targets both copies of the MET1 genes, the dominant MET1 in maize is still
unknown. Therefore, producing maize with mutations at each copy of the MET1
gene individually, along with both copies at the same time, would certainly provide
a better understanding of the unique features of the MET1 gene in maize. Knockout
mutants would also provide information on tissue specificity of the MET1 gene, as
seen in rice (Yamauchi et al., 2014). High sequence similarity between the two
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genome-editing tool such as TALEN or the CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease system would be
the best way of introducing specific mutagenesis.

Furthermore, line 7 of ZmMET1 inverted repeat transformants would be an
interesting subject for further investigation, as the abnormalities observed in the root
growth have shown relation to gene expression changes. There might be a
correlation of methylation with expression amongst the root development genes. The
application of genetics in generating stable lines should be considered for further
study of this line in order to find differences in methylation status and it is
recommended to study stable lines of later generations (T3 or T4) to avoid memory
stresses induced during transgene transformation.

6.4.2

Induced DNA Methylation Pattern Changes in Tomato

Understanding DNA methylation through loss-of-function seem to be impossible in
tomato, because

knocking out the subunit of POLIV and POLV, which is

responsible for RdDM, leads to lethality (Gouil and Baulcombe, 2016). This shows
the importance of DNA methylation in tomato, similarly to observations in
mammals. Thus, one method to study MTases in tomato would be to use a targeted
genome editing control with an inducible promoter, such as Estrogen. Estrogeninduction TALEN systems have successfully produced a heritable mutation in the
PROCERA gene in tomato (Lor et al., 2014). Furthermore, we have an option to
studying heterozygous lines if homozygous mutagenesis is lethal. Producing a
mutant using an induction system will also show which developmental stages the
presence of MET1 is crucial for. Alternatively, we can introduce mutagenesis to co-
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harmful than targeting the key DNA MTases. Examples of potential target genes are
one of the VIM family genes, SIDRM6 or SIDRM7 (homologues of the Arabidopsis
DRM1 gene) (Gallusci et al., 2016; Woo et al., 2008). Besides mutagenesis, an overexpression strategy would be a reliable approach for studying the lethal MTases in
tomato. However, due to the nature of over-expression (which could result in gainof-function or loss-of-function), interpreting over-expression data would be more
complicated.

6.4.3

Testing and Exploiting Targeted Epigenome Editor Tools

Further testing is required for the plant targeted demethylation tools developed in
this study. Several factors that need to be addressed are: (1) the length of DNA
region that the tools can demethylate, (2) the efficiency of demethylating at other
DNA regions, (3) the heritability and stability of demethylated regions, (4) other
construct architectures such as linkers between the CAS9 and TET domains, (5) a
smaller TET protein, and (6) other sgRNA structures that can improve
demethylation activity.

As mentioned earlier, this opens the possibility of producing a plant epigenome
editor, simply by changing the EpiEffector domain. As such, we are able to control
the natural epigenetic re-setting issues at regions of interest in crop plants, such as
the methylation status of Karma in oil palm that resulted in low yields (OngAbdullah et al., 2015).
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Further Studies on CMT2 over-Expression Lines

The CMT2 over-expression lines produced in this study need to be further tested by
stress treatment. Exposing the mutants to stress will reveal more information about
the CMT2 protein. Perhaps it produces plants with a faster response to certain
stresses (due to methylation that was already removed at the stress-response genes),
or slower response (due to heavy methylation, by over-expressing CMT2). Both of
the effects would identify a new target gene, which has the potential to be applied in
other plant species, especially to crop plants. It is also recommended to use stable
transformants to further study these lines to reduce the effects of memory stresses
generated from transgene transformation and antibiotic selection.
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Materials and Methods

7.1. Materials

7.1.1. Plant Materials

The maize (A188) seeds used in the present study were courtesy of Dr Fridtjof
Weltmeier. The leaf, root, DNA, and RNA samples were prepared by Dr Fridtjof
Weltmeier at KWS, before being delivered to the P. Meyer Lab, University of
Leeds, in a box containing dry ice. The tomato (EZCBT1) transformations were
performed by Dr Iris Heidmann at Enza Zaden, Holland. For the Arabidopsis
studies, the mutants and wild-types used in this study were originally from the
Columbia background. The Arabidopsis cmt2 T-DNA mutant (WISCDSLOX7E02)
was obtained from NASC, and genotyped using primers in section 7.1.6.

7.1.2. Bacterial Genomic DNA

The genomic DNA of Streptococcus pyogenes, strain SF370; M1 GAS
[ATCC® 700294™] was obtained from ATCC.

7.1.3. Vectors

The pAM, p7U, and alcohol inducible pABM plasmids were provided by Dr Fridtjof
Weltmeier (KWS SAAT AG, Einbeck, Germany), pGreenII0029, containing the
35S CaMV promoter and NOS terminator, the pACN and pSRNACNBin alcohol
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pGreenII-TET3 were provided by Dr Michael Watson (P. Meyer lab, Centre for
Plant Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT) (Caddick et al., 1998; Roslan
et al., 2001). The TALE monomer (pNI_v2, pNG_v2, pNN_v2, pHD_v2), TALE
nuclease (TALEN) backbone plasmid (pTALEN_v2 (NI), pTALEN_v2 (NG),
pTALEN_v2 (NN), pTALEN_v2 (HD) were provided by Dr Adam Kupinski (Joan
Boyes Lab, School of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Leeds, Leeds,
LS2 9JT) (Cermak et al., 2011).

7.1.4. Bacterial Strain

Plasmid cloning was carried out using Escherichia coli DH5α (New England
Biolabs).

Plant

transformations

were

carried

out

tumefaciens GV3101::pMP90 (Koncz and Schell, 1986).

using

Agrobacterium
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Programme Name

URL

Maize database

http://www.maizegdb.org

Arabidopsis database

https://www.arabidopsis.org

Epigenome database

https://www.plant-epigenome.org/links

Tomato database

https://solgenomics.net

PlantPAN2.0

http://PlantPAN2.itps.ncku.edu.tw/

Pfam

http://pfam.xfam.org

Bioedit

http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/bioedit/bioedit.html

Clone Manager

http://www.scied.com/pr_cmbas.htm

Blast

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

Seq2Logo

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/biotools/Seq2Logo/

I-TASSER

http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/

YASARA

http://www.yasara.org

NCBI

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

MEGA

http://www.megasoftware.net

Table 7.1: URLs and programs used for DNA and protein sequence analysis.

7.1.6. Primer Sequences

7.1.6.1. Maize Studies

Primer Name

Primer Sequence (5’ - 3’)
Forward
Reverse

ZmMET1 expression
ZmMET1a

TAGAATTCAAATTAGATGACATCA
AG

GCACATCAATTACATCCTCAC
TA

ZmMET1b

TAGAATTCAAATTAGATGACATCA
AA

ATCCAGCCCCTTCAGGGATGG
AT

ZmMET1

CGTGGAACACCATCCCAGAA

AGCTTGTACCAGGCCACATC

ZmFPGS

GCACAGTCCTGAAAGCATGG

GACTGCTCCAAAGAAGATGGT
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Creation of 35S ZmMET1 IR constructs
35S

AGGCCTCGTACCCCTACTCCAAAA
ATGTC

GGATCCGGGCTGTCCTCTCCA
AATGAAATG

ZmMET1a

GGATCCATCAGTTGGTGGGAATCC
TAACCAGGG

CTGCAGTGCAGGTACCTGAAA
TAAAACTC

ZmMET1b

CTGCAGGGCCACATCAGTCCGAAT
GGTTATAC

GAATTCGAAGAATGGAAAATG
ATGAAGAAACAG

NOS

AAGCTTAGCTCGAATTTCCCCGAT
CGTTCA

GTCGACTCCCGATCTAGTAAC
ATAGATGACA

Potential ZmMET1 Target gene expression
Copia

CGGAGGATGCATGTGGTAATAA

GGGATGTGCTCAACTCTGAAT

IAA14

TGGCAACCAACTTCTTCTGC

GTCGTTGGTTCTTCGGCTTT

MYB77

AACGAAGACGCAAACAAATCAGT

TCAGAATAATTTTGCACATGT

CA827096

CTATGAGCCCACCCCAGAAG

CCGTTGCACCCTTGATTATTA

MADS69

GAGGAACTCCTGACAAATGCTT

AGGTAAGAGGAGCGTGAGACC

GRMZM5G877259

GATGCAACCAAGGGATCGTC

TCGATTACTTCCAGCTGCATG

UE1

TCGACAGTGAGATTGACGAGG

AGACTTGGGTACTCGTTGGG

GRMZM2G001219

TCCACTTTTGACAGGACCCT

CCTGGTCCAGCAGTATGACA

GRMZM2G032198

CTTCTCCAGCTGATGGTAGCAC

CACCACCGTCTTTCTGTTTCT

GNOM

CTGTCAAGCCAGAGATGGGTG

ACGAGGTTGTGCAAGCCTTA

RTCS

CGCCGTCACCATCTCCTAC

GGGTCATAACCTGCTGCTGT

KIN2

CCTCGGTACTGTCTCTCTCC

TCCACAATGGTTCCTTTCTCA

SPS2

AAGGTCACAGGCACTCAGGTCT

GAGCCAGCAGTAGAATTAGCA

Methylation status of transposable elements
Grande

GCCCCATAATTCGTAAGGTC

ATGCTTTATGCGATGGGTTA

SPM

TCCGAAGGGGCAGGACTAAATGAG

CAACTCTGTGAGGATTGGTGT

Prem2

GAGTCTCGAGCCGTAATCGG

TACCATGCTCTTGGGGCTTG

Opie1

GCTGCTCTCGGGAAGTGATT

AATGCCAAGTGGCTAGAGAAG

Xilon1

CTGCAATTGTCTCGCTACG

CCTTTGAAACTGCTGATGCT

Table 7.2: Oligonucleotides used for PCR reaction in maize studies.
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Targeted Genome Modification Studies

Primer Name

Primer Sequence (5’-3’)
Forward
Reverse

Creation of TomMET1TALEN constructs
Primers for assembling of TALE DBD as described in (Sanjana et al., 2012)
TomMETTLN1

GGGGGGATCCATAATATATCAATG
GACTATAAGGACCACGAC

GGGGCTCGAGTTATGAGCGGA
AATTGATCTC

TomMETTLN2

GGGGTTCGAAATAATATATCAATG
GACTATAAGGACCACGACGGAGAC

GGGGATCGATTTATGAGCGGA
AATTGATCTC

Creation of TomMET1 CRISPR constructs
TCTAGAATGGATAAGAAATACTC

CTCGAGTCAGTCACCTCCTAG
CTGAC

TomU6

TCGACGCGGCCGCATAAATCTTTT
TAATTTATAG

CCAAACTACACTGTTAGATTT
CGCAGAGACCGAATTCGGTCT
CTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCA
AGTTAAAATAAGGCTAGTCCG
TTATCAACTTGAAAAAGTGGC
ACCGAGTCGGTGCTTTTTTTT
GGATTC

TomMET1 Target

ATTGCTTCCGTCAAAAGTCAGCG

GAAGGCAGTTTTCAGTCGGCC
AA

Cas9

Analysis of CRISPR Targeted MET1 Region
TomCRISPR
Targeted region

TATACATCAAGATCAATGA

AGGCCATATCAGTCCGAATT

CAS9exp

TCTAGAATGGATAAGAAATACTC

TATCAGGATTTAAATCTCCCT
CAATCA

TomEF1α

GAGCGATGGATGGTGAATCT

TTGTACGTGCGTCCAGAAAG

Table 7.3: Oligonucleotides used for PCR reaction in targeted genome modification
studies.
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Demethylation CRISPR Studies
Primer Sequence (5’-3’)
Forward
Reverse

Primer Name
Creating of dCas9 Construct
D10A

TCTAGAATGGATAAGGAAATACTC
AATAGGCTTAGCTATCGGCACAAA
TAGCGTC

TATCAGGATTTAAATCTCCCT
CAATCA

H840A

TGATTATGATGTCGATGCCATTGT
TCCACAAAGTTT

AAACTTTGTGGAACAATGGCA
TCGACATCATAATCA

Remove Cas9 stop
codon

TCTAGAATGGATAAGAAATACTC

CTCGAGACTAGTTGTCACCTC
CTAGCTGACTCAA

TET3

ACTAGTAATGGAGGAGCGGTATGG
AGA

CTCGAGAAGCGTAATCTGGAA
CATCGTA

TET

GTCGACATGTCTCGATCCCG

GTCGACCCTAGACCCAATGGT

Creating of sgRNA Chimeric

AtU6

GCGGCCGCCTTCGTTGAACAACGG
AAACTCG

ATCACTACTTCGACTCTAGCT
GAGACCGAATTCGGTCTCTTT
TAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTT
AAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTAT
CAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCG
AGTCGGTGCTTTTTTTTGGAT
TC

ncRNA15242

ATTGAGGTGTAGCTTGTAGTGCTG

TCCACATCGAACATCACGACC
AAA

PI4Kɣ3-1

ATTGACTTCCGTCAAAAGTCAGCG

TGAAGGCAGTTTTCAGTCGCC
AAA

PI4Kɣ3-2

ATTGGGAACGCTAAAATTTTCTGG

CCTTGCGATTTTAAAAGACCC
AAA

PI4Kɣ3-3

ATTGGAACAGCGGCGAATTTTGTG

CTTGTCGCCGCTTAAAACACC
AAA

PI4Kɣ3-4

ATTGTCCATGATCGGAAGAGACAC

AGGTACTAGCCTTCTCTGTGC
AAA

Table 7.4 : Oligonucleotides used for PCR reaction in demethylation CRISPR studies
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Arabidopsis CMT2 Studies
Primer Sequence (5’-3’)
Forward
Reverse

Primer Name
Creating of CMT2 constructs
AtCMT2-1

TTTTGGATCCTCTCTGATGTT
ATCGCCGGCCAAATGTGAG

TTTTCTGCAGTTCGAAATG
AGCAAGATGCCAGAGACAT

AtCMT2-2

TTTTTCGAAGATCTACAAGGC
TATCTGGAA

TTTTAAGCTTGTTTTCGGA
CGTTTTAGGATTTC

dAtCMT2

GACCTCCATctCAAGGAATTA
GTG

CCCACATATCACACCAAC

cmt2 mutant Genotyping
LP and RP

LP:TGGGTTTCTTCTTCTTCACCC

RP:AGGAAAACCCAGATCTTC
TGG

Potential CMT2 Target gene expression
AtCMT2

ATCTTGCCACTTCCTGGTCG

ACAAGACGGCTCAAAGCGTA

EF1Α

GCGTGTCATTGAGAGGTTCG

GTCAAGAGCCTCAAGGAGAG

AT4G25530

ATGGACACAGGCAAATGGGT

AGGCTGGTAGAGTTGGTGGA

AT3G30720

ACAAGACTCACACGGTCAGC

GTAGAACTGAAGCCCGACCC

AT1G40390

CTGAGATCCCTAAGGTGGCG

TTCTCTCAGCCTCAGTATTCA
TTT

AT3G01345

CGAGGCCAAAGCTTCCAAAC

ATTGACTTCAAGGGGAGCCG

AT4G15242

CGATCTGTGCGCTTTACTCCC

GGCTTGGGAAATGGAAAGAGG

AT3G51240

CGACCTCTTCGTTCGTCAGT

CTTCTCCCTGGAGGTGACTA

AT3G51240

CGACCTCTTCGTTCGTCAGT

CTTCTCCCTGGAGGTGACTA

AT5G34795

GCCAAAACAAGCAGGAGGTG

TGAAGAAACGGACGGTCAGG

AT5G33393

AGCCTTACCGACAACCAGTG

AAAGTGTGCAGAGTTTTCAGC

AT3G28915

CAAGGGAGGACGTCTTGGTC

CAGTGGAGTACCGGGAGAGA

AT5G35935

TGTTCCATGGAGGAGGTTGC

GCCTAACCATGTCACCCCAA

Table 7.5: Oligonucleotides used for PCR reaction in CMT2 over-expression studies.
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7.2.1. DNA Analysis and Cloning Techniques

7.2.1.1. Restriction Digests

The digestion reactions were carried out using the appropriate restriction enzymes,
in a final volume of 20 µl. Approximately 1 µg of DNA was digested according to
the manufacturer‟s instructions.

7.2.1.2. Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of DNA

DNA and RNA molecules were separated electrophoretically using horizontal
agarose gels (0.7-2.0%), containing 0.1 µg/ml ethidium bromide in TAE (Sambrook
et al., 1989). DNA and RNA was visualised on a UV trans-illuminator and captured
by a digital imaging system (Syngene Bio-imager and GeneSnap).

7.2.1.3. Annealing of DNA Oligonucleotides

Two DNA oligonucleotides were mixed at equimolar concentration in annealing
buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5–8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). The oligonucleotide
mixtures were heated to 95 oC for 5 min. before being allowed to cool to room
temperature on the work-bench.
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The purified digested DNA fragments or plasmids were de-phosphorylated prior to
ligation, to reduce the background colonies. The de-phosphorylation reaction was
performed using alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) (Promega, M2825), by following the
manufacturer‟s instructions.

7.2.1.5. Klenow Treatment of DNA Fragments

Klenow treatment was employed for the removal of the 3‟ overhang, and filling the
5‟ overhang. This was done using DNA polymerase I (NEB, M0210S) according to
the manufacturer‟s instructions.

7.2.1.6. Ligation of Vectors and Insertion of DNA

The ligation reaction was carried out using T4 DNA Ligase (Promega, M180A)
according to the manufacturer‟s instructions. An insert to vector ratio of 3:1 was
used, and the reaction was incubated at 4 oC overnight.

7.2.1.7. Isolation of Genomic DNA from Plants

Isolation of plant genomic DNA was carried out using the modified (Vejlupkova and
Fowler, 2003) method. 560 µl of extraction buffer (2 M NaCl; 200 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 8.0; 7 0mM EDTA, pH 8.0; and 20 mM Sodium Bisulphite) and 50 µl of 5%
Sarkosyl was added to 0.5 g of plant tissue ground in liquid nitrogen. 2
phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) and 1 chloroform extraction was
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isopropanol and followed by washing with 70% ethanol. The DNA pellet was
allowed to air-dry. Re-suspension was carried out using 100 µl of sterile distilled
H2O. The DNA was stored at -20 oC.

7.2.1.8. Isolation of Plasmid DNA from E.coli

Isolation of plasmid DNA was carried out using a modified alkaline lysis method
(Sambrook et al., 1989). Cells were harvested from overnight culture grown at 37 oC
in liquid lysogeny broth (LB) medium (10 g/L bacto-tryptone; 5 g/L bacto-yeast
extract; 10 g/L NaCl) supplemented with the required antibiotics. 100 ul of solution
1 (I (50 mM glucose; 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8; and 10 mM EDTA, pH 8), 200 µl of
freshly prepared solution II, (0.2 M NaOH and 1% SDS), and solution III (5 M
Potassium Acetate; pH 8) were added to pelleted cells. The lysate was centrifuged at
maximum speed for 5 min to removed cell debris. Plasmid DNA was precipitated
and washed with 100% isopropanol and 70% ethanol, respectively. Plasmid DNA
was re-suspended in 100 µl of sterile distilled H2O.

7.2.1.9. Chemically Competent Cells and Plasmid Transformation

Chemically competent E.coli were prepared according to (Sambrook et al., 1989).
E.coli was grown in 500 ml of LB medium (10 g/L bacto-tryptone; 5 g/L bacto-yeast
extract; 10 g/L NaCl) in a shaking incubator until OD600 0.4. The culture was chilled
at 4 oC for 30 min followed by centrifugation at 5000 g to harvest the cells. Cells
were re-suspended in chilled TSS (85% LB medium; 10% PEG 8000; 5% DMSO;
50 mM MgCl2). The re-suspension was aliquoted, frozen using liquid nitrogen, and
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from ligation reactions was added to thawed competent cells. The mixture was
incubated for 10 min. followed by incubation at 42oC for 90 seconds and the
immediate transfer to ice for 2 min. 900 µl of SOC medium (2% tryptone, 0.5%
yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, and 20
mM glucose) was added to the cells, followed by incubation in a 37 oC shaking
incubator for 1 hr. Positive bacteria was selected on LB medium with antibiotics, by
growing overnight at 37 oC.

7.2.1.10. Polymerase Chain Reaction

PCR for genotyping, semi-quantitative PCR, and methyl-sensitive analysis was
carried out using My Taq DNA polymerase (Bioline), according to the
manufacturer‟s instructions. PCR for plasmid construction was carried out using the
proof reading polymerase Q5 (NEB), according to the manufacturer‟s instructions.

7.2.1.11. Creation of Constructs

7.2.1.11.1. 35S ZmMET1 Inverted Repeat

The 35S promoter was amplified using PCR from pGreenII0029-35S using the 35S
primers and then ligated into the Stu1-BamH1 sites of pAM (Figure 2.7(A)). The
two fragments of the ZmMET1 genes were amplified using the ZmMET1aF and
ZmMET1aR primers for the ZmMET1a fragment, and ZmMET1bF and
ZmMET1bR primers for the ZmMET1b fragment, followed by ligation into BamH1Pst1 and Pst1-EcoR1 sites of the pAM plasmid. The Nos terminator was amplified
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of pAM. For plant transformations, the 35S-ZmMET-inverted-repeat-Nos cascade
from the pAM vector was sub-cloned to p7U with the help of the SfiI restriction
enzyme. This produced the construct named, p7UZMET1ir (Figure 2.7(D)).

7.2.1.11.2. Alcohol Induction ZmMET1 Inverted Repeat

For the alcohol inducible construct, the inverted repeat from pAMZMET1ir was
sub-cloned into pABM (Figure 2.7(B)) using BamHI and SalI. The inverted repeat
cassette, which consisted of the UAS promoter, MET1 sense and antisense
sequence, NOS terminator, and GAL4 gene from pABM were sub-cloned into p7U
using the SfiI restriction enzyme. This produced the construct named
p7UUASZMET1ir (Figure 2.7(E)). Both constructs were sent to Dr Fridtjof
Weltmeier for maize transformation. The primers used are detailed in Section 7.1.6
of Materials and Methods.

7.2.1.11.3. Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nuclease (TALEN)

The constructs for targeting the MET1 gene in maize and tomato were created using
protocols described previously (Sanjana et al., 2012). All of the monomers required
for making the constructs were amplified from template plasmids using sets of
primers (Ex-F, In-F, Ex-R and In-R primer series). The DNA fragments produced
were digested with BsmB1 to produce compatible ends. Constructs were made using
two-steps of the Golden Gate digestion-ligation reactions. In the first Golden Gate
step, monomers required to target the MET1 gene were digested with BsmB1 and
ligated with T7 DNA ligase, to form tandem repeats of hexamers in a group of three
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primers. Fragments of the three hexamers were subjected to the second Golden Gate
reaction; BsaI and T7 DNA ligase were used to ligate in-frame with the nuclease
domain in the TALEN backbone plasmid. The constructs were sent for sequencing
to ensure the monomers were ligated in the correct sequence. The regions targeted
by the TALENs are shown in Figure 3.1. Each target required two TALEN proteins,
because the nuclease operates in dimers, thus, two TALENs were produced for each
target. Two TomMET1-TALENs were sub-cloned into modified pPIBT7 containing
the bi-directional promoter, using BamH1-Xho1 and Cla1-BstB1. The complete
TomMET1-TALEN cassette, consisting of bi-directional promoters, two TALEN
genes, and terminators, was sub-cloned into pGreenII0029 using HindIII and EcoR1.
This produced pGreenTomMET1TALENMET (Figure 3.3), which was sent to Enza
Zaden for tomato transformation. Details of the primers used are provided in section
7.1.6.

7.2.1.11.4. Clustered

Regularly

Interspaced

Short

Palindromic

Repeats (CRISPR)

The CRISPR/Cas system was designed, based on work done by Xing et al., (2014).
The Arabidopsis U6-26 (AT3G13855) promoter was amplified using AtU6pro-F
and AtU6pro-R. The reverse primer was designed to includes the cRNA, tracrRNA
and terminator sequences. The fragments were ligated into pGreenII0029, using
Xho1 to form pGreenAtU6. The target sequence fragments were made by annealing
two DNA oligonucleotides,which produced a compatible end when pGreenAtU6
was linearized by Sfi1. The target sequence fragment was fused between AtU6
promoter and cRNA sequence. . Other CRISPR targets were also subjected to the
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genomic DNA using Cas9-F and Cas9-R, and replaced the GFP gene in p35SPGFP,
to form p35SCas9. The p35SPGFP plasmid was selected because it has a nuclear
localisation sequence (NLS) after the 35S promoter, to drive the CAS9 protein
entering plant nuclei. The complete Cas9 cassette consisting of the 35S, NLS, CAS9
gene, and Nos terminator, was sub-cloned into pGreenAtU6 with the appropriate
target chimeric RNA for plant transformations (Figure 3.9). Details of the primers
used are provided in section 7.1.6.

7.2.1.11.5. Demethylation CRISPR

The Q5® Site-Directed mutagenesis kit (NEB) was used to mutate the RuvC- and
HNH- nuclease domains, D10A and H840A, respectively of the CAS9 gene in
p35SCas9. Mutations were performed to remove the nuclease capability of the
CAS9 protein. Mutation was performed according to the manufacturer‟s
instructions. The stop codons of CAS9 were removed using site-directed
mutagenesis. The TET1 and TET3 genes were amplified from the pGreenII-TET1
plasmid using TET1-F and TET1-R, while TET3 from the pGreenII-TET3 plasmid,
using TET3-F and TET3-R. TET1 and TET3 were fused in-frame to the Cas9 gene
using Xho1 and Spe1. This produced two different constructs, p35SCas9-TET1 and
p35SCas9-TET3.

At the same time, guide chimeric RNA for genes: ncRNA

(AT4G15242) and PI4Kɣ3 (AT5G24240) were made, as described previously in
section 7.2.1.11.4. The chimeric RNA with AtU6 promoter was sub-cloned into
p35SCas9-TET1 and p35SCas9-TET3 using Not1. Arabidopsis Col-0 was
transformed with all of the constructs produced (Figure 5.10). Details of the primers
used are provided in section 7.1.6.
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Total RNA was extracted from Arabidopsis Col-0, followed by cDNA synthesis.
The CMT2 (AT4G19020) gene was amplified from the cDNA, followed by cloning
into modified pGreenII0029, between the 35S promoter and Nos terminator. Since
the CMT2 gene was too long, the genes were amplified into two fragments (one
from genomic DNA, the other one from cDNA), using two pairs of primers,
producing two amplicons the AtCMT2-1 and AtCMT2-2, followed by cloning to
produced p35SAtCMT2 (Figure 5.11). Arabidopsis Col-0 was transformed with this
construct using the floral dip method. Details of the primers used are provided in
section 7.1.6.

7.2.1.11.7. Catalytically Inactive AtCMT2 Over-expression

The Q5® Site-Directed mutagenesis kit (NEB) was used to mutate the
methyltransferase motif of the CMT2 gene. To remove the catalytic function from
CMT2, the strategy described by Hsieh (1999) was exploited. Primers for dAtCMT2
were used to produce the p35AtCMT2_mutant (Figure 5.12). Arabidopsis Col-0 was
transformed with this construct, using the floral dip method. Details of the primers
used are provided in section 7.1.6.

7.2.1.12.

DNA Sequencing

Extracted plasmids were sent for sequencing. At least 100 ng/µl of plasmid DNA
was sent for one sequencing reaction.
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Methyl-Sensitive PCR Method

Methyl-sensitive PCR was carried out using the McrBC enzyme (NEB), according
to the manufacturer‟s instructions. The gDNA was treated with McrBC prior to
amplification with specific primers. Details of the primers used are provided in
section 7.1.6.

7.2.1.14.

Bisulphite Sequencing Method

Bisulphite treatment was performed using the EZ DNA Methylation-Lightening Kit
(ZYMO Research), according to the manufacturer‟s instructions. Target regions
were subsequently amplified by PCR, using primers specifically designed for
bisulphite treated DNA. All amplicons were cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega),
according to the manufacturer‟s instructions. Clones containing the insert were sent
for sequencing using universal primers. Sequencing reads were aligned sing BioEdit
(Hall, 1999), and analysed using CyMATE (Hetzl et al., 2007).

7.2.2. RNA Work

7.2.2.1. Isolation of RNA from Plants

Total plant RNA was isolated using a standard procedure (Stam et al., 2000). 0.5 g
of plant tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen, followed by addition of 750 µl of RNA
extraction buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5; 100 mM NaCl; 20 mM EDTA; 1%
sarcosyl). 2 phenol:chlorophorm:isoamyl-alcohol (24:24:1) extractions were
performed, followed by precipitation with 100% isopropanol, 4 M LiCl and 3 M
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biosystems), according to the manufacturer‟s instructions to remove any
contaminating DNA.

7.2.2.2. cDNA Synthesis

Synthesis of cDNA was performed using the Superscript II Reverse transcriptase kit
(Invitrogen), according to the manufacturer‟s instructions.

7.2.2.3. Real Time-PCR

Real-time PCR was carried out using the BioRad CFX96 real-time C1000 thermal
cycler, and using SsoFast EvaGreen supermix (BioRad) as per the manufacturer‟s
instructions. Target gene expression was calculated as an average of 3 technical
replicates, normalised to the housekeeping gene, Folylpolyglutamate synthase
(Manoli et al., 2012). Details of the primers used are provided in section 7.1.6.

7.2.3. Plant Work

7.2.3.1. Growing Plants

The maize seeds were soaked in sterile distilled water for overnight followed by
sowing into the soil. The seeds were germinated and grown to maturity at KWS and
University of Leeds greenhouse at 20 oC with 18 h/6 h (light/dark) photoperiod,
unless stated otherwise. Arabidopsis seeds were subjected to vapour-phase
sterilisation using chlorine gas (Clough and Bent, 1998). The seeds were then
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conditions, or over ½ MS medium, for tissue culture conditions. They were
stratification at 4 oC in the dark for 2 days, before being transferred to normal
growth conditions.

7.2.3.2. Plant Phenotypes and Stomata Distribution

Root and Shoot: The 7-day old Arabidopsis seedlings that germinated in tissue
culture plates were transferred to square plates with MS medium, regularly spaced at
approximately 1.0 cm apart, arranged in lines (for root phenotype), and transferred
to soil for growth in the greenhouse. The plate was placed horizontally in normal
growth conditions, and the phenotypes were observed every week. At least 30 plants
for each line were used.
Stomata: Approximately 12 weeks of maize leaves were observed under light
microscope. The same leaf growth stages were used for observing the stomata
distribution. At least six images of the leaf epidermis were captured.
Seed Coat Color: Images of the seeds were analysed using ImageJ to measure the
Red/Green/Blue (RGB) values, and assess the colour of the seed coats. Three images
were used to increase consistency.
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7.2.4.1. Preparation of Electro-Competent Agrobacterium

The electro-competent Agrobacterium was prepared by following the protocol
described by Shen and Forde (1989). The fresh overnight cultures were inoculated in
500 ml of LB medium with antibiotic, and grown overnight at 28 oC in a shaking
incubator, to OD600 = 0.4. The cells were harvested and washed three times with icecold sterile distilled H2O. The cell pellets were re-suspended in a 5 ml solution of
ice-cold sterile distilled H2O and 10% (v/v) sterile glycerol, aliquoted, and stored at
-80 oC.

7.2.4.2. Agrobacterium Plasmid Electroporation

The constructs prepared in section 7.2.1.11 were co-transferred with pSoup into
Agrobacterium, using the method described by Mersereau et al., (1990). Briefly, 1
mm gap cuvettes were used to electroporate the plasmid constructs, pSoup, and
Agrobacterium electro-competent cells. Electroporation was carried out using the
BioRAD Gene pulser cell-porator, with the following parameters: C = 25 µF, R =
400 Ω, 8–9 ms delay, and pulsed at V = 1.8 KV. LB medium (950 µl) was added
and incubated in 1.5 ml tubes, followed by growth in a shaking incubator at 28 oC,
for four hr. Positive cells were selected on LB plates with antibiotics, and incubated
at 28 oC for three days.
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Isolation of plasmids from Agrobacterium was carried out using a modified alkaline
lysis method (Wang, 2006). After overnight LB medium culture with antibiotics,
cells were harvested. The cell pellets were lysed with 100 µl of lysis buffer (50 mM
glucose; 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8; 10 mM EDTA, pH 8; and 4 mg/ml Lysozyme), 200
µl of a freshly prepared solution II (0.2M NaOH and 1% SDS), and 150 µl of 3 M
sodium acetate (pH 4.8). Cell debris was pelleted, and the supernatant was extracted
with 1x phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) and 1x chloroform. The
plasmid DNA was precipitated from the upper layer with isopropanol, and washed
with 70% ethanol. The DNA was re-suspended in 50 µl of sterile distilled water and
kept at -20 oC.

7.2.4.4. Maize Transformations and Selections

The Agrobacterium-mediated maize transformation was carried out for the
p7UZMET1ir construct using the method described by (Ishida et al., 2007). The
transformants were grown under selection. Maize transformation and selection was
performed by Dr Fridtjof Weltmeier, KWS.

7.2.4.5. Arabidopsis Floral-Dip Agrobacterium-Mediated Transformation

The floral dip transformation was performed by following methods described by
Clough and Bent (1998). The Arabidopsis plants were grown until they were
flowering. The Agrobacterium colony, which contained the construct, was
inoculated in 100 ml of LB medium, and incubated overnight at 28 oC with vigorous
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and 0.05% SilwetL-77 surfactant to a final OD600 = 0.8. The plants were inverted,
and all the above-ground parts were dipped into the solution for 10 sec. with gentle
agitation. The dipped plants were covered, and placed in the dark overnight. The
plants were watered and grown normally. Dipping was repeated after one week. The
plants were grown until seeds could be collected. Primary transformants were
selected with MS medium containing selection medium.
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- 192 Appendix
Figure 8.1 : Epigenome browser screen shots of several potential CMT2 targets gene as
described
in
Table
5.1.
The
screen
shots
were
obtained
from
(http://genomes.mcdb.ucla.edu/AthBSseq/). Methylation types including CG, CHG and
CHH are colour coded and represent by different line. The top are TAIR locus number with
gene orientation. The first three colour lines are methylation at WT, the second three colour
lines are methylation at met1 and the last three colour are methylation at cmt2. Methylation
pattern are observed in Arabidopsis Columbia (Col-0) background
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- 194 Figure 8.2 : Epigenome browser screen shots and phenotype for AT3G51240 gene. The
screen shots were obtained from (http://genomes.mcdb.ucla.edu/AthBSseq/). Methylation
types including CG, CHG and CHH are colour coded and represent by different line. The
top are TAIR locus number with gene orientation. The first three colour lines are
methylation at WT, the second three colour lines are methylation at met1 and the last three
colour are methylation at cmt2. Methylation pattern are observed in Arabidopsis Columbia
(Col-0) background. Phenotypes characteristic screen short from TAIR show all mutant at
this gene show pale brown seeds coat.

